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Abstract. A language called ASL for describing structured algebraic specifications is presented. 
ASL is a declarative higher-order language. It contains constructs for building (possibly infinite) 
signatures, sets of terms, and sets of formulas as well as constructs embodying primitive operations 
on algebraic specifications. In particular, ASL includes a very general ‘observability’ operation 
which can be used to behaviourally abstract from a specification. The expressive power of these 
operations allows the choice of a simple notion of implementation which is transitive and mono- 
tonic. Syntax and two different denotational semantics, a ‘presentation semantics’ and a ‘model 
class semantics’, are given. The presentation semantics is used for showing the existence of a 
complete (semiformal) proof system for specifications, whereas the model class semantics is fully 
abstract with respect o specification expressions. Both semantics are related by a homomorphism. 
Moreover, computability questions are studied. It is shown that any recursively enumerable 
signature and any class of algebras which is ‘pseudo-axiomatizable’ in a recursively enumerable 
way are definable in ASL; also, every computable transformation of specifications can be expressed 
in ASL. 
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1. Introduction 
The design of suitable data structures is one of the crucial points in the construction 
of large software systems. Inner composition, properties and available operations 
of these data structures determine questions of simple realizability on concrete 
systems, provability of correctness and simple handling by users. One of the most 
important developments in the area of software technology began in the mid- 
seventies under the catchword 'Abstract Data Types' where data structures are 
characterized by the sorts (names of their carder sets), the names of the operations 
and their properties; most of the concrete implementation details, which may cause 
problems for the understanding and the portability, can be omitted that way. 
Guttag [52], Liskov and Zilles [64, 102] and the ADJ-group [42, 43, 44] began by 
viewing an abstract data type as a class of total heterogeneous algebras (cf. [15]) 
and showing how such a type can be specified by a signature (a collection of sorts 
and operators) together with a set of axioms. For quite simple data types this 
approach can be used without problems. 
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But for data structures with intrinsically partial operations (such as top and rest 
in STACK or an interpreter for a programming language), total algebras eemed not 
to be sufficient. 'Error-algebras' [107] and 'partial algebras' (Bauer in his 1977 
lectures [8], Reichel [79], and Majster [108]) have been the main proposals to 
overcome this problem. However, error-handling is not adequate for partial functions 
with nonrecursive domains such as interpreters [21] and partial algebras are not 
completely adequate for data structures containing nonstrict operations (such as 
if-then-else). 'Continuous algebras' [70] extend the theory of total algebras and 
'generalized algebras' [25] extend the theory of partial algebras and thus supply 
possible solutions. 
For large algebraic specifications a number of (nontrivial) examples (cf., e.g., 
[6, 86, 109]) show that it is convenient to build specifications in a structured fashion 
by combining and modifying smaller specifications. So-called 'constraints' and the 
parameterization f specifications together with renaming have proved to be import- 
ant tools for such a proceeding. 
'Data-constraints '1 and 'hierarchy-' or 'generating' constraints 2 help to decompose 
specifications into parts of manageable size and to arrange these parts in a hierarchy 
of specifications. In the CIP-approach the lowest level of such a hierarchy is called 
'primitive' and may include specifications such as integers or states (for the descrip- 
tion of programming languages). So the objects described by a specification can be 
viewed as a 'black boxes', the behaviour of which is given by the effects in the 
'primitive' specifications. This reflects a basic view in computer science: nonprimitive 
objects are semantically explained by the effects they have within arbitrary primitive 
contexts ('visible' or 'observable' behaviour). 
On the other hand parameterized specifications allow to write specification 
schemata nd avoid that standard parts of specifications have to be rewritten any 
time a new specification isbuilt. They also allow the design of schematic mplementa- 
tions so that one may concentrate on the implementation f the nonprimitive parts 
of a specification (cf., e.g., [26,95]). For the usefulness of parameterized 
specifications, an appropriate renaming mechanism is essential. This is partly pro- 
vided by the concept of signature morphism (cf. [30, 63]) which, however, for 
parameter passing seems not to be completely adequate (signature morphisms do 
not support a-renaming of formal parameters, of. Section 5.7 of this work). 
Several specification languages have been developed to support he structured 
approach including CLEAR [26, 27] (cf. also [55]), the specification part of CIP-L 
[7], Look [36, 103] and ACT1 [37]. In the following a kernel anguage, called ASL, 
for algebraic specification and implementation is presented 3. Many ideas for this 
language result from experiences with CLEAR and are also influenced by the 
experience made by my colleagues from the project CIP and myself during the 
design of the specification part of CIP-L. 
cf. [27]; for the theoretical foundation of 'initially restricting algebras' eL [79]. 
2 These are developed by the CIP-group, cf. [8, 19, 84, 101]; for a category theory study comparing 
different definitions of constraints cf. [37]. 
3 Short presentations of ASL can be found in [ 85, 98]. In [ 111] an 'institution-semantics' of ASL is given. 
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ASL contains fundamental operations for the construction of signatures and 
specifications which build the basic operators for a simple well-typed applicative 
(i.e., h-calculus oriented) scheme language. This permits to write higher order 
parameterized specifications and signatures, as well as functional expressions. 
The characteristics of ASL are the following. 
Infinite signatures and infinite sets of axioms can be described by finite ASL 
expressions. In particular, all recursively enumerable signatures can be expressed 
in ASL. 
ASL is a language for describing classes of algebras rather than for building sets 
of axioms (theories). This allows to get a fully abstract semantics (in the sense 
of Milner) and to avoid problems uch as that of the derive-operation in CLEAR 
which has a predictable but in some situations undesirable ffect on theories 
[82]. However, a 'presentation' semantics of ASL will also be given in this paper 
(Section 7). 
Algebras in ASL are generalized algebras. Hence, ASL is suitable for the descrip- 
tion of strict and nonstrict operations. This choice of algebras, however, is not 
essential. One could also work, e.g., with total or partial algebras. In [111] an 
institution-independent semantics of ASL is given which works for any suitable 
logic. 
An ASL specification may be loose (meaning that it may possess nonisomorphic 
models). It is possible to express and to study the transitions between loose 
reachable specifications and loose but non-reachable specifications. Loose 
specifications can be precise while leaving some freedom of choice (e.g., to the 
implementor). 
- ASL is oriented towards a 'behaviourar approach rather than towards an initial 
or final algebra approach. ASL includes a very general observability operation 
which can be used to behaviourally abstract from a specification, relaxing the 
class of models of a specification T to those algebras which are behaviourally 
equivalent to a model of T. This can be used.to write 'abstract' model specifications 
as in [64]. 
Parameterization in ASL is A-abstraction (just as in programming languages). 
This makes the approach to parameterization in ASL more general and flexible 
than in other specification languages. ASL can be seen as an applicative (program- 
ming) language where the basic modes are not only natural numbers, integers, 
or strings, but sorts, operation symbols, terms, formulas, signatures, and 
specifications. 4 
- ASL is a universal specification language allowing to write every computable 
transformation f specifications. Furthermore, since ASL includes an applicative 
scheme language and since specifications form one of the modes of ASL, 
parameterized specifications may be defined by recursion and 'abstract domain 
equations', as in [32, 54], can be seen as particular specifications. 
4 In this sense, ASL is similar to Milner's metalanguage of LCF, ML. 
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The expressive power of ASL allows the choice of a simple notion of implementation 
which corresponds to the implementation relation in program development [8]. 
The implementation relation is transitive and monotonic. Hence implementations 
can be composed vertically and horizontally [45]. 
The paper is divided into three parts where the first one (Sections 2-4) contains 
all notions needed for giving a denotational semantics to an algebraic specification 
language. In the second one (Sections 5, 6), syntax and semantics of ASL is presented 
together with a notion of implementation. In Part III (Section 7-9) a 'presen- 
tation semantics' is introduced and compared with the given semantics; a complete 
(semiformal) proof system is developed and computational issues of ASL are 
discussed. 
As one of the main results (of Part III) for the understanding of the semantic 
nature of ASL-specifications, we obtain that every specification corresponds to a 
pseudo-axiomatic class of algebras, that is, a class of algebras which can be axiomat- 
ized using hidden sorts and operators (by first-order axioms and hierarchy- 
constraints). Every parameterized specification can be seen as a function from 
specifications to specifications which respects the semantics, that means that if two 
specifications describe the same class of algebras, then their images under a param- 
eterized specification describe the same class of algebras. 
The different sections are organized as follows: In Section 2 the basic notions for 
denotational semantics are outlined. Different powerdomains together with their 
characteristic functions are presented. In particular, a variant of the powerdomain 
is used as introduced in [73] which, in contrast to the other powerdomains, allows 
to define "good' continuous approximations of the 'is element' and the 'is empty' 
relation for finite and infinite sets. 
In Section 3 basic notions for algebraic specifications are given and associated 
with a denotational framework: Cpo's for sorts, operators, terms, and formulas as 
well as for signatures, ets of terms, and sets of formulas are constructed. Flat cpo's 
are taken as domains for sorts, operators, terms, and formulas and the powerdomain 
is taken for signatures and sets of these modes. All operations for dealing with 
signatures and sets are monotonic in these cpo's. Unfortunately, not all of them are 
continuous. 
In Section 4 a cpo for all algebraic specifications i  defined. The semantics of an 
algebraic specification is defined to be a signature ,Y together with a set C of 
(isomorphism classes of) ,Y-algebras. Intuitively, a class C' of ,Y'-algebras contains 
more information than another class C of ,Y-algebras if it has more sorts and 
operators and if every algebra in C' is also an algebra of C (after forgetting the 
sorts and operators not in ,Y). This induces a partial ordering on classes of algebras 
and, moreover, together with the ordering on signatures it induces a complete partial 
ordering on algebraic specifications. Now the five fundamental specification building 
operations for ASL are defined over this cpo. As before, all operations are monotonic. 
Apart from the derive-operation which is noncontinuous all specification operations 
are continuous for finite signatures but in general not for infinite signatures. 
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In Section 5 syntax and semantics of ASL are presented. According to the results 
of the previous sections this semantics is monotonic but non-continuous. By a 
number of examples it is shown how specifications can be written in ASL. In 
particular CIP-L specifications are translated into ASL and the parameterization 
concepts of CLEAR and CIP-L are expressed in ASL. 
In Section 6 a notion of implementation is introduced which is simpler than 
previous notions. As a consequence it is transitive and monotonic and hence, it 
allows vertical and horizontal composition of implementations. This notion of 
implementation is compared with previous notions. Due to the expressive power of 
ASL most of them can be formulated in ASL. In the last part of this section a 
number of identities between specifications are proven which support he transforma- 
tion of specification expressions. Using these identities former metalevel proofs 
(such as the one for transitivity of RI-implementations) can be formally carded out 
within ASL. 
In Section 7, first a presentation semantics for ASL-specifications i given where 
a specification is represented by a signature including hidden sorts and operators 
and by a set of (first-order) axioms together with a set of (hierarchy-) constraints. 
The derive-operation is continuous in this semantics. Hence, all specification 
operations are continuous for finite signatures. It is shown that there is a projection 
from the presentation semantics to the 'algebra'-semantics of Sections 5 and 6. As 
a consequence all ASL-specifications (including those which are recursively defined) 
have corresponding presentations: every class of algebras which can be defined in 
ASL is a pseudo-axiomatic theory. Finally, in order to analyse the concept of 
parameterized specifications, it is shown that all specification operations on presenta- 
tions preserve the meaning of the corresponding functions on algebras: the 
specification operations are 'extensional' with respect o the projection. Using this 
concept of extensionality he presentation semantics for specifications can be exten- 
ded to all ASL-expressions. 
In Section 8, first the reasons for the noncontinuity of certain operations on sets 
are analysed. Syntactic onditions are given which restrict ASL to a subset in which 
all functionals on sets are continuous. Then the semantic models are compared with 
respect o the notion of full abstractness [69]: it is shown that ASL is fully abstract 
with respect o the observability of sets and signatures by booleans. With respect 
to specifications, the algebra nd the pseudo-axiomatic semantics are fully abstract. 
This justifies our choice of the algebra semantics as the semantics for ASL. The 
presentation semantics is much more concrete; but it has the advantage that a 
complete (semiformal) proof system can be derived for it. Using the homomorphism 
between the semantics we obtain a complete proof system for ASL-specifications. 
In Section 9 computability questions for ASL-expressions are studied. It is shown 
that every recursively enumerable set and every recursively enumerable signature 
is definable in ASL. For specifications it is shown that every recursively enumerable 
presentation is expressible in ASL. This means that in ASL very complicated classes 
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of algebras can be specified: all classes of algebras which are pseudo-axiomatizable 
in a recursively enumerable way. 
Due to the A-calculus-like parameterization concept of ASL, every A-definable 
transformation f sets or signatures i  definable in ASL. Finally, as the main theorem 
of this section, it is proven that every computable transformation f specifications 
(with finite signatures) can be defined in ASL: ASL is a universal specification 
language. 
PART I. BASIC NOTIONS 
2. Basic notions for algebraic domains 
In this section some basic definitions and properties of algebraic domains are 
given (cf., e.g., [76, 94]). As important examples for cpo's, three powerdomains will 
be studied which will be fundamental for the semantics of the specification language. 
2.1. Complete partial orders 
2.1. Definition. (1) A partially ordered set (DOM, E) is a cpo (complete partially 
ordered set) if 
(i) DOM has a least element, generally denoted by ±; 
(ii) every directed subset X has a least upper bound lub(X), that is, every subset 
X for which every finite subset has an upper bound in X has a lub. 
(2) A cpo (DOM, E) is called flat if, except for the least element of DOM, all 
other elements are incomparable; formally, 
x~_y iff x=± orx=y.  
Notation. If the partial ordering E is obvious from the context, we will often write 
DOM instead of (DOM, E). 
Flat partial orders are the simplest cpo's. The cpo of sorts (data type names) will 
be chosen to be flat. More generally, we define for every set M the flat cpo's 
M l =dof (M u {±}, _=_), 
SEQ(M ±) ~-d©f (M* u {.1_}, E), 
where M* denotes the set of finite sequences of elements of M and E denotes the 
flat orderings as introduced above. 
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2.2. Example (the domain of sorts). Let A be an arbitrary but countable  set o f  sorts. 
Then 
AJ-=(Au{±},r-_) 
is the domain of sorts. 
If, for example, A is the set of 'underlined words' over the alphabet of letters 
{a, b, c,...}, then nat, bool, tree,. . ,  are elements of A and the flat ordering can be 
represented as follows (cf. [66]): 
• ..  nat . . .boo l . . . t ree . . .  
± 
To form new cpo's from given ones the following constructions are standard. 
2.3. Definition (Cartesian product and direct sum). Let (M, E) and (N, E) be cpo's. 
(1) The cartesian product of M and N is defined by 
(M x N, E), 
where, for all x, x'~ M and y, y'~ N, 
(x,y)E(x' ,y')  iff xEx '  and yEy'. 
(2) The direct sum SUM(M, N) of M and N is defined by 
( (M+ N)u  {±}, E), 
where + denotes the disjoint union and, for all x, y ~ (M+ N)u  {±}, 
x~y iff (xEyand(x ,y~Morx ,  yeN) )orx=±.  
2.4. Fact. For al! cpo 's M and N, the cartesian product and the direct sum form cpo' s 
with least elements ( l ,  ±) and 1. 
2.2. Powerdomains 
To deal with sets of sorts or formulas, domains for sets are needed. The simplest 
one is the powerdomain with the set inclusion as ordering. This domain will be 
appropriate for classes of algebras (cf. Section 4) and presentations (cf. Section 7). 
On the other hand, the Egli-Milner powerdomain (cf. [68, 74, 106]) is better suited 
to describe computations of infinite sets. However, both domains provide almost 
only 'positive information' on sets (that is, the question x ~ S cannot be correctly 
answered). Therefore, a cartesian product of the Egli-Milner domain will be used 
for sets of sorts or also for signatures. Such a product allows to determine all 
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elements which must be in some set as well as all elements which cannot be in this 
set. A similar domain has been studied first in [73]. 
2.5. Definition. Let DOM be a flat domain. 
(1) Subset-powerdomain : 
Ps(DOM) =def (P(DOM-{4}),  c_), 
where P(DOM-{Z}) is the powerset of DOM-{±} and c_ is set inclusion. 
(2) Egli-Milner domain: 
PEM(DOM) =der ({S_ DOMIS inf inite~4 ~ S}, -----EM), 
where 
SE_EMS' iff S=S'or (S -{4}c_S '^4~S) .  
(3) Pinegger domain: 
Pp(DOM) =def ({(S, S') ~ PEM(DOM) × PEM(DOM)I S n S' ~_ {_t_} 
where Ep denotes the 
Pp(DOM)). 
and (4 ~ S==>S finite and S u S'= DOM) 
and (4 e~ S'==>S' finite and Su  S'= DOM)}, ~p), 
ordering of PEM(DOM) x PEM(DOM) (restricted to 
Note that in the subset-powerdomain theleast element 4 of DOM does not occur 
at all. In the approaches to nondeterminism the empty set is excluded from the 
Egli-Milner domain. But here we are really interested in domains for infinite sets 
and hence, see no reason for excluding the empty set. 
In the original Pinegger domain P2(DOM) [73], a pair (S, S') is in P2(DOM) if[ 
either Z ~ S and ± ~ S' or 4 ~ S u S'. Hence, P2(DOM) contains elements uch as 
({al , . . . ,an},{bl , . . . ,b , ,}) ,  aiO4#b~, 
which are not in Pp(DOM). On the other hand, elements of the form 
({a l , . . . , a ,} ,DOM-{a l , . . . ,an}) ,  a ,#4,  
are in Pp(DOM) but not in P2(DOM). The difference comes from the fact that in 
P2(DOM) the singleton {a} is represented by ({a},0) and in PI,(DOM) by 
({a}, DOM-  {a}). As a consequence, Pp(DOM) will be fully abstract in contrast to 
P2(DOM) (see Section 8). 
2.6. Fact. For any flat cpo DOM, Ps(DOM), PE~t(DOM) and Pp(DOM) are cpo" s. 
Proof. The least elements of Ps(DOM), PEM(DOM), and Pp(DOM) are 0, {4}, 
({4}, {_1_}), respectively. Let X be an infinite directed set in any of the powerdomains. 
Then, in Ps(DOM) and PEM(DOM), lub(X) -- [_J X. In Pp(DOM) X has the form 
{(S,, S[)[i e I}. Then lub(X) =(lub(S,), lub(S[)). [] 
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In order to classify cpo's further, a few more definitions will be given. 
2.3. Algebraic domains 
2.7. Definition. Let (DOM, ~) be a cpo. 
(1) An element a e DOM is called finite if, for every directed subset X _ DOM, 
aE lub(X)~3xe X" aEx. 
Otherwise, a is called infinite. 
(2) An element a e DOM is called partial, if there exists b e DOM with b ~ a and 
a E_ b. Otherwise, a is called total. 
(3) DOM is called countably algebraic if 
(i) the set of finite elements is countable, 
(ii) every element in DOM is the lub of a directed set of finite elements. 
(4) DOM is called consistently complete if, for every subset X _ DOM which has 
an upper bound in DOM, lub(X) exists. 
In a fiat cpo all elements are finite and all elements except he least element are 
total. The finite elements of Ps(DOM) are exactly the finite subsets of DOM-{±}.  
The only total element of Ps(DOM) is DOM-  {±} itself. Similarly, in PEM(DOM) 
the finite elements are exactly the finite subsets of DOM. DOM itself is a total 
element and all finite elements which do not contain ± are total. 
In PI,(DOM) a pair (S, S') is finite if S w S' is finite (and thus, if DOM contains 
infinitely many elements, both S and S' contain ±) or if S or S' is a finite subset 
of DOM not containing _1_ (then S u S' = DOM). (S, S') is total if S or S' does not 
contain ± (and hence, is a finite subset of DOM) or if both S and S' are infinite 
subsets of DOM and S u S'= DOM. 
In a countably algebraic po every infinite element a can be approximated by a 
chain 
a l E a2--r-- •• • ___ a, E- • • 
of finite elements. Flat cpo's contain only finite elements and if they are countable 
they are trivialli¢ countably algebraic. For example, A ± and A *~ are countably 
algebraic since both epo's are countable (A *-L is short for SEQ(A±)). Moreover, 
every subset of a flat cpo which has an upper bound has one of the forms {±} or 
{±, a}. Trivially, ± and a are the lub's of these sets. Hence, every fiat cpo is 
consistently complete and thus also A J- and A* I  are consistently complete. 
2.8. Fact. Let DOM be a countable flat cpo. All three powerdomains, Ps(DOM), 
PEM(DOM), and Pp(DOM) are countably algebraic and consistently complete. 
Proof. (1) The finite elements of Ps(DOM) are exactly the finite subsets of DOM-  
{±}. Since DOM is countable, the set of finite subsets of DOM-{,±} is countable 
as well. Also every subset of DOM is countable. An infinite element of Ps(DOM) 
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has the form 
{al,...,a,,...}, ai~DOM-{4},i~. 
It can be approximated by the chain 
{al}~ {al, a2}~'" _{a l , . . . ,  a ,}c . . . ,  
Hence, Ps(DOM) is countably algebraic. The least upper bound of any set X_  
Ps(DOM) is simply the union U x. Hence, P~(DOM) is consistently complete. 
(2) The finite elements of PEM(DOM) are exactly the finite subsets of DOM and 
hence, countable. Every infinite element has the form 
{4, a l , . . . ,  an,...}. 
It is the lub of the chain 
{4} EEra {4, a,}EEM''" EEM {4, a , , . . . ,  a ,}EEM' ' ' .  
Let X be a subset of PEM(DOM) which has an upper bound in DOM. Then either 
every element of X contains _L. In this case, lub(X) = U x exists in PEM(DOM). 
Or there exists a finite element S ~ X with & ~ S. Then S = lub(X). 
(3) If an element (S, S') of Pp(DOM) is finite, then either S u S' is a finite subset 
of DOM or one of the components S or S' is finite and S u S' = DOM. Thus there 
are only countably many finite elements in Pp(DOM). An element (S, S') is infinite 
if 
(i) both S and S' are infinite elements of PEM(DOM), or 
(ii) both S and S' contain 4 and one of them is an infinite element of PE~(DOM). 
In both cases (S, S'} can be approximated by approximations of both its components. 
Hence, Pp(DOM) is countably algebraic. To see the consistent completeness one 
has only to take the least upper bound of a subset X of Pp(DOM) with an upper 
bound in Pp(DOM). If X contains atotal element, hen this is the least upper bound 
of X. Otherwise, for every (S, S') s X, 4 ~ S and _L ~ S' holds. Hence, it suffices to 
take the pair of the least upper bounds in PEM(DOM) of the first and second 
components of the elements of X. This is an element of Pp(DOM) since disjointness 
(S c7 S' c_ {_1_} for (S, S') e Pp(DOM)) is preserved by the least upper bound. [] 
2.4. Monotonic and continuous functions 
2.9. Definition. Let (DOM, _E), (DOM', _') be cpo's and let f :  DOM~ DOM' be a 
function. 
(1) f is monotonic if for all x, y e DOM, 
x~_ y=~ f (x)  E_' f(y).  
(2) f is continuous if, for every directed subset X _c DOM, 
• lub(f(X)) exists and 
• f ( lub(X) )=lub( f (X) ) .  
(3) f is strict if f (4)  = 4. 
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(4) f is omegas-continuous if it preserves lub's of omega-directed sets, that is, for 
every X _. DOM such that every countable subset of X has an upper bound in 3(, 
• lub(f(X))  exists and 
• f ( lub(X))=lub(f (X)) .  
Monotonicity is the crucial property which is needed to deal with recursive 
functions. Continuity tells us which kind of iteration is needed to compute the fixed 
points. Let us look at the following general situation ([1], for the ordinal notation 
cf., e.g., [89]). 
2.10. Definition (fixed points). For any cpo (DOM, __=), any monotonic f :  DOM--> 
DOM and any ordinal A, let f~ be 
f* = d~r fo lub( {fk I k < A }). 
Note that f~ is monotonic in A. If (fa)~ stabilizes at A', then A' is called the closure 
ordinal of f  and fx'  is the least fixed point o f f  (Since i f f x "=f  ~' for A"~ > A', then 
fo f  x' =fx'. Hence, fx, is a fixed point. If g is another fixed point, we have fog = g; 
hence, fogEg and this implies fa Eg for all g.) 
Now, if f is continuous, then (fx)x stabilizes at omega (that is, we only need 
chains of the form (xi)i~); i f f  is omegal-continuous, it stabilizes at omegas. 
Therefore, we get the following result. 
2.11. Fact. Let DOM and DOM' be cpo's. 
(1) The set [DOM->DOM']m of monotonic functions from DOM to DOM' is a 
cpo with respect o the pointwise ordering: 
fEg  iff foral lxe DOM: f (x )Eg(x) .  
(2) Every continuous function is monotonic. 
(3) I f  DOM is flat, then every monotonic function is continuous. 
(4) If DOM' is countable, then every monotonic function is omegas-continuous. 
(5)" I f  DOM and DOM' are countably algebraic and consistently complete, then 
the set [DOM--> DOM']c of continuous functions is a countably algebraic and con- 
sistently complete cpo w.r.t, the pointwise ordering. 
Proof. (1) and (2) are well known. (3) and (4) follow from the fact that all strongly 
ascending chains with length ~>2 in a flat cpo are eventually constant and that in a 
countable cpo all strongly ascending omegas-chains are eventually constant as well. 
For (5) cf., e.g., [105]. [] 
2.5. Functions on the powerdomains 
If DOM is a countable flat cpo, every chain of Pi(DOM) (i ~ {s, EM, P}) stabilizes 
at omega1, since every strongly ascending chain (xD~ is countable. (Note that an 
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omegal-chain can be seen as an infinite set of chains y~--(Y0)J~ with y(i+l)0 ~> Yo for 
all j.) Therefore, every monotonic function over P~(DOM) is omegal-continuous. 
The projections from Pp(DOM) onto PEM(DOM) and onto P~(DOM) are monotonic 
and continuous functions. In particular, the projection from the first component 
of Pp(DOM) onto PdDOM) will be of interest in the following sections. 
2.12. Definition. Let DOM be a flat domain. Then the projection 
+ : Pp(DOM) -> Ps(DOM) 
is defined by 
(S, St) + -~'def S-- {-.L}. 
2.13. Fact..÷ is monotonic and continuous. 
Proof. Let ((S~, S[)) be a chain. Then either ± ~ S~ for all i or, w.l.o.g., there exists 
io such that ± ~ S~ o and lub((S~, S~)) = (Sio, DOM - S+o). In the former case (because 
of (U  S , ) -{±} = U (s , -  {_L})) 
(lub((S. S[))) += (([J S~, lub(S~))) += (U s+)-{z} = lub((S. S'+) +) 
In the latter case, (lub((S~, S~)))+ =(S~, DOM-  S~) += lub((S~, S~)+). [] 
To compare the different powerdomains, a number of operations on sets are 
defined. 
2.14. Definition. On P+(DOM) (i ~ {s, EM, P}) the following functions will be used 
which are familiar from algebraic specifications of finite sets (cf., e.g., [8]): 
empty/: --> Pi(DOM), 
ap~: DOM x P+(DOM) + P+(DOM), 
deletei : Pi(DOM) x DOM + Pi(DOM), 
isemptyi : Pi(DOM) ~ B ±, 
e i : DOM x Pi(DOM) + B' ,  
where B ~ denotes the flat cpo ({tt, if, _L}, _) of truth-values. 
These functions are specified as follows. 
(1) Ps(DOM): The constant emptys denotes as usual the empty set. Only elements 
different from _k can be added to or deleted from a set. Because of monotonicity 
reasons deletes(S, ±) has to be the least element 13 of Ps(DOM) and by the same 
reasons isemptys and es only approximate he intuitive definitions: isemptys(0) yields 
± instead of tt and x es S yields ± if x is not in S. 
emptys -- def O, 
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aps(x,S)=def{ SU{x} if x#±,  
otherwise, 
{~ -{x} if x# ±, delete~(S, x) = d~f otherwise, 
ff if S~O, 
isempty~(S) ~---def .1. otherwise, 
{~ i fx~ S, 
x es S =d,f otherwise. 
(2) PEM(DOM): The functions emptyEM, apEM and deleteEM are similar to those 
in the subset powerdomain. The difference is that now the element ± can be added 
to a set and that the least element of the Egli-Milner domain is {_1_} instead of 0. 
On the other hand, isemptYEM and eEM have the intuitive definitions for finite total 
elements. 
emptyEM =def O, 
apEM(X, S) =def S U {X}, 
fS{x} 
deleteEM(S, X) -- d~f [ {±} 
f _ _  
isemptyEM(S) = def]t! 
L -  
x   s_ft! 
if x#±,  
otherwise, 
if S=0, 
i fS~O^ S#{±}, 
otherwise, 
if xsS  ^ x# ±, 
if x~S^±~S^x~ ±, 
otherwise. 
(3) Pv(DOM): In Pp(DOM) every element (S, S') gives a positive information S
and a negative information S'. Hence, the empty set emptyv is represented by 
(0, DOM). The function apv adds an element to (S, S') by joining this element to S 
and deleting it from S' (via aPEra and deleteEM). Similarly, the function deletev 
removes an element from (S, S') by removing it from S and joining it to S'. For 
isemptyv((S, ')) one only has to ask whether the first component is empty (via 
isemptYE~). An element x is in (S, S') (x ev (S, S') = tt) if x is in S, and it is not in 
(S, S') if x is in S'. In this case x ep (S, S') yields ft. 
emptyv =d.r (0, DOM), 
apv(x, (S, S')) =def (apEM(X, S), deleteEM(S', x)), 
deletev((S, S'), x) =a~f (deleteEM(S, x), apEM(X, S')), 
isemptyp((S, ')) =da isemptyEM(S), 
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t i if X EEM S : tt, 
X Ep (S, S t) =def if XeEM S'--- tt, 
otherwise. 
The 'observation functions' e~ and isempty~ show the differences between the 
three domains: In the subset-domain x e~ S never yields ff and isempty(S) never 
yields tt. Hence, the subset-domain only gives positive information: it can never be 
observed that an element x does not belong to a set. In the Egli-Milner domain 
every infinite set contains ±. Thus, for infinite sets S, x eEM S never yields ft. Only 
the Pinegger domain allows to get x el, S = ff for infinite sets: 
Xep(Si, S~)=ff iff XeEMS~=tt iff xeS~-{_L}, 
that is, if x is in the 'negative information set' S~ of (S~, S~). 
2.15. Example. Let N 1 be the flat domain of natural numbers. The finite set 
S =def {0, 1, 2} is represented in Ps(N J-) and PEM(N ±) by {0, 1, 2} and in Pp(N z) 
by ({0, 1, 2}, N±-{0,  1, 2}). We have (4 es S) = ±, whereas (4 eEM S) = (4 ep S) =ff. 
The complement CS = {3, 4,...} of S in N is represented in Ps(N J-) by CS itself, 
in PEM(N z) by CSu{±} and in Pp(N L) by (N±-{0,  1,2},{0, 1,2}). We have 
(2 es CS) = (2 eEM CS) = ±, whereas (2 ep CS) = ft. 
2.16. Fact. In all three powerdomains the functions ap~, deletei, isemptyi, ei are 
monotonic and continuous ( i ~ {s, EM, P}). 
Moreover, we define the set operations union, meet, set difference, complement, 
the subset relation and an 'inverse image' function: 
2.17. Definition. For i ~ {s, EM, P} let 
ui  : Pi(DOM) x Pi(DOM) -> P~(DOM), 
c~i : P~(DOM) x Pi(DOM) --> P~(DOM), 
- i  :P ~(DOM) × P ~(DOM) --> P~ (DOM), 
complementi : P~(DOM) --> P~(DOM), 
___i : P~(DOM) × P~(DOM) --> B ±, 
derive~ : Pi(DOM) × [DOM'-> DOM]m --> P~(DOM'). 
These functions are specified as follows. 
(1) Ps(DOM): us and r~ s denote the usual union and meet of sets. derives(S,f) 
yields f -~(S) -  {_L}. Because of monotonicity problems the other functions have to 
be trivial: complements and -s always yield the least element ~ and $1 __~ $2 is 
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defined (and tt) only if $2 is the whole set DOM: 
S1 Us 52 ~-def $1 k.J $2, 
$1 ¢-~s $2 ~---def $1 ~ $2, 
$1 -s $2 = complements(S1) =def 0, 
tt if S2-DOM, 
$1 ~-~ $2 =clef ± otherwise, 
derive~(S,f) =d~f {xl f (x )  ~ S ^ x ~ ±}. 
(2) PEM(DOM): The function UEr~ is usual set union, whereas for hEM and 
deriveEM partiality has to be preserved if it occurs in any of the arguments. Set 
difference $1--EM $2 and complementEM(S:') yield the intuitively expected results 
for finite total $2. The subset relation gives the expected results for finite total 
elements; moreover, Sl ~_ EM S2 yields tt if S~- {_1_} c_ $2-{_t_} and S~ is total, and it 
yields ff if $1-{_1_}¢ S2-{_L} and $2 is total: 
51 L--)EM $2 :def  $1L.) S2, 
Sl ("~EM 52 "~'def (51 ('~ 52) k.) {± I .J_ E S 1 k.) S2} ,
{$1 -$2  if'±~ $2, $1 --EM 52 =def ± otherwise, 
complementEM(S) =def{ DOM-S  if ,i,~ S, 
otherwise, 
t! if S1 total and Sl-{±}-c $2, 
Sl C.__ EM S2 =def if S2 total and $1 - {±} ~ S2, 
otherwise, 
dedveeM(S, f)  = der S'U {±l± ~ S v 3x ~ DOM - {'i'}: f (x )  -- ± 
v S' infinite}, 
where S'= {x l f (X )e  S-{±}}. 
(3) Pp(DOM): Similarly to app the union of two sets in the Pinegger domain is 
built by taking the union of the positive information sets and the meet of the negative 
information sets (in PEM)- Dually for the meet the intersection of the positive 
information sets and the union of the negative information sets are taken. For the 
set difference ($1, S~) -p ($2, S~) the intersection of the positive information S~ and 
the negative information S~ will be accepted as positive information, whereas the 
union of the negative information S~ and the positive information $2 will be the 
negative information. In order to get the usual set difference, for the meet, $1 c~ S~ 
is taken instead of $1 hEM S~. The inverse image is obtained by simply taking the 
inverse image function of the Egli-Milner domain in both components. The subset 
relation is defined in such a way that, for a pair M, and a pair M2, Mr, ~ p M2 holds 
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if, for all M and M'  with M1 _ p M and M2 _c p M', M _~ p M'  holds. 
(S1, S~) Up ($2, $2) :def (S1 k.) $2, S~ ("~EM $2), 
(Sl, S~) (~p(S2, S2) =def(Sl ("~EM S2, S~U S2), 
I (s ,  c~ s~, s~ u s9  if (S,, S[), ($2, S~) total, (S 1 S~) --p (S2, S2) =def t , 
' ](Sl ('~EM 52, Sl k.) 52) / 
k otherwise, 
complementp((S, ')) =def(S', S), 
rtt if ((S1, S~) total and S~ - {_1_} ~ $2) 
or (($2, S~) total and S~ - {_1_} _c S~), 
(S~, S~) ___p ($2, S~) =def' ff if (($1, S~) total and S~-{_I_} ~ S~) 
or (($2, S~) total and S~ - {_1_} ~: $2), 
_1_ otherwise, 
derivep((S, S'), f )  = def (deriveEM (S, f ) ,  deriveEM(S', f)). 
Complement, set difference and the subset relation do not make much sense in 
Ps(DOM), but they are the 'best' monotonic approximations of the set functions. 
Similarly, in PEM(DOM) these operations are well-defined only for finite sets which 
do not contain _t_. In Pp(DOM) they have the usual meaning for all total elements 
of the domain. 
The definitions of -p  and derivep have been chosen to correspond to the operations 
ape and deletep. 
2.18. Fact. Let (S, S') ~ Pp(DOM) and a ~ DOM. Then 
deletee((S, S'), a )= (S, S') -p  ape(emptyp, a), 
app(emptye, a) = dedvep({tt},, ep app(emptyp, a)). 
The extension derive of DOM-functions is important with respect o specification 
languages. All languages for algebraic specifications which are known to me use 
the inverse image operator to deal with renaming and 'hidden functions'. 
At first glance, these operators eem to fit in well in the semantics ince they are 
monotonic; but unfortunately, they are not continuous in Pp and the subset relation 
is not continuous either. 
2.19. Proposition. Let DOM be a flat domain and let i ~ {s, EM, P}. 
(1) ui, c~i, - i ,  and complementi are monotonic and continuous for all i. 
(2) c_~ and derive~ are monotonic for  all i and continuous in Ps(DOM). 
(3) --EM is continuous but C_p is not continuous. 
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(4) Let f~  [DOM--> DOM']m be fixed. Then derivei(., f)" P,(DOM')--> Pi(DOM) 
is continuous for all i. 
(5) derive~ is not continuous in its second argument for i ~ {EM, P}. 
(6) derive~ is omegal-continuous for all i. 
2.20. Example (copies of symbols). Let A ± be the set of underlined words'over an 
alphabet A which contains a symbol '"" (prime). Then 
cr : A ±--> A J-, 
w' if w~ ±, 
cr(w)=der i otherwise 
is a monotonic (and continuous) function. Moreover, p:A'--> A ± with 
za i fw=~rn(za)  forsomen ~,z  ~ A ,a  ~ A-{'}, 
p(w)=aer _L otherwise 
is a monotonic (and continuous) function. Then 
derivep({nat}, p) = (~r"(nat)I n~>0}u {±}, {wl p(w) ~ nat} w {±}) 
defines an infinite set of sorts which contains nat, nat', nat", . . . .  
3. Basic notions for algebraic specifications 
3.1. Signatures 
A signature is a set of sorts (data type names) together with a set of operators 
(operation ames), where each operator has a type (such as _r, _s-->_t where _r, _s and 
! are sorts). Hence, in a sense, a signature describes the syntax of an abstract data 
structure. Operations on signatures erve to define new signatures from old ones. 
A particular kind of signature operations are signature morphisms which map the 
sorts and operators of one signature into another in such a way that types are 
preserved. 
In order to include signatures in a specification language, a more elaborate 
definition of signatures, signature operations, and signature morphisms than the 
standard one is needed (as, e.g., in [27]). First, the domain of possible sorts and 
operators is fixed. Then the domain of signatures i defined as a certain product of 
powerdomains. 
3.1. Definition. Let A be a countable set containing aspecial symbol er. The domain 
of sorts A ± is defined as a flat cpo (see Section 2.1). Also for an arbitrary countable 
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set F with a special element er the domain of operator names F l is defined as a flat 
cpo. 
Similarly, the domain of operators FA with sorts in A is defined by 
Fa =def(F x A*x A ) l, 
where elements are often denoted by fws for f~  F, w~A*, s~ A. Moreover, we 
assume that A and F are totally ordered by a boolean function <~'M x M-> B 
(M~{A,F}).  
The symbols er and er are socalled 'dummy' elements which are introduced only 
St---.~ Sp" for technical reasons (see the renaming operation [_ _ . . . . ]  below). 
The following constructor and selector functions are used on operators: 
funct: F ± × A*± x A ~- ~ FA, 
name" Fa -) F ±, 
dom: FA ~ A *±, 
range" FA ~ A ± 
They are defined as follows: 
funct(f, w,s) -  ffws i f feF ,  w~A*, seA,  
- def [ ± otherwise, 
name(fws) =aeff  
dom(fws) =def W, 
range(fws) =def s, 
name(Z) =der ±, 
dom(±) =d~f ±, 
range(±) =d~f &. 
Similarly, all primitive functions on F, A, A* are considered to be naturally 
extended, that is, for f :  A" -~ A (with A~ {A, A*, F}) a function f ' "  (A±) n ~ A ± is 
defined by 
± i fa i=± for some i~{1, . . . ,  n}, 
f ' (a l ' ' ' "a" )=d~f  f (a l , . . . ,a , )  otherwise. 
Hence, all naturally extended functions are strict. 
3.2. Example. Let A be the set of 'underlined words' over some alphabet A. Then 
the concatenation of a word _w e A with an element a e A is defined by 
add 'A  xA-~A, (w_, a)~--~wa. 
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Its natural extension is specified by 
add':  A ± x A±--> A -~, 
add'(w, a) =d~f _1_ 
if w ~ _1_ and a # _1_, 
otherwise. 
For sets of sorts and sets of operators the Pinegger domain is chosen. 
3.3. Definition 
SETSORT =def Pv(AI) ,  SETOPN =d,f Pv(FA). 
At this point we can consider the set [A j- --> A±]c of continuous functions over sorts 
and the set [FA ~ FA]c of continuous functions over operators. Elements of 
[A~---> A±]¢×[FA--> FA]¢ 
are called signature operations. If, moreover, asignature operation o- = (f, g} preserves 
sorts, that is, 
g(ows) = o':.(w)y(s) for all ows ~ FA, 
where o, o '~ F, w ~ A*, s s A, and f *  : A* --> A* is the extension o f f  to strings, then 
o- is called signature morphism. 
The domain of signature operations i  denoted by SIGOPAr (or SIGOP, for short) 
and the domain of signature morphisms is denoted by SIGMORPHAr (or SIG- 
MORPH, for short). 
The following kind of signature operation will be often used for renaming finite 
signatures: [_s ~--> s__'] denotes the renaming of the sort _s into s', where, for all other 
sorts s'-- (different from _s and s'), [_s~-->s'](s") is the identity and on s--, [_s~--> s___'](s') 
yields er. Hence, the 'dummy' element er ensures that [_s~s__'] is a total function. 
3A. Definition. (1) Let 
{(~1, ~) , ' ' ' ,  (~n, ~tn)} C (A - {eer...})2, 
{(o,, o~),..., (ore, o')}~ ( ( r -  {er})A_(,r)) 2 
be such that n + m/> 1 and the relations induce a function, that is, all _s~ and oj are 
pairwise different. 
Then 
[_Sl~_S~,..., s ,~s ' ;  o1~o~,... ,  Om~O'] =~or~, 
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where ~r is a signature operation defined by 
{i - -1  o'(_s) =clef r if_s =_si for i ~ {1, . . . ,  n}, S I o • ~ if_s s {_s~,...,_ n}-{_Sl, . _sn}, otherwise; 
def{!ws i f o= oj fo r j s{1 , . . . ,  m}, if o=o~s {ol,. . . ,  o '} -{o l , . . . ,  Om} and 
dom(oj) = w, and range(oj) = s, 
otherwise. 
(2) Similarly, if {(oi, o~),..., (Ore, O')} e (F - {er})} 2,then [_Sl~->s~,..., o,, ~ o ' ]  
denotes the signature morphism cr which is induced by (_si,_s[) and (oj, o~), 
ie{1 , . . . ,  n} , j~{1, . . . ,  m}: ~r(_s) is defined as in (1), 
f O~*(w)~(s) if o = oj for somej s {1, . . . ,  m} and o' = o s,' 
! i f o= o js{o~,. . . ,  o '} -{o l , . . . ,  ore}, 
otherwise. 
3.5. Example. Consider the set {array, sequence} which is represented in SETSORT 
by the pair 
S = ({array, sequence}, A ±-{array, sequence}), 
that is, 
S = app(app(emptyp, array), sequence). 
Then using the renaming 
a =def [list ~-> array, stack~ sequence ] 
we get a 'backward'-renaming via derivep into {list, stack}: 
derivep( S, a ) = ({list, stack}, A" - { list, stack}). 
Here one can see the use of the dummy element er: if we would have defined 
a(array) = _1_, then the backward-renaming would have introduced I into the first 
component of the result. 
For hiding of sorts and operations, canonical injection functions are defined. 
3.6. Definition. The canonical injections 
in" SETSORT-~ [A ± -~ A±]c, 
in" SETOPN-~ [FA -~ FA]c 
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are defined as follows for any set of sorts S and any set of operation symbols O: 
ins(s) =def  __  
ino(Ow,) =def' 
if_s ep S =tt, 
if_s ep S = if, 
otherwise, 
Ows if Ows ep O = tt, 
erw~ ifow~eO=ff, 
± otherwise. 
3.7. Example. Let S be the above representation of {array, sequence} and 
So =def app(empty, sequence) a representation f {sequence}. Then derivep applied 
to S and the canonical injection inso yields just the ilaverse image of S under inso, 
that is, {sequence}: 
derivep(S, inso) = ({sequence}, A l _  {sequence}). 
3.8. Fact. in and [_s~ --~_s~,..., o, , ~ o ' ]  are monotonic and continuous for any _sl, 
! _S~, 0,,, 0,,,. . o ' ,  
For the domain of signatures (a subset of) the cartesian product of two Pinegger 
powerdomains i  chosen. A pair (S, O) of sorts and operators i a signature if domain 
and range of every operator in O is in S. 
3.9. Definition 
SIGar =def ({(S, O) ¢ Pp(A ±) xPp(FA)IVO¢ FA: Oep O =tt 
~dom(o)  ep S* = tt ^  range(o) ev S = tt}, =_), 
where E denotes the ordering of the cartesian product which is induced by the 
orderings -=-v on Pp(A +) and Pp(FA). 
Note that here S ~ Pv(A')  denotes a pair ($1, $2). Then S += $1- {±} denotes the 
'positive information set' (without ±) of S. Similarly, O denotes a pair (O1, 02) 
and then O += O1- {_1_}. In the following we write SIG for SIGar. 
The canonical injection in: SIG--> SIGMORPH is defined by taking the pair of the 
canonical injections on SETSORT and SETOPN. 
The functions on the powerdomain are extended to signatures as follows: 
empty: ~ SIG, 
ap : ( A-L u FA ) x SIG-~ SIG, 
delete: SIG x (A J- u Fa) ~ SIG, 
isempty: SIG-~ B 1, 
e : (A±uFa)xS IG~B ±, 
where B l denotes again the flat domain ({tt, if, Z}, __) of truth-values. 
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The constant empty and the append-function ap are the extensions to products 
of the corresponding functions in the powerdomain. If one deletes a sort s from a 
signature, then one has to delete also all operators the range or domain of which 
contains . For checking whether a signature iS, O) is empty, it is sufficient o check 
whether the set S of sorts is empty. An operator o can be proved to be not in (S, O) 
(i.e., o ep iS, O) = if) if o cannot be in O or if some sort of its domain or range can 
be proved to be not in S. 
Formally, these functions are specified as follows: 
empty = def (emptyp, emptyp), 
(lapp(x, S), O) 
app(X, iS, O)) =def/iS' app(X, O)) 
~ideletep(S, x), O -e  O'(x)) 
delete(iS, O), x) =def [iS, deletep(O, x)) 
i f xeA ,  
i fx  ~ FA and (dom(x) ep S*) 
= (range(x) ep S) = tt, 
otherwise, 
if xeA  ± 
if x~Fa ,  
where O'(x) denotes the set of all operation symbols in irA the domain or range of 
which contains the sort x: 
O'(X) =def derivep({tt}, x e* dom(. ) or x = range(. )), 
e* denotes the extension of the element relation to sequences and "or" denotes the 
natural extension of v to B -L, 
isempty((S, O)) = isemptyp(S), 
x (S, o)= 
t I i f (xepS=ttandxeA l ) ° r (xepO=ttandxeFa)"  
i f (xepS=f fandx~A l) or(xep O=f fandx~Fa)  or 
there exists _s e dom(x) u range(x) with _s ep S = if, 
otherwise. 
3.10. Fact. (1) SIG is a consistently complete, countably algebraic cpo. 
(2) ap, isempty, e, and delete are monotonic and continuous. 
Proof. (1) The property 
dom(o) e* S* =tt  and range(o) ep S =tt 
is preserved by least upper bounds. Hence, SIG as cartesian product of consistently 
complete and countably algebraic cpo's is consistently complete and countably 
algebraic as well. 
(2) The continuity of ap, isempty, and e follows from the respective properties 
of functions in the Pinegger domain. For the continuity of delete one has to remark 
that O'(x) is independent of the first argument of delete. [] 
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The functions u, c~, - ,  ~, and derive can be defined in SIG using the correspond- 
ing operations on SETSORT and SETOPN. Similarly to " - " ,  the definition of 
delsorts((S~, O~), S) is complicated since all operations with domain or range in S 
have to be deleted as well. The 'complement operation' cannot be generalized to 
signatures ince its value is in general not an element of SIG but of (Pp(A l) x 
Pp(FA))-- SIG. 
3.11. Definition. The functions 
w" SIG × SIG~ SIG, 
c~- SIG x SIG--> sIG, 
delsorts" SIG × SIGSORT--> SIG, 
delopns: SIG x SETOPN-> SIG, 
c :SIGx SIG--> B ±, 
derive" SIG x SIGMORPH --> SIG, 
are defined by 
($1, Ol)k..)(S2, 02) ~-~'def (Sl Up S2, O 1 Up O2) ,
(S1, O1)f'~(S2, 02 ) kdef(Sl f'~pS2, 01 f'~p 02) ,
delsorts((S1, O1), $2) -~-def(S1 --p $2, O1 -v  Or(S2)), 
where O'($2) denotes the set of all operation symbols the domain or range of which 
contains an element of $2. 
O'(S:) =der derivep({tt}, not(isemptyv(S2 c~p dom(. ))) or range(. ) ev $2), 
delopns((Sl, O1), O) =def ($1, O1 -v  O), 
(Sl, O1)~-~ (S2, 02) =def Sl ~-~e S2 and O1 c-v O2, 
derive((S, O), or) =aef (deriver(S, or), deriver(O, or)). 
3.12. Fact. (1) u, c~, delsorts, and delopns are monotonic and continuous. 
(2) derive is monotonic but not continuous. 
Proof. The proof follows from the properties of the corresponding functions in the 
Pinegger domain. For the continuity of delsorts one has to remark that 0'(($2, S~)) 
is infinite in both components for $2, S~ # {_L}, 0. [] 
SIG as a subset of a cartesian product induces the following constructor and 
selector functions. 
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3.13. Definition. The ftmctions 
signature : SETSORT x SETOPN --> SIG, 
sorts :SIG--> SETSORT, 
opns : SIG-> SETOPN 
are defined by 
signature(S, O) =def { 
sorts((S, 0)) = of S, 
opns((S, 0)) =d~f O. 
iS, O) if iS, O) ~ SIG and O total, 
_1_ otherwise, 
3.14. Fact. (1) The selector functions sorts and opns are monotonic and continuous. 
(2) The constructor function signature is monotonic but not continuous, sig- 
nature(., O) is continuous if only a finite number of  sorts occurs in O. 
Proof. Continuity of sorts and opns is obvious as well as the monotonicity of 
signature. The noncontinuity follows from the totality requirement for the second 
argument and the condition in the definition of SIG. The continuity in the case of 
a finite number of sorts easily follows. [] 
Note that the totality requirement for the second argument of the operator 
signature is necessary to ensure monotonicity. Consider, e.g., a one-element set of 
sorts S = ({nat}, N ÷-{nat}), a partial one-element set of operation symbols O = 
i{succ: nat ~ nat} u {_1_}, F3 - {succ: nat--> nat}) and a two-element set of operation 
symbols O'=/{<~ :natxnat, succ:nat--,nat}w{2-}, FA --{~< :natxnat- ,bool ,  succ: 
nat--> nat}). Then O ~p O' and signature(S, O') = 2- since O uses the sort bool which 
does not occur in S. By monotonicity, signature(S, O) has 2_ as result as well, even 
if iS, O) is a well-defined signature. 
3.2. Algebras 
Classically, a 2-algebra has a carrier set (the elements of a data type) for each 
sort of £ and a function (operation) on those sets for each operator of ~. In order 
to describe data types and programming languages in one coherent framework we 
consider generalized algebras. These are E-algebras where the objects of the carrier 
sets are divided into two groups of defined and undefined objects [25]. Let 2 = (S, O) 
be a signature. 
3.15. Definition. A .S-algebra A is a triple consisting of 
(i) an S+-indexed family of nonempty countable sets (IAls)s~s + (the carrier sets 
of A), 
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(ii) an S +* x S+-indexed family of maps a~, : O +--> (IAI~-~ IAI~), where w ~ S +* 
and = Ials  ×""  × [a[~. and 
(iii) an S+-indexed family of total predicates Da~'lAl,-->{tt, if} (where s ~ S+), 
called definedness predicates. 
If oE O + has domain w and range s, then the total map a,~s(o):lA[w-~lA]~ is 
called the operation associated with o in A, written o a. 
This definition differs from the standard one since here empty carder sets are 
forbidden. The reason for this is that permitting such degenerate algebras would 
give rise to problems in later definitions. For example, no algebra is reachable and 
if A is such an algebra, then A ~ wA for any W (see Sections 4.4 and 4.6 for the 
definition of reachable and -= w). 
Given a Z'-algebra A' and an injective signature morphism o :Z~Z'  (where 
2 = derive(Z', o)) we can recover the Z-algebra buried inside A' (since A' is--up 
to renaming~just an extension of this algebra). The definition extends without 
modification to the case in which p is not injective, where the Z-algebra will contain 
multiple copies of some of the carders and operations of A'. 
3.16. Definition. If p is a signature morphism and A' is a Z'-algebra, then the 
p-restriction of A', written A'lp , is the E-algebra A with 
• carders [A[s = IA'lp<s) for each s ~ sorts(E) +, 
• operations oa = p(o) a for each o s opns(Z) +, 
_ a ~ sorts(~:)+. • definedness predicates D a -Dp(s) for each s 
When p is obvious, we sometimes use the notation A'lz. A Z-homomorphism 
maps the 'data types' of one Z-algebra to those of another in such a way that the 
operations are preserved (for a more liberal definition, see [25, 53]). 
3.17. Definition. (1) A Z-homomorphismf: A--> A', where A and A' are E-algebras, 
is a map f :  IAI--> IA'I (actually an S+-indexed family of maps f~ :[Als -> IA'ls such that 
(i) for each o~ O + with dom(o)=s l . . ,  s. and range(o)=s and each a le  
[AI~,, • • •, an ~ [AI~,, 
f~(oA(a l , . . . ,  a . ) )=  oA(fs,(aO,... ,f~.(a,)) 
and 
(ii) for each s~S + and a lAIs, Da~(a)~DA(f~(a)). 
(2) A bijective Z-homomorphism f :  A ~ A' is called Z-isomorphism. 
3.3. Terms 
Every signature Z defines a set of syntactically correct expressions which can be 
formed from its operators--the set of Z-terms. Let Z = (S, O) be a signature and X 
be an S+-indexed set of variables. The set ]W~(X)] of (well-formed) E-terms with 
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free variables from X is defined as the least set having the following properties: 
(i) for every free variable x, E X, q( ) is a well-formed Z-term of sort s; 
(ii) for all f;s,...s,~s E 0’ (n 2 0) and all well-formed terms tI , . . . , t, of sorts 
Sl,.“, &I, J;s ,_._ +(t*, * - * , t,) is a well-formed Z-term of sort s. 
In the following we often write x, for x,( ), fs for fs( ), and f( tl, . . . , t,) for 
f;s*...s”)r(fl 9 * * * 9 t,). The domains of variables and of terms are flat domains and sets 
of terms and sets of variables are built using the Pinegger domain. 
3.18. Definition. Let X be a countable set. The domain of names for variables 
VARNAME =&f X1 is defined as a flat cpo. Similarly, the domain of variables 
VAR =&f (X x A)’ and the domain of terms TERM =&f 1 W,,(VAR)j* are defined 
as flat cpo’s. Here, Ar denotes the signature ((A’, 0), (I’__, 0)) of all sorts and 
operators. 
For sets of variables and sets of terms, the Pinegger powerdomain is chosen: 
SETVAR =&f P,(VAR), 
SET-TERM =&f[TPp(TERM). 
The following constructor and selector functions are used on terms: 
maketerm : (I’, u VAR) x SEQ(TERM) -+ TERM, 
root : TERM -+ r, u VAR, 
son : NL x TERM -+ TERM, 
which are defined to be the following strict functions: 
maketer&& ,... s )s, (G, - . . , L>) 
As,...s,)s(4, * * - , t,) if n = m and & ,.., s,Js, tl , . . . , t, # I and 




rO”t(f,,(tl, - - - , h)) =def I otherwise 
9 
son(i,fw&19.. . , h)) =def 
ti if l~i~n,f,,(t, ,..., &)#I, 
I otherwise. 
For variables we assume the functions 
var:X1xA1+VAR, 
name : 
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Moreover, we want to distinguish whether a term is a variable or not: 
isvar: TERM.-* B ±, 
t! if root(t) ~ VAR-{.I_}, 
isvar(t) = if root( t ) ~ FA -- { 2_ }, 
otherwise. 
If t is a E-term, FV(t) denotes the set of (free) variables in t. opns(t) yields the 
set of all operators occurring in t and sorts(t) yields the set of all sorts occurring in 
t. For every signature morphism tr, tr* denotes the extension of tr to terms: 
FV: TERM -* SETVAR, 
sorts :TERM -* SETSORT, 
opns: TERM -* SETOPN, 
* : SIGMORPH ~ [TERM -* TERM], 
FV(x~) = d~f apv(emptyp, x~), 
FV(f~) = d~f emptyp, 
FV(fw~(tl, . . . ,  tn)) =d~fFV(t~) Up ' "  upFV(t , ) ,  i fn~>l,  
sorts(x~) =sorts(f~) =d,f apv(emptyp, s), 
sorts(f~,(t~,. . . ,  t,)) =d~fapp(SOrtS(t0 Up ' ' '  UpSOrtS(tn), S), ifn~> 1, 
opns (x~) = d~f emptyp, 
opns(f~) =d~f apv(emptyp, f~), 
opns(f~s(tl , . . . ,  t~)) =d~fapp(opns(t~) Up . . .  Wp opns(tn),f~), if n/> 1, 
FV(±) = sorts(±) = opns(_L) ~---'def ({±}, {±}), 
For every signature morphism tr, 
• { ~(~) i f  or(s) # ±, 
O'*(Xs) --clef otherwise, 
I cr(fw,)(o'*( h ) , . - . ,  or*(tn)) 
if o'(fws) and tr*(h), • • •, tr*(tn) are 
o '* ( fws( t l , .  . . , In)) =def 
| different from ±, 
/ 
kZ otherwise. 
3.19. Fact. (1) FV, sorts, opns, and .* are monotonic and continuous. 
(2) FV(t), sorts(t), and opns(t) are total elements of the powerdomain for any 
term t # 1. 
ProoL The functions used for the definition preserve totality. [] 
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The sort of a term is the range of its outermost function symbol. A ground Z-term 
is a Z-term which contains no variables. For a set S of sorts and a set T of terms 
or variables, Ts denotes the set of all T-terms (or variables) with range in S. We 
write Ts if S = {s}. These expressions as well as the set I W(Z, X)I =d~f(I Wz(X)I u 
{_l_}, 0) of all Z-terms with variables in X can be entirely defined with set operations. 
3.20. Example 
sort: TERM --> A ±, 
isground: TERM -> B x, 
] W(. , .  )[: SIG x SETVAR-> SETI'ERM, 
• : SETTERM x SETSORT-> SETTERM. 
These are defined as follows: 
sort(t) =def range(root(t)), 
isground(t) =clef isemptyp(FV(t)), 
[W(Z, Y)I =clef derivep({tt}, opns(.) ~p opns(Z) and FV(.) C_e Y), 
Ts =d~f T C~p derivep(S, sort). 
The connection of terms and algebras is made by defining the 'term algebra' and 
the interpretation of terms in an algebra. 
3.21. Definition. If X is a set of sorts(,X)+-indexed variables, then the term algebra 
W~(X) is the (classical) Z-algebra having as carder for each sort s e sorts(Z) + the 
set I W~ (X)Js where each operator o(~,..~.)~ in Z + is associated with the function 
a:lw (x)ls, x .  . . xlW (X)l, 
where 
iS( t l , . . .  , t,) = o(sl...,.),( t , , . . . ,  t, ). 
Strictly speaking, W~(X) is not a (generalized) Z-algebra, but a classical Z- 
algebra; and even this may not be true since, for some choices of 2; and X, Wy(X) 
will have an empty carder set for some sort s s sorts(Z) +. We then say that Wz(X) 
is empty in s. 
3.22. Definition. For any Z-algebra A and a set X of sorts(Z)+-indexed variables 
a valuation V: X--> A is a family of total functions V~ :Xs --> [A[s. For every valuation 
one may derive an interpretation .'~: W~ (X)--> A from the term algebra into A which 
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is inductively defined as follows: 
x A =clef Vs(x) for every x~Xs, s~sor ts (2 )  ÷, 
oAv =def Oa for every constant o ep opns(2~), i.e., dom(o) = (), 
O(t l , . . . ,  tn) A =defOA((t l)A,. . . ,  (in) A) 
for every o epopns(Z)  with dora(o )= (s, . . .  s,) 
and every t; ep [ W:~(X)[~,, i = 1 , . . . ,  n. 
3.4. Formulas 
In order to state properties of algebras, the notion oi" formula is introduced. We 
use first-order formulas built over atomic formulas of the form 
t = t' or D(t), 
where "="  is an equality predicate and D a definedness predicate. 
3.23. Definition. The set WFFz(X)  of (well-formed) 2Lformulas with variables 
from X is the least set which contains 
(i) t = t' and D(t) for all well-formed ,V-terms t and t' of the same sort with 
variables in X ;  
(ii) -~f f~ v f2, fl A f2, f i e f2 ,  Vx:f  3x: f  for all variables x~X of sort _s with 
_s Ep sons(2)  and well-formed ~-formulas f, f l ,  f2. 
Analogously to the domain of terms, the domain of all formulas is a flat domain 
and sets of formulas are constructed in the Pinegger domain. 
3.24. Definition 
WFF = def (WFFar  (VAR) w {_L }, E), 
where ~ denotes the flat ordering, 
S ETWF F = def P p(WFF). 
where _ denotes the Pinegger ordering. 
For formulas, constructor and selector functions are defined. The constructors 
for formulas correspond exactly to the signs D, =, -~, . . .  which have been used for 
building the domain. Hence, we exactly choose the same names for the constructor 
functions. 
= : TERM x TERM + WFF,  
D : TERM-* WFF, 
: WFF + WFF, 
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v, A, ~:  WFF x WFF--> WFF, 
V, ::l : VAR x WFF--> WFF, 
isa : WFF--> B z for a e {eq, def, neg, disj, conj, imp, unquant, exquant}, 
son:  [~ ± x WFF---> TERM w VARu WFF, 
where =, . . . ,  3 have the obvious definitions as strict functions. 
rtt i f (a=eqand ~ = ( tl = t2) 
for some tl, t2 e TERM-  {±}), 
or (a -- def and • = D(t )  for some t e TERM - {±}), 
i sa (¢ )  =def 
or . . .  
ff i f (a  =eq and • ~ (tl = t2) for any t~, t2~TERM-{±}) ,  
o r . . . ,  
t' i f ( i= land~{t '=t" ,D( t ' )} )  
or ( i  = 2 and ¢' = ( t" = t') 
for some t', t" ~ TERM-  {1}), 
• ' i f ( i= l  and ~e{7~' ,  ~ 'a~"})  
or (i = 2 and ¢ e {¢"a¢ ' ,  3x:  ~' ,  Vx : ¢'}) 
son(i ,  ¢ )  = def' 
for a e {^, v, ~} and some ¢ ' ,  ~"e  WFF-  {±}, 
x e VAR-  {1}, 
x if i = 1 and ¢ e {3x: ¢ ' ) ,  Vx: ¢'} 
for some ¢ '  e WFF-  {Z}, x e VAR-  {1}, 
£ otherwise. 
As the meaning of formulas we choose the semantics of the classical first order 
predicate calculus (of. e.g. [91]). 
3.25. Definition. Let A be a Z-algebra. The relation 
A ~ ~[  V] 
(read: the valuation V satisfies the ~-formula • in A) is inductively defined for all 
valuations V and all ~-formulas ~ as follows: 
(i) A ~ ( t= t')[ V] iff t~= t'v A, 
(ii) A~ D(t)[V] iff DA(t~)=tt,  
(iii) A~7~[V]  iff -TA~ ~[V] ,  
(iv) A ~ @ ^  ¢'[ V] iff A ~ ~[ V] and A ~ ~'[ V], 
for ~ v ~ '  and ~ ~'  the relation ~ is defined analogously, 
(v) A ~ 3x :  ~[  V] iff there is an a e [A[s, where s = range(x) such that 
A~ ~[  V[x~--> a]], 
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where V[x,-->a](z)= V(z) if z ~ x, and a if z = x. A ~ Vx: 40[V] is defined dually. 
3.26. Definition. A Z-algebra A satisfies a Z-formula 40 (A ~ 40) if A ~ 40[ V] for 
all valuations V. A Z-algebra A satisfies a set E of Z-formulas (A ~ E) if A satisfies 
every formula in E + 
With respect o the satisfaction relation, v, 3 ,  and :! can be expressed in terms 
of 7, A, and V (as usual in predicate logic). Hence, the following definitions are 
formulated without ^ , 3 ,  3. 
As for terms, the functions FV, sorts, opns, and .* are defined for computing the 
set of free variables of a formula, the sorts and the operators occurring in a formula, 
and the extension of signature morphism to formulas: 
FV: WFF--> SETVAR, 
sorts: WFF-> SETSORT, opns: WFF-> SETOPN, 
.* : SIGMORPH --> [WFF-> WFF]m. 
The inductive definitions are completely analogous to the corresponding definitions 
for terms. Let a ~ {FV, sorts, opns}: 
~(t ,= tE) =~or a(t,) up ~(tE), 
a(D(t))=d~fOt(t), a(~40) =clef a(40), 
4(40 ^  40') =d~f a(40) up a(40'), 
~a(X) Up rv(40) i f  a e {sorts, opns}, 
a(Vx: 40) =d,f[deletep(a(40), x  if a = FV. 
For every signature morphism 0-, 
0-*(tl = t2) =dcf Or*(tl)= 0-*(t2), 
0-*(D(t)) =def D(0-*(t)), 0-*(-a40) =aef-atr*(40), 
0-*(40 ^  403 =~f 0-*(40) ^  0-*(403, 
0-*(VX: 40) =defV0-*(X): 0"*(40). 
3.27. Fact. (1) FV, sorts, opns, and .* are monotonic and continuous. 
(2) FV(40), sorts(40) and opns(40) are total elements of the powerdomain for any 
40 ~ WFF. 
Proof. FV, sorts, opns, and * 
preserve totality of sets. [] 
are defined using only continuous functions which 
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Finally, similar to the definition of the sets[W(.,. )1 of terms, the sets WFF(Z, X) 
of all Z-formulas with free variables in X can be defined (where, for distinction 
from t w(.,.)l, the bounded variable ~ is made explicit): 
WFF(Z, X) 
=def derivep({tt}, h WFF qb. sorts(qb) ~p sorts(Z) and 
opns(~) C_popns(Z) and FV(~) _CpX). 
4. A domain for algebraic specifications 
4.1. A cpo for algebraic specifications 
The semantics of an algebraic specification is, roughly speaking, a theory (cf. 
[27]) or a class of Z-algebras (cf., e.g., [8, 44]). 
If Z contains at least one sort, then the collection of all Z-algebras is not a set 
but forms a class. In order to define a semantics for algebraic specifications we 
therefore consider the isomorphism classes of algebras and not the algebras them- 
selves. 
4.1. Fact. Let Z E SIG be a signature. Then the collection of all isomorphism classes 
of countable Z-algebras forms a set. 
Proof. If sorts(Z) += 0, then the collection of Z-algebras i  empty and thus forms 
a set. Otherwise, every signature and every carrier set of any Z-algebra is countable. 
Therefore, the collection of all isomorphism classes can be represented by the 
following set: fix a sorts(Z)+-family [A] of countable carrier sets, then take all 
congruences of Z-algebras over IAI. [] 
Notation. The set of all isomorphism classes of countable Z-algebras i  denoted by 
AIg(Z). Note that AIg(Z) = 0 if sorts(Z) + = 0. If A is a Z-algebra, then [A] denotes 
the isomorphism class of A. 
Now, every element of the domain of an algebraic specification consists of a 
signature Z and a set of Z-isomorphism classes. Such pairs are comparable if the 
signatures are ordered with respect to the Pinegger ordering and if the model classes 
are in the set containment ordering (after having 'forgotten' the sorts and operations 
which are not in the smaller signature). 
4.2. Definition 
SEM =def ({(Z, C)IZ ~ SIG^ C ~ AIg(Z)}, ~<), 
where (2, C)~(Z' ,  C') iff ZGZ'  and for all [A]~ C': [AIz] ~ C. 
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We refer to classes C of Z-algebras closed under isomorphism as model classes. 
The ordering ~< on SEM generalizes the ordering introduced in previous emantic 
definitions of ASL, where, instead of Z EZ' ,  the equality of Z and Z' was required 
([85, 98], for a similar approach cf. also [38]). The advantage of this new ordering 
is that recursive definitions of specifications do not have to be separated in recursion 
over signatures and recursion over model classes. In 'old' ASL it was not possible 
to choose this new ordering since the operation for constraining to reachable models 
had a more liberal definition which was not monotonic with respect o <~. 
4.3. Fact. SEM is a cpo. 
Proof. (±, 0) is the least element of SEM. For every directed set {(,~, C~)I i ~ I} 
lub((Z,, C,)) = (lub(Z,), lub(C,)), 
where 
lub(Ci) =aef {[A] ~ Alg(lub(Zi))[ Vi: [Alx,] ~ C~} 
which is in SEM. [] 
On SEM the following selector functions are used. 
sig : SEM --> SIG, 
Mod: SEM ~ P~(Alg(A, Fa )) 
defined by sig((Z, C))= Z and Mod((Z, C))= C. 
In the following, functions on classes of algebras are defined. These functions 
correspond exactly to the constructs for algebraic specifications which form the 
heart of the specification language ASL (see Part II). 
4.2. Basic specifications 
The function 
bspec: SIG x SETWFF-> SEM 
associates a SEM-object to every signature Z and every set E of Z-formulas: 
_ ~(Z,C) i fE~pWEE(Z ,~)=t t ,  
bspec(Z, E) -aef [(±, ~) otherwise, 
where C={[A]~Alg(Z)[A~ E}. Hence, the models of bspec(Z,E) are all Z- 
algebras which satisfy the set of Z-formulas E. bspec is monotonic, but it is 
continuous only when working with finite sets of axioms or finite signatures. 
4.4. Proposition. (a) bspec is monotonic. 
(b) bspec is not continuous in any of  its arguments. 
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(c) bspec(., E) is continuous for finite E and bspec(,Y,. ) is continuous for finite 
total ,Y. 
Proof. (a)Monotonicity: Let £E2 '  and E~E' .  Then, w.l.o.g., ~+#0,  and 
E c_ p WFF(~, 0) = tt. Hence, by monotonicity, E' ~ p WFF(2, O) = tt. Moreover, ~ ___ 
[.-- • t 2'  by definition. Thus, sig(bspec(~, E))_slg(bspec(2, E')). 
Let [A] E Mod(bspec(~', E')). Then [A] ~ Alg(~') and A ~ E. Since E consists 
only of Z-formulas AI~ ~ E, that is, Mod(bspec(~, E))~Mod(bspec(2',  E')). 
(b) The noncontinuity follows from the noncontinuity of c_ p. 
(c) Continuity for finite set of formulas: Let (2i) be a chain and E be a 
finite set of formulas. W.l.o.g. let bspec(lub(~), E) ~ (Z, O). Then E___p 
WFF(lub(~), O)= tt. Hence, opns(E) ___p opns(lub(~))= tt.Since E is finite, there 
exists an io such that, for all i I> io, 
opns(E) _p opns(2i) = tt. 
Therefore, for all i/> io, 
E ___ p WFF(~, O) = tt 
which implies 
lub(sig(bspec(2~, E))) = lub(.,~) = sig(bspec(lub(~), E)). 
It suffices tO prove Mod(lub(bspec(2~, E)) )~ Mod(bspec(lub(~), E)): 
Mod(lub(bspec(2,, E))) 
= lub({[A] ~ Alg(~,)JA ~ E})={[a]~Alg(lub(~,))lVi>~ o: AI~, ~ E} 
= {[A]~ Alg(lub(~,)) I A ~ E}= Mod(bspec(lub(~,), E ). 
The continuity for finite signatures i proved analogously. [] 
4.3. Sum 
The sum of two SEM-objects T, T' builds the union of both signatures and the 
'meet' of the model classes of T and T': 
sum" SEM x SEM-~ SEM, 
sum(<$, C>, <~', C'>)=def<2", C'3, 
where 
C I! _ _  
The sum is monotonic and continuous, as is shown in the following proposition. 
4.5. Proposition. The function sum is monotonic and continuous. 
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Proof. Continuity: Let (Zi, Ci) be an ascending chain. Obviously, 
sig(lub(sum((,~,, C~), (.,~', C')))) 
= lub(Zi u ~ ' )= (lub(Z,))w Z'  = sig(sum(lub((Z,, C~)), (Z', C'))), 
by continuity of union. Moreover, 
Mod(lub(sum((Z~, C;), (Z', C')))) 
= lub({[A] ~ Alg(Z~ w Z')i[A[~,] ~ C~ A [A[~,] ~ C'}) 
= {[A] ~ Alg(lub(Z; u Z'))[Vi: [Alz,] ~ Ci A [Alz,] ~ C'} 
= {[A] Alg((lub(Z;)) u Z') [ lub(C,) A C'} 
= Mod(sum(lub((Z,, C,)), (Z', C'))). 
Monotonicity follows from the continuity. [] 
4.4. Reachability 
An algebra is reachable with its operators if every element is the value of some 
term without free variables. More generally, an algebra is reachable on a sort with 
the set of operators O if every element of that sort is the value of some term built 
by operators from O and variables not of that sort. 
4.6. Definition. If A is a Z-algebra, S is a set of sorts with S+_c sorts(Z) + and O 
is a set of operators with O+c_ opns(Z) +, then A is reachable on S with 0 (often 
written as A ~ (S, O)) if, for every sort s e S + and every carrier element a ~ JAJs, 
there is a term t ~ J W~,(VARs,)Js and a valuation V onto A such that t A = a, where 
Z '=(sorts(~) ,  O) and S'=sorts(Z)+-S +. If A is reachable on all sorts(Z) with 
opns(Z), then A is called term-generated. 
Analogously, if S and 0 are sets in the subset powerdomain, we write A is 
reachable on S with O. 
Reachability induces the following operation on model classes: 
reach: SEM x SETSORT × SETOPN--> SEM, 
reach((2, C), S, O) =deff(-~' 
C') if S ~ p sorts(Z) = tt aad 
O ~e opns(.~) =tt and S, O total, 
otherwise, 
where 
C' = {[A] e C JA is reachable on S with O}. 
4.7. Proposition. (a) reach is monotonic. 
(b) reach is not continuous in any of its arguments. 
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(c) reach(., S, O) is continuous for finite total S and O; reach(E,., .  ) is continuous 
for finite total ~. 
Proof. (a)Monotonicity: Let (Z,C)~<(Z',C') ,  SE_S', and 0__0'.  W.l.o.g., 
S __e sorts(Z) =tt, 0 ~p opns(Z)=tt and S, 0 total. Then S= S' and 0 = O' and, 
w.l.o.g., reach((Z, C), S, O) ~ _1_. (Z, C) <~ (Z', C') implies ~ E ~ '  and hence, 
sig(reach((,S, C), S, 0 ) )= Z E,~' = sig(reach((2', C'), S', O')), 
(,) Mod(reach((Z', C'), S', 0')) = {[A] ~ C'[A is reachable on S' with 0'}. 
Hence, for A in (*) (because of ~ EZ') ,  AIz is reachable on S with 0 and because 
of C'lz c__ C, lAir]  e C holds which implies [AI~] e Mod(reach((Z, C), S, 0)). 
(b) The noncontinuity follows, for example, from the noncontinuity of ~1,. 
(c) Continuity for finite S and O: Let ((~, C~)) be an ascending chain and S, 0 
finite and total. Thus, w.l.o.g., reach(lub((Z, C~)), S, O) # i.l-, I~). Then 
(S c_psorts(lub(Zi)))=(O ~eopns(lub(,$~)))=tt. Since 0 and S are finite, there 
exists io such that, for all i I> io, (S ___ p sorts(Z~)) = (0  c e opns(Zi)) = tt. Therefore, 
sig(reach(lub((Z,, C~)), S, 0)) = lub(sig(reach((Z,, Ci), S, 0))). 
For the model classes the following holds: 
Mod(lub(reach((Z,, C~), S, 0))) 
= lub({[A] e Ci I A is reachable on S with 0}) 
= {[A]~Alg(lub(~,,))lVi >- o: [AI~,] ~ C, and 
A is reachable on S with O} 
= {[A] ~ Alg(lub(Zi))[ A] ~ lub(Ci) and A is reachable on S with O} 
= Mod(reach(lub((Z,, C~)), S, 0)). [] 
4.5. Inverse image 
The inverse image operation can also be generalized to SEM-objects: 
derive: SEM x SIGMORPH -~ SEM, 
derive((Y, C), or) =def (derivep(Z, or), 
{[A[~] ~ Alg(deriver,(Y, o-))[[A] ~ C}). 
Hence, the model class of derive(T, or) consists of all or-restrictions of models of T 
(cf. Section 3.2). The inverse image operation is monotonic but it is not continuous 
in any of its arguments. However, if the signature morphism is surjective, we can 
prove continuity with respect o the SEM-argument. That means that if the signature 
morphism is not used for hiding, everything is fine. 
4.8. Proposition. (1) The inverse image operation is monotonic. 
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(2) For some fixed or derive(., or) is not continuous and hence, the inverse image 
operation is not continuous in both arguments (since for signatures derive is not 
continuous in the second argument). 
(3) I f  or is surjective, then derive(., tr) is continuous. 
Proof. Monotonicity: Let (~, C)<~(Z ', C') and or_or'. Then Z~Z'  and 
derivea(Z, or)_ derivep(, v', or'), by the monotonicity of the inverse image operation 
for signatures. 
Mod(dedve((.Y', C'), or'))= {[A]e Alg(derivel,(.~', or'))l 3[B] e C': A= 
Hence, for every [A] e Mod(derive((.~', C'), or')), there exists [B] e C': A = BI~,. 
Because of(~, C) ~< (.~', C'), we have [BI~] ~ C. Now we have to prove Alde.vo~z.~> = 
Then [ald,nve~,~] e Mod(derive((- v-,C), or)). 
Let s ~ sorts(derivep(, v, or))+. Then I(Aldo.vo~.~>)l, = IAI~ ---Inl~,(~) by definition of 
derive. Moreover, or(s) ~ _L and hence, or(s) = o-'(s) ~ ~ which implies 
Similarly, for all os  
opns(derivep(Z, or))+, o<al~"'~,~))= O(BI~)I~. 
Noncontinuity: Let sig(NAT) be the signature with sort nat and operations 0: --> 
nat and succ: nat--> nat. Hence, 
sig(NAT) = (({nat}, A'L _ {nat}), ({0()na__tt, SUCC(nat)nat}, /-'A -- {0( )na_.~t, SUCC(nat)nat}))- 
Then define Z to be sig(NAT) enriched by the constant symbol c:->nat. Let 
or: sig(NAT) -> ~ be the canonical injection (that is, or(w) = w for w ~ sig(NAT) and 
otherwise or(c)= er). Let N be the (isomorphism class of) the standard model of 
natural numbers and define Ci (i ~ N) to be the set of all (isomorphism classes of) 
Z-algebras A such that 
(1) A[~ = N, and 
(2) c A >>- succi(0) a. 
Then, because of (1), derive((.v., C~), or) = (sig(NAT), {N}) and hence, 
lub(derive((~, C~), o-))= (sig(NAT), {N}), 
whereas lub(Ci) = 0, which implies 
derive((,~, lub(C~)), or) = (sig(NAT), 0). 
Continuity for surjective or: Let (-~i, Ci) be an ascending chain. Then the continuity 
for the signature follows from the continuity of derive(., or) considered as operation 
on signatures, for fixed or. 
Mod(lub(derive((.~i, Ci), o-))) 
= lub({[ A] ~ Alg(deriver,(~i, or))l :![ Bi] ~ Ci: Bil~. = aldcriv¢(~,.,,)}) 
= {[ A]e  Alg(lub(defivep( ~i, or)))[ V i 3[ Bi]e Ci" B~]~. = Alderivel,(~,,~)} 
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(by the continuity of derivel,(., o-) as function on signatures) 
= {[A] ~ Alg(derivep(lub(Z,), o-)) Vi 3[B,] ~ Ci: B,]~ = Alderivep(~,.,,)} 
(since tr is surjective) 
= {[A] s Alg(deriver,(lub(2i), o-)) Vi :lIB,] ~ Ci" o'(Aldonvop(z,:)) =Bi} 
= {[A] ~ Alg(derivee(lub(Z,), o-)) Vi: [~r(AId~nv~p<z,:))] ~ C}. (**) 
Hence, because of cr(A)lz, = cr(AId~nvep<~,.~)) we have o-(A) ~ lub(Ci) and therefore 
(**) equals 
{[ A ] ~ Alg(derivep(lub(Z, ), o-) )l[ o-(A) ] ~ lub( Ci ) } 
= Mod(derive(lub((Z,, C~)), o-)). [] 
4.6. W-equivalence 
If W is a set of terms, then two algebras are W-equivalent if they 'behave the 
same' on W. 
4.9. Definition. If A and A' are .Y-algebras with .Y = (S, O) and W with W+_c 
I W~ (VARs÷)I is a set of .Y-terms, then A and A' are W-equivalent (written A -wA' )  
if there exist surjective valuations V: VAR ~ A and V' : VAR-~ A' such that, for all 
t, t' ~ W ~, 
and 
A~ t=t'[V] ¢:¢, A '~ t=t'[V'] 
A~ D(t)[V] ¢¢, A '~ D(t)[V]. 
This definition generalizes various notions of behavioural equivalence in the 
literature: If OBS ~ sorts(E) + is a set of observable sorts, then two -S-algebras are 
considered to be behaviourally equivalent with respect o OBS if all computations 
yielding a result of observable sort give the same result in both algebras. There is 
some disagreement over which class of inputs these computations should be con- 
sidered: ]Wr(VAR)loas-equivalence (all inputs) is behavioural equivalence 
according to [48, 80, 58]; ]Wz (VARoas)loBs-equivalence (inputs of observable sorts) 
is behavioural equivalence in the sense of [16, 49, 87]; and I W~ (O)loas-equivalence 
(no inputs) is the same as behavioural (or I/O) equivalence in [12, 19, 57] (and 
implied by [41]) except that in these papers only term-generated algebras are 
considered. There are other choices for W which yield interesting equivalences; 
one of these (used in the definition of the junk operation) is given in Section 5.5. 
5 Following an idea of Pepper [110] Sannella and Tarlecid define observable quivalence even more 
generally with respect o a set of formulas [112]. 
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W-equivalence can simply be generalized to classes of algebras: 
• [ : SEM x SETTERM -~ SEM, 
f (~ ,  {[A]~ Alg(~)[ 3[Ao] ~ C: A =-wAo}) 
(.¢~,, C)] W ~'~defJ if W c_r, lW(2, VAP~orts(z))[ =tt, 
[(&, 0) otherwise. 
Hence, T[ w consists of all Z-algebras which are W-equivalent to some model of 
T. This operation abstracts away from any structure which is not observable by the 
set W--the set of observable terms. The operation. [ is monotonic but not continuous. 
But in contrast o the other noncontinuous specification operations, up to now I 
did not find a sufficient condition for the continuity of .  I w which is applicable in 
many situations. Hence, at the moment, the W-abstraction is not well-suited to be 
used in recursive definitions. 
4.10. Proposition. The function. [ is monotonic but not continuous. 
Proof. Monotonicity: Let (Z, C)<<-(Z ', C') and W__= W'. Then, w.l.o.g., (,~, c)lW# 
(L, 0). Hence, W~pIW(Z,  VARs)l=tt. Thus, by monotonicity, W'___p 
I W(Z, VARs)I = tt. Then Z ___~' implies the monotonicity for the signature. 
Mod((Z',  C')I w') = {[A]~ Alg(~') 13[B] ~ C': A -w,  B] 
(since W + _ W '+) 
___ {[A] ~ Alg(,S')I3[B] ~ C': A ==-wB]. 
Because of C'I~ ~ C, for every A 6 Mod((Z', C')I w,), there exists B ~ C' such that 
BI:~ E C and A =-wB. Because of W _Cpl W(Z , VARs)[ we have AI:~ ~wBl:~ which 
implies AIz s Mod((2, C)I w). 
Noncontinuity: As in Section 4.5, let Z be the signature of natural numbers 
sig(NAT) enriched by a constant symbol c" --> nat. Let, for i ~ N, Ci also be the class 
of Z-algebras over N with c I> succi(0). 
Let W =dell W(sig(NAT), VAR, at)l be the set of all terms of natural numbers. 
Then (Z, Ci)]w=(,~, Co) and hence, lub((Z, C,)lw)=(~, Co), whereas lub(Ci)=0 
which implies ($, lub(Ci)) lw=(z,  0). [] 
PART II. SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS OF ASL 
5. The language ASL and its semantics 
ASL is a well-typed higher order language for algebraic specifications. It contains 
constructs for building (possibly infinite) signatures, sets of terms, and sets of 
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formulas as well as constructs embodying primitive operations on algebraic 
specifications. 
Since a signature consists of a set of sorts and a set of operators and since the 
treatment of sets of terms or formulas constitutes an important part of the activity 
in algebraic specifications, the language ASL includes a schema language for the 
specification and transformation of sets with the following constructs: 
- construct a set using a restricted kind of set comprehension; 
- add an element o a set or delete an element from a set; 
- build union, meet, and difference of two sets and built the complement of a set; 
- ask whether an element is in a set; 
- ask whether a set is empty; 
- ask whether a set is a subset of another one. 
These constructs allow to specify finite and infinite sets. In particular, they allow 
to specify all recursively enumerable sets. All set operations can be applied to the 
sets of the basic modes of ASL that are sets of sorts, operators, variables, terms and 
formulas. Moreover, for everyone of these basic modes, ASL provides a few special 
operations. For signatures the set constructs are adapted to pairs of sets of sorts 
and sets of operators. For example, a signature can be constructed from a set of 
sorts and a set of operators. One may add a sort or an operator to a signature, one 
may delete a sort or an operator from a signature and ask whether a sort or an 
operator belongs to a signature. 
The specification part of ASL contains the following five constructs. 
- Form a basic specification having a given signature ,Y and given axioms E. This 
specifies the class of all ,Y-algebras atisfying E. 
- Take the sum T + T' of two specifications, pecifying the class of algebras obtained 
by combining a model of T with a model of T'. This allows large specifications to 
be built from smaller and more or less independent specifications. 
- Restrict interpretation to those models which are reachable on certain sorts with 
certain operators. Requiring reachability is the same as restricting by a certain 
second-order principle which implies structural induction. 
- Derive a specification from a richer specification by renaming or forgetting some 
sorts and operators but otherwise retaining the class of models. This can be used 
to hide the details of a constructive specification to give a more abstract result. 
- Abstract away from certain details of the specification, relaxing interpretation to
those algebras which are the same as a model with respect o some observability 
criterion (i.e., W-equivalent to a model for some set of terms W). With an appropriate 
observability criterion this amounts to behavioural abstraction with respect o a set 
of observable sorts. 
These fundamental and mutually independent operations c~ln be composed to 
give higher-level operations for building specifications by the 'applicative language' 
part of ASL. This part contains the following fundamental constructs for typed 
higher-order applicative languages: function application, functional abstraction, 
(recursive) declaration and conditional. 
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ASL is a kernel anguage which provides a foundation on top of which high-level 
specification languages such as CLEAR, CIP-L and Look can be built. The semantics 
of the specification-building constructs of these languages can be expressed by 
mapping them into ASL expressions. A specification language, called PLUSS, has 
already been defined on top of a previous version of ASL [14, 40]. We do not intend 
ASL itself to be used directly for writing specifications, although in the next section 
examples are given showing that this is possible. 
5.1. Modes and their semantic domains 
ASL is a well-typed language. Every expression e has a unique mode (in the 
sense of ALGOL; in A-calculus modes are called 'types', but we stick to the denotation 
'mode' in order to avoid confusion with 'data types'). 
Modes are basic modes such as bool, sort, opn, term etc., set modes which are 
built over basic modes, the mode sig of signatures or the mode spee of specifications. 
Basic modes are divided into two kinds according to the two possibilities for writing 
specifications in ASL: modes (such as the mode sort for sorts and the mode opname 
for operator names) for the direct construction of algebraic specifications, and object 
modes (such as the mode booi of truth-values and the mode nat of natural numbers) 
which may serve to write down specification expressions denoting algebraic 
specifications. Apart from nat and bool we leave open which object modes should 
be used in the language. This might depend on specific applications. 
From these 'ground' modes other modes can be built such as products, sequences 
of modes, and function spaces. Especially for handling specifications the mode 






::= (basic mode)l(set mode)lsiglsl~el(mode) x (mode) 
I(mode) + (mode)lsigmorphlfunet({(mode)}+)(mode), 
• .- sortlopnamelopnltermlformulalvarlvarname 
I(object mode)lseq(basic mode), 
::= boollnatl..., 
• .-"- (basic mode)s. 
Here {A} + stands for a finite nonempty sequence of A's, that is, {A} + is an 
abbreviation for {A}*A. 
5.1. Example. From 'ground' modes such as sort, opn, spec one may form sequence 
modes and cartesian products 
seq sort, sig x ((sort + opn) x spec), seq(term x formula),... 
or function spaces 
funct(spec)spec, funct(sorts)spec, funct(funct(sigmorph)spec)sig. 
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In order to define the semantics, a cpo DOM[m] is associated to every mode m: 
5.2. Definition. If A is a carder for the 'ground' (basic mode) m different from sum 
or sequence, 
DOM[m] =def A ±, 
where A ~ denotes the flat.domain associated with A; in particular, 
DOM[bool] =dee B ± with B = {tt, if}, 
DOM[nat] =defN ~ with N = {0, 1, 2,...}. 
DOM[m + n] =def SUM(DOM[m], DOM[n]) 
if m and n are basic modes, 
DOM[smi m] =def SEQ(DOM[m]) if m is a basic mode, 
DOM[ms] "~'def SETM if m is a basic mode, 
where SETM = Pp(DOM[m]) denotes the Pinegger powerdomain over DOM[m]. 
DOM[sig] =def SIG, 
DOM[spec] --d,f SEM, 
DOM[m x n] =def DOM[m] x DOM[n], 
where x denotes the cartesian product of cpo's. 
DOM[sigmorph] =d,f SIGMORPH, 
DOM[funct(ml,..., ink)r] =def [DOM[ml] x . . .  x DOM[mk] ~ DOM[r]]m, 
(where [A ~ B]m denotes the space of monotonic functions from A into B). 
Now, the domain UAr of all modes, the universe, is defined as the sum of all 
domains of modes: 
UAr =def SUM{DOM[m]I m is an ASL-mode}. 
The universe liar depends on the carrier sets A for sorts and F for names of 
operators. In fact, it also depends on the carrier sets for primitive objects (such as 
natural numbers) and for names of variables. But only sorts and names of operators 
will be important in the sequel. (In Section 7 also HA and HF will be considered 
where HA are all hidden and nonhidden sorts and HF all names of hidden and 
nonhidden operators). The definition of the semantic function M below includes 
context conditions for each construct; if  these are not satisfied, then the value of 
the expression is the .L-element of/JAr. 
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5.2. Syntax and semantics of ASL-expressions 
In this section syntax and semantics of ASL-expressions are given. The syntax is 
defined as usual in Backus-Naur-form. For the semantics the semantic function 
M : (expr)-~ (ENV~ UAr) 
is specified which associates to every expression e and to every environment p a 
meaning M[e] (p)  in UAr. The set ENV of environments is the set of mode-respecting 
functions from the set of identifiers to UAr: an environment p is a function 
p : (identifier)--> Uar 
which associates to every identifier x of mode m a (context-correct) meaning p(x) 
in DOM[m]. We write p[x~--> a] for the environment p' defined by 
a i f z=x ,  
p'(z) =def p(Z) i f z#x .  
If  p is not changed by M, we often write M[e] for M[e](p). For example, instead 
of 
M[S,u S2J(p) =def g[s,](p) Up M[SE](p), 
we shall write M[SI u $2] =der M[SI] Up M[S2]. 
5.3. Basic expressions 
For expressions of the basic modes sort, opname, varname and the object modes 
which are not further specified we assume a set P of primitive function symbols such 
that for every g ~ P a domain ml x- • • x mk and a range r of basic modes are given 
and a semantics 
M[g] :  DOM[m~] x- • • x DOM[mk]--> DOM[r]  
is given which is strict, and thus monotonic and continuous. In particular, we assume 
for the basic modes sort, opname, and varaame strict total ordering relations and 
for all basic modes strict equality relations as primitive functions. 
Similarly, for cartesian products, direct sums, and sequences we assume as 
primitive functions the usual constructor and selector functions (cf., e.g., [50]); in 
particular, we assume for products the continuous nonstrict functions 
sell: m~ x m 2--> mi, for i = 1, 2, 
pair: ml --> (m2--> ml x m2), 
and for direct sums the strict functions 
inj i  : mi --> ml  d- m2, 
out/: ml + m2 ~ mi. 
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This last expression yields I if the argument is not in the ith summand (i = 1, 2). 
For sequences we assume the strict functions 
( ) : ~ seq m ('empty sequence'), 
• : m x seq m ~ seq m ('append'), 
hd:seq m~m ('head'), 
tl: seq m ~ seq m ('tail'), 
isempty: seq m ~ bool, 
with the usual definitions. 
The domains of the basic modes opn, term, and formula are strict cartesian products 
or tree-like structures. The basic expressions are formed by the constructor and 
selector functions for these modes as defined in Section 3 and by expressions for 








::= (basic constructor)[(basic elector)l(object expr), 
::= (funct constructor)[(term constructor)[ 
(formula constructor), 
"'- {nameldomlrangelrootlisvar[isot}(expr) I . . -  
(expr) thson (expr), 
for a ~ {eq, def, neg, disj, conj, imp, 
unquant, exquant} 
::= (expr): -~ (expr)l(expr) • {(expr)} ÷~ (expr), 
• .-"- (expr)()l(expr)({(expr)} +) 
• .-"- (expr)=(expr)lD((expr))lT(expr)[ 






= clef name(M[  e ]) 
=d~f dom(M[e] )  
=d~f range(M[e] )  
= d,f root (M[  e ]) 
if e is of mode var or of mode opn, 
if e is of mode opn, 
if e is of mode var or opn, 
if e is of mode term, 
M[el thson e2] =,lef son(M[el] ,  M[e2]) 
if el is of  mode nat and e2 is of mode term or formula, 
M[isvar e]=defisvar(M[e]) if e is of mode term, 
M[ isa  e] =dcf isa(M[e] )  
if e is of  mode formula and a e {eq, def, neg, disj, conj, imp, unquant, exquant}, 
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M[e" el,.  • . ,  e. --> e'] =def 
"funct(M[e], (M[e , ] , . . . ,  M[e,]), M[e'])  
if e is of mode opname and e l , . . . ,  e,, e' 
are of mode sort, 
var(M[ e], M[ e']) 
if e is of mode varname, n = O, and e' is of mode sort, 
M[e(el,..., e,)] =aefmaketerm(e, ( l , . . . ,  e,)) 
if e is of mode opn and e~, . . . ,  e, are of mode term or e is of mode vat and n = O, 
M[e = e'] =clef M[e] = M[e'] if e and e' are of mode term, 
M[D(e)] =a~f D(M[e]) if e is of mode term, 
M[Te] =def--1M[e], 
M[el a e2] =d~f M[el] a M[e2], 
M[Vsv: e] =d~fV var(M[v],  M[s]) :  M[e], 
M[3sv: e] =def:l var(M[v],  M[s]) :  M[e] 
if e, el, e2 are of mode formula, s is of mode sort, v of mode varuame and 
,~ ~{v,  ^ ,~}. 
Instead of e( ) we often write e for a nullary term. Moreover, if the sort s of a 
name for a variable x is obvious from the context we write x instead of x" --> s and 
q~ instead of V sx: ~. Moreover, instead of V s lx l ' . . .  V s, x: qb, we usually write 
V SlXl , . . . ,_s,x,:  ~. For several existential quantifiers an analogous convention is 
used. 
Expressions for natural numbers are built from the usual functions for natural 
numbers O,. + 1, . -1 ,  .*.,. +., . - . , . . .  which are supposed to be strict functions and 
which will not be specified further. Similarly, boolean expressions consist of the 
usual boolean expressions which are built from true, false, and, or, not , . . ,  and of 
boolean functions evolving from set expressions. 
Syntax 
(object expr)::= (bool expr)[(nat expr)[ . . . ,  
(bool expr) ::= (element of)l(isempty)l(subset)[true[falsel(not)l(and)[ . . . ,  
(element of) ::= (expr) e (expr), 
(isempty) ::= isempty (expr), 
(subset) ::= (expr) ~ (expr). 
As semantics of and, o r , . . ,  the natural extension of the classical two-valued 
connectors that is the strict and, o r , . . . ,  is chosen. 
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The operations ~, _ ,  and isempty correspond to the operations in the Pinegger 
powerdomain: x~ S yields true if x occurs in the 'positive information component' 
of S independently whether 3_ occurs in this component or not. It yields false if x 
cannot occur in S, that is, if x occurs in the 'negative information component' of 
S independently whether _1_ occurs in this component or not. 
isempty S yields false if some x occurs in (the 'positive information component' 
of) S independently of the occurrence of 3_ in S; but it yields true only if (the 
'positive information component' of) S is empty (and hence, 3_ is not in this 
component of S). 
The subset operation S~ ~ S 2 yields true, if, apart from _1_, the 'positive information' 
component of S is included in the one of S and, for any S and S' with $1E S and 
$2-S' ,  the same holds. Slc__ $2 = false is defined similarly. 
Semantics 
M[true] =def tt, 
M[false] =d~f ff, 
t! if M[el] = M[e2] =tt, 
M[el and e2] =def if (M[el] = ff or M[e2] = if) and (M[el] # 3_ # M[e2]), 
otherwise, 
M[el or e2], M[not e l , . . ,  are similarly defined, 
M[x]  ep M[S] i fx is of basic mode m and S of mode ms, 
M[x~_S] =def M[X] e M[S] i f x i so fmodesor toropuand Sofmodesig,  
{isemptyp(M[S]) i fS is of a set mode, 
M[isempty S] =def isempty(M[S]) if S is of mode sig, 
M[S1 ~ 52] =defM[S1] ~p M[S2] if S~, $2 are of the same set mode. 
In ASL there is a fundamental difference between the modes bool and formula. 
Elements of the domain of formulas are syntactic objects which get a meaning only 
in the context of algebraic specifications, whereas boolean expressions play the 
usual role in programming. This becomes obvious when comparing the semantic 
equalities induced by bool and formula: two formula-expressions are semantically 
equal if they denote the same syntactic formula; two boolean expressions are the 
same if they have the same truth-value. For example, q~ v • and • are different 
formulas but true or true and true have the same truth-value. 
5.4. Set expressions 
The constructs which are common to all set modes correspond with two exceptions 
to the set operations over the Pinegger powerdomain. Instead of the function ap 
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which adds a single element o a set, a construct for building a finite set from a 
finite number of elements is introduced. The inverse image function is replaced by 
a more readable set comprehension for basic modes. Functions such as FV, 
[W(. , . ) [ , . . .  (see Section 3.3) are definable using the applicative language of ASL 
and are therefore not taken as special constructs of the language. 
Syntax 
(set expr) ::= 
(comprehension) ::-- 
(finite set) ..-"- 
(complement) ..-"- 












M[{mx[ e}] =d~f derivep({tt}, M[A m x.e]) 
if x is of basic mode m and e of mode bool, 
M[{ e l , . . . ,  ek}] =d,f app(M[ ek], •. •, app(M[ el], emptyp)) 
if all ei have the same basic mode m, 
M[CS] =def complementp(M[S]) if S is of a set mode, 
Ideletep(M[S], M[e]) 
M[S-  e] =clef ~delete(M[S], M[e]) 
/ 
(M[S]  -p M[e] 
if e is of mode m and S of mode ms, 
if e is of mode sort or 
opn and S is of mode sig, 
if S and e are both of the same set mode, 
M[S] M[S'] 
M[S u S'] =clef MES] u MES'] 
M[S] C~p M[S'] 
M ES ~ S'] =def M[S] c~ M[S'] 
if S and S' are both of the same set mode, 
if S and S' are both of mode sig. 
if S and S' are both of the same set mode, 
if S and S' are both of mode sig, 
where derivep, emptyp, app, deletep, -p,  complemente, wp, c~p are the functions 
over the Pinegger powerdomain (of Section 2), whereas delete, w, c~ are the functions 
over the domain of signatures (of Section 3). 
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Set comprehension allows, for example, the definition of quantifiers as follows: 
3mx:  e =clef not isempty{m x I e}, 
Vmx: e =d~fisempty{m x lnot e}, 
but note that these definitions coincide with the intuitive ones only for expressions 
e denoting total functions. Often we also write 
{me(x)le'} oreven {e(x)le'} 
for 
{mzl3m'  x:  z = e (x )  and e'} 
if x is a variable of mode m' and if m and m' are basic modes. 
5.3. Examples. (1) Lists of natural numbers: One may write the sets of sorts, 
operators, and axioms of a specification for lists over natural numbers as follows: 
LIST-SORTS =d~f{nat, list} ('set of list sorts'), 
LIST-OPNS =clef {nil : --> list, 
cons:nat,  list ~ list, 
head: list--> nat, 
tail: list ~ list} ('set of  list operations'), 
LIST-AXIOMS --clef {head(cons(a, 1)) = a, 
tail(cons(a, l)) = l} ('set of list axioms'). 
Then a boolean operator iselem may be added to LIST-OPNS: 
LIST-SORTS" =def LIST-SORTS u {bool}, 
LIST-OPNS" =clef LIST-OPNS u {iselem: nat, list--> bool, 
true: --> bool, 
false: --> bool}, 
LIST-AXIOMS" =d,f LIST-AXIOMS 
u {iselem(a, nil) = false, iselem(a, cons(a, l)) = true, 
a # b~ise lem(a,  cons(b, l) = iselem(a, l), true # false, 
D(nil), D( a ) v D( l )~  D(cons( a, l) ), -7D(tail(nil))}. 
The last three axioms show how in the framework of generalized algebras nonstrict 
operations can be specified: every list term of the form 
cons(a1, . . . ,  cons(an, ni l ) , . . . )  
is defined independently of the definedness of a l , . . . ,  an (since nil is defined). 
(2) Sorts of typed A-calculus: The infinite set SORTS-A of sorts of a typed 
A-calculus over a single ground sort, say 0, can be defined as follows. Let A be the 
alphabet {0, ( , ), ~->}. Then A* is the set of all sorts and SORTS-A is a subset 
of A*. 
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Let a:A*~-> booi be a (partial) function which (for simplicity) is inductively 
defined as follows: 
(1) a(0) = true, 
(2) a ( ( ) )  = a(e) (where e denotes the empty word), 
(3) a(w(O,--->O)w')= ol(wOw'). 
(Note, if w cannot be reduced according to (1)-(3), then a (w)= _L.) Then 
A-SORTS ~---def {sort s lof (s)} 
specifies the set (SORTS-A u {_1_}, {_k}). With this definition we only get positive 
information. The question whether 
(0 ~--> )0e SORTS-A 
holds does not have the result false but _k. If instead of a we would have defined 
a (total) syntax checker for A-calculus-sorts, then answers for x ~ SORTS-A could 
have been obtained. [] 
5.5. Signature xpressions and signature morphisms 
For signatures which are pairs of sets of sorts and sets of operators, the constructor 
and selector functions of the cartesian product are available. 
Syntax 
(sig expr) ::= ((expr), (expr))Isorts(expr)lopns(expr)]sig(expr). 
Semantics 
M[ ( S, O) ] =d~f signature(M[ S], M[ O]) 
if S is of mode sorts and O of mode opns, 
M[sorts Z] =def sorts(M[Z]) 
M[opns 2~] =def opns(M[2~]) 
M[sig T] =def sig(M[ T]) 
if Z is of mode sig, 
if Z is of mode sig, 
if T is of mode spec. 
where signature, sorts, opns are the functions defined in Section 3 and sig: SEM--> 
SIG is the selector function for the specifications of Section 4. 
As special kinds of operations on signatures, morphisms for renaming and hiding 
are provided by the language. 
Syntax 
(sigmorph) ::= (rename)l(inject), 
(rename) ::= [{(expr),--~expr)} +; {(expr),-,(expr)}+][[{(expr),-,(expr)}+], 
(inject) ::= in (expr). 
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Semantics 
M[[el~-'*ev,.. . ,  em,-.-~e,,,,; o l~'*Or, . . . ,  o,~--~ on,l] 
=oef [M[e~]"--~ M[er] ,  . . ., M[e , , ]~  M[e,,,]; M[o~]~ 
M[ Or] , . . . ,  M[  on ] ~--~ M[ o,,]] 
if ei, ev are of mode sort for i = 1 , . . . ,  m and oj, oj, are either all of mode opname 
or all of mode opn for j = 1 , . . . ,  n. 
M[in £ ]  =definMt~ i fZ  is ofmodesig, 
where [ . . .  ; . . . ]  and "in" are the function(al)s defined in Section 3. 
5.4 Examples. (1) Signature of lists: The signature of lists is the pair of list sorts 
and list operations: 
LIST-SIG =dcr (LIST-SORTS, LIST-OPNS). 
(2) Signature of A-calculus: To get the signature of a typed A-calculus (without 
fixed point operator, cf. [4]), we add a sort vars of variables for every sort s of A-sorts: 
SA -~-def A-sorts w {vars Is ~ A-sorts}. 
Then, a term of a typed A-calculus is either a variable or it is built by application 
or abstraction: 
Fa =d,r {ink: var, ~ s Is e A-sorts} 
w {apply" (s~--~s') x s~ s'ls, s'~ A-sorts} 
w {abstract: vars x s'--, (s ~ s') Is, s' ~ A-sorts}. 
Now, the signature of this simple typed A-calculus is (Sx, Fx). 
5.6. Specification expressions 
The constructs for specifications correspond exactly to the five specification 
operators defined in Section 4: 
Syntax 
(spec expr) ::= (basic spec)l(sum)l(reachable)l(derive)l(observe), 
(basic spec) ::= signature (expr) axioms (expr), 
(sum) "'- (expr)+(expr) , .w  
(reachable) ::= reachable (expr) on (expr) with (expr), 
(derive) ::= derive from (expr) by (expr), 
(observe) ::= observe (expr) wrt (expr). 
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Semantics 
M[signature Z axioms E] =d~r bspec(M[~], M[E])  
if Z is of mode sig and E of mode formulas, 
M[ T+ T'] =d~f M[ T] + M[ T'] if T and T' are of mode spec, 
M[reachable T on S with F] =def reach(M[ T], M[S], M[F])  
if T is of mode spec, S of mode sorts, and F of mode opns, 
M[derive from T by tr] =def derive(M[ T], M[o-]) 
if T is of mode spee and tr of mode sigmorph, 
M[observe T ~ W] =def M[ T]I Mtwl 
if T is of mode spee and W of mode terms. 
The + operation corresponds to the "," operation in CIP-L for forming 'type 
systems' (T1, . . . ,  T,) out of n specifications T1, . . . ,  T,. It is not quite the same as 
in CLEAR since no account is taken of shared subspecifications. In CLEAR, if an 
operator (or sort) o occurs both in T and T', then o will occur once in T+ T' if T 
and T' share a common subspecification containing o; otherwise, T + T' will contain 
two separate copies of o. This feature of CLEAR is designed to make it easy to build 
specifications without worrying about the names of sorts and operators. Such 
high-level features have no place in a kernel anguage like ASL; T+ T' will contain 
just a single copy of o. This simplifies the semantics considerably. The derive 
operation can be used to manually rename one o before taking the sum if the two 
operators are supposed to remain separate. 
The reachable construct restricts the interpretation to models which are reachable 
on a given set S of sorts with a given set F of 'constructor' function symbols, that 
is, to models in which every element of an S carrier is the value of some term built 
with function symbols from F (and containing no S variables). It can be used to 
express the data-operation i  'hierarchical' CLEAR [84] and the based-on construct 
of CIP-L [7]. The data-operation of 'ordinary' CLEAR [27] and the constraining 
operation of Look [36] cannot be fully expressed in ASL, because they restrict o 
the class of initial models. This need not be a disadvantage, the initial algebra 
approach to specification [44] adopted by CLEAR and Look has a certain number 
of problems; this view seems to be shared by others, e.g., [8, 41, 97]. 
Informally, constraining to the class of initial models has two effects: it fixes the 
constructors (requiring reachability, and thus giving a structural induction principle) 
and establishes inequalities ( t~ t' iff t= t' is not provable). ASL's reachable- 
operation has only the first of these two effects. The second effect gives rise to a 
number of problems: 
- initial models do not always exist for specifications having axioms which include 
v or: l ;  
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- proving that an inequality t # t' holds is very ditticult--in general, one. must prove 
that the equality t = t' is not provable; 
- when a notion of implementation of one specification by another is defined, it 
turns out that implementations have unpleasant properties in the presence of an 
operation for restricting to initial models--the implementation relation is not 
transitive, and implementations of small specifications cannot be combined to 
form implementations of larger combined specifications (cf. [63, 71, 84]); 
- in the stepwise development ofspecifications and programs, the set of constructors 
for a data type is often fixed at an early stage, whereas the inequalities atisfied 
by the type are only established once all design decisions have been made. 
Finally, no power is lost by abandoning the second of the effects of initial 
restriction mentioned above [10]. However, there are some things (e.g., the abstract 
syntax of a programming language) which can be specified more concisely in the 
initial algebra approach. 
The derive-operation corresponds to derive in CLEAR (except hat dealing more 
directly with algebras avoids problems such as that the derive of CLEAR has a 
predictable ffect on theories, but, in some situations, has an undesirable ffect at 
the level of their models [82]). 
This already gives a hint of abstraction because it is possible to construct a 
specification which employs auxiliary sorts and operators and then use the derive- 
operation to forget them, retaining only the semantics of the remaining sorts and 
operators. But this is not real abstraction, because the structure induced by the 
auxiliary operators remains (compare the Examples 5.6(1) and (2) in the next 
section). The real abstraction isdone by the observe-operation which ignores invisible 
structures (compare the Examples 5.6(2)). The result of abstracting from T with 
respect o a set W of visible terms is the class of algebras which are W-equivalent 
to a model of T. 
An extremely interesting use of observe is to express behavioural abstraction with 
respect o a set of observable sorts: 
behaviour T wrt OBS =def observe T wrt [ W(2, VARoBs)loBs, 
where ~ = sig T and OBS ~ sorts 2. (Please note that behaviour is an expression of 
ASL if ]W(.,.)I is defined in the obvious way, see Section 3.3. In this sense, it is 
not a new operation of ASL) This gives the class of all algebras which are 
behaviourally equivalent (with respect o OBS) to a model of T, where we have 
chosen to use a notion of behavioural equivalence due to [16, 49, 87]. Intuitively, 
behaviour T wrt OBS has all those algebras as models that, restricted to OBS, are 
models of OBS and that have the same behaviour on OBS as some model of T. 
This operation can be used to abstract from a concretely-specified input/output 
behaviour as in the 'abstract model specifications' of [64]. It also allows us to adopt 
a very simple notion of implementation, aswill be discussed in Section 6. 
Another use of observe is to express the junk-operation: 
junk T on S =defObserve T wrt lW(~,  , VARs,)], 
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where Z = sig T, S_c sorts Z and S '= (sorts Z ) -  S. Note that S should denote a 
total element of the powerdomain. S '+ is built by taking the intersection of the 
positive information part sorts(Z) + of sorts(Z) and the negative information part 
CS ÷ of S. If S is not total, then the positive information part of the result S' would 
not contain at least one element of sorts(Z) + - S ÷. The junk-operation gives those 
algebras which are the same as models of T except hat they may contain arbitrary 
junk (nonreachable values) in sorts S. It can be seen as a kind of dual to the 
reachable operation. Note that some of the models of junk T on S will be reachable 
on S even if none of the models of T are. We can select these by applying the 
reachable-operation. This particular combination often occurs, so we give it a name: 
restrict T on S =d~f reachable(junk T on S) on S with opns(sig T), 
where S_  sorts(sig T). This gives the class of reachable (on S) subalgebras ofmodels 
of T which are unchanged for sorts not in S, as the following proposition indicates. 
5.5. Proposition. I f  .~ = sig T, S' = sorts(Z) +-  S +, S total and W~ (VARs,) is non- 
empty in all sorts of S, then 
Mod(M[restrict T on S]) 
--- {[A-] ~ Alg(sig T) J A -  is a subalgebra of some A 
which is reachable on S with opns(sig T), 
[AJs ,= [A-Is, and [A]e Mod( T)}. (1) 
Proof. Let W =def W~ (VARs,). Then by definition 
Mod(M[restrict T on S]) 
-- {[A-] Alg(sig T)J3[Ao] Mod( T): 
A- -- w Ao and A- is reachable on S}. 
Now, we can prove (1). 
(rhs _c lhs): This part is obvious. 
( lhs_ rhs): Let V: VAR-> [Ao[ and V- : VAR-~ [A-J be surjective assignments 
making A-  =- wAo true. Since for s e S' the set of terms W contains all variables of 
sort s, the congruences induced by V and V- coincide on all sorts s e S'. Moreover, 
since W contains all terms without free variables of sort s e S, the congruences 
induced by Ao and A- on these terms coincide as well. Hence, one can take an 
isomorphic opy A~ of Ao such that [A~Js = [A-is for s e S' and [A-J~ ~ [A~[~ for s e S. 
Obviously, A~)e Mod(T). [] 
The following abbreviations will be convenient in the sequel: 
reachable T =aef reachable T on sorts sig T with opns sig T 
(restrict o the finitely generated models of T), 
junk T = def junk T on sorts sig T 
(allows arbitrary junk in all sorts), 
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restrict T = def restrict T on sorts sig T 
(finitely generated subalgebras of models of T). 
CLEAR'S enrich operation (add some sorts, operators, and axioms to a 
specification) can be expressed using the + and basic-spec operations: 
enrich T by sorts S opns F axioms E 
=def T+signature ((sorts sig T) u S, (opns sigT) u F )  axioms E. 
CIP-L-specifications are specifications of classes of reachable algebras which are 
structured in a hierarchical way using a so-called based-on-construct. Schematically 
a (simple) CIP-L-specification has the following form: 
type T = res l , . . . ,  res,,+n~: 
based on T', 
sort S l ,  . . . , so r t  _Sk ,  
! 
funct(s l~, . . . ,  _S~k, )_s '~f  , , . . . , funct(_sn,..., _Stk,) )_S t f l ,  
laws e l ,  • • • , era 
endoftype 
where res l , . . . ,  resn,+n2 are sorts or operator names which are visible outside of T. 
The specification identifier T' stands for the 'primitive type'. The sorts _si, the operator 
names fj with functionality _sjl,..., Sjk~ ->_S~ and the ek  are the 'nonprimitive' sorts, 
operators, and axioms. Usually, the results res l , . . . ,  resnl+,2 form a signature only 
together with the signature of T' which is supposed to be visible. For the translation 
of T into ASL the sorts of (the signature of) T' are added to the results. This gives 
a signature where the same operators are visible as in T (see below). 
Let, w.l.o.g., 
resl = sl, • • • , res,,1 : _s,l, 
resn+l =./'1,. • •, res,,+,2 =f-2" 




enrich reachable T' 
by sorts {_Sl, • . . ,  _Sk} 
° ,  ~ ! • opns {f l  :_Sll,.. _Slkl _Sl,.. , J~ :_Sn, • • . ,  _Slk~ 
axioms { el, • • . ,  em} 
by in (sorts sig T' u {_Sl,... , _sJ, 
{f, :_sl,,..., 
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However, this translation is not quite correct since in [7] persistency to T relative 
to T' is required; but T is, in general, only hierarchy-preserving w.r.t. T'. For a 
solution of this problem see Section 5.7. 
5.6. Examples. (1) Lists of natural numbers: The specifications of booleans, natural 
numbers, and lists of natural numbers in ASL are much the same (except he syntax) 
as they would be in CIP-L. Sets of sorts, sets of operators, and sets of axioms are 
baked together using the basic constructs for signatures and specifications: 
Bool =def reachable 
signature 
({bool}, 
{true: -> bool, 
false: -> bool}) 
axioms{true # false, 
D(x)}, 




succ: nat--> nat}) 
axioms{0 ~ succ(x), 
suet(x) = succ(y)~x = y, 
D(x)}. 
All models of these specifications are isomorphic to the standard two-element 
model of truth-values and the standard model N of natural numbers. The axiom 
D(x) expresses that all functions are total. 




on {list} with {nil, cons}, 
where LIST-OPNS" and LIST-AXIOMS" have been defined in Section 5.4. The 
models of List" extend the standard models of Bool and Nat". The teachability- 
construct ensures that every list-element is the value of some term of the form 
cons(a1,..., cons(an, ni l). . .)  (n I>0). 
The term tail(nil) is not defined in any model of List" :(i.e., -aD(tail(nil)) holds), 
whereas nothing is said about head(nil). The value of it can be any natural number, 
but it has to be defined since, according to the specification of Nat", any term has 
to be defined (and equal to some Succk(0), k >~ 0). If one wants to specify head(nil) 
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by -TD(head(nil)), one may change the definition of NAT" using the junk-operation: 
Nat' =defjullk Nat". This gives all algebras which coincide with the standard model 
of Nat" on the set of terms {succ"(0) I n e •} and which, moreover, may have arbitrary 
elements otherwise. 
Now one may enrich Nat' by a constant function symbol bottom: -> nat and then 
fix the constructors bottom, 0, succ: 
Nat - clef reachable 
enrich Nat' by 
opns{bottom: -> nat} 
axioms{succ(bottom) = bottom, 
-1D(bottom)}. 
All models of Nat are isomorphic to [~u {bottom}, where bottom is the only 
'undefined' element. Based on Nat" one may build List' in an analogous way as 
List" before, that is, 
List' = def  List"[Nat/Nat"] 
and enrich List' by -1D(head(nil)) without problems: 
List = def enrich List' by 
axioms {TD(head(nil))}. 
All models of List are isomorphic to the standard model of lists. Already this simple 
example shows how it is possible to reshape a specification if, during the stepwise 
construction, one has obtained some undesired properties. 
(2) Lists and sets: Let 2Set be the following signature: 
sig(Bool + Nat) u ({set},  
{~: ~ set, 
add: nat, set-~ set, 
iselem: nat, set--~ bool}> 
and let o-:~ Set ~ sig List be the signature morphism [set ~ list; ~ ~ nil, add ~ cons]. 
Then the specification 
Impoverished-List = aef derive from List by o- 
has exactly the same class of models as List except for the absence of head and tail 
and the renaming of the sort list and some of the remaining operators. The formulas 
add(a, add(a, S)) # add(a, S) and a # b~add(a ,  add(b, S)) # add(b, add(a, S)) 
still hold in every model of Impoverished-List, although there is no longer any 
context in which values like [1, 2], [2, 1] and [2, 2, 1] can be distinguished. 
Behavioural abstraction results in a broader class of models: 
Behavioural-Set =clef behaviour Impoverished-List wrt {nat, bool} 
= reachable(behaviour Impoverished-List wrt {bool}) on {nat}. 
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Models of Behavioural-Set include the models of Impoverished-List aswell as the 
algebra with a carrier consisting of the set of bags of natural numbers (satisfying 
add(a, add(b, S)) = add(b, add(a, S)) and add(a, add(a, S)) # add(a, S)) and the 
standard model of sets with carrier P~,([~ u {bottom}) (where add(a, add(b, S)) = 
add(b, add(a, S)) and add(a, add(a, S)) = add(a, S)) and all algebras isomorphic to 
them. All models may include arbitrary junk for the sort se__At. Trivial models (satisfy- 
ing, e.g., add(a, 0) = 0) are still excluded. If we form a specification from List which 
is similar to Behavioural-Set but with the order of derive and behaviour reversed, 
the result is identical to Impoverished-List except hat its models may contain junk 
(and different from Behavioural-Set)- 
junk Impoverished-List on{set} 
= derive from (behaviour List wrt {bool, nat}) by cr # Behavioural-Set. 
Behavioural-Set has almost he same class of models as the following, more direct 
specification of sets: 
Loose-Set =def enrich Bool + Nat by 
sorts {set} 
opns {¢: --> set, 
add: nat, set-, set, 
iselem: nat, set--> bool} 
axioms {iselem(a, ~) = false, 
iselem(a, add(a, S)) = true, 
a ~ b~iselem(a, dd(b, S)) = iselem(a, S), 
D(~), 
D(a)v D(S)~D(add(a,  S))}. 
The only difference between the models of Behavioural-Set and Loose-Set is that 
models of Behavioural-Set may contain arbitrary junk of sort set, while any junk 
in models of Loose-Set must satisfy the axioms of Loose-Set. This is expressed by 
the first two of the following list of identities: 
reachable Behavioural-Set = reachable Loose-Set 
and also 
Behavioural-Set = junk Loose-Set on {set} 
= behaviour Loose-Set wrt {bool,  nat} 
= behaviour (reachable Loose-Set on { set}) 
wrt {bool,  nat}, 
but 
Loose-Set ~ reachable Loose-Set on { set}. 
In order to restrict interpretation to the standard model of sets, we must add 
more information to Loose-Set: 
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Set = def enrich reachable Loose-Set on {S.e.t} by 
axioms {add(a, add(b, S)) = add(b, add(a, S)), 
add(a, add(a, S)) = add(a, S)}. 
The only model of Set (up to isomorphism) is the standard model. The same class 
of models results if the order of enrich and reachable is switched: 
Now 
Set = reachable nrich Loose-Set by 
axioms {add(a, add(b, S)) = add(b, add(a, S)), 
add(a, add(a, S)) = add(a, S)} 
on{set}. 
Behavioural-Set = behaviour Set wrt {bool, nat} 
= behaviour (junk Set on {set}) wrt {bool, nat}. (2) 
In fact, if Set is enrich Loose-Set by axioms E or enrich reachable Loose- 
Set on {set} by axioms E, where E is any set of axioms consistent with those in 
Loose-Set, then identities (2) still hold. 
Set can be extended by adding a new value, an 'infinite set' which contains every 
natural number: 
Infinite-Set =def reachable 
enrich junk Set on { set} by 
opns {infset: -~ set} 
axioms {add(a, infset) = infset, 
iselem(a, infset) = true} 
on { set}. 
In every model of Infinite-Set he value of infset will be different from every other 
value of sort set, and (because of D(add(a, infset)) for defined a) D(infset) will 
hold. Apart from this new value, the models of Infinite-Set are exactly the models 
of Set. This kind of extension (in which a new constructor is added to a previously- 
restricted sort) is not possible in CLEAR, CIP-L or LOOK. 
If we use derive to forget the operator infset, the result is almost he same as Set; 
the only difference is that every model will contain a single junk element. We can 
apply restrict o obtain their reachable subalgebras: 
Set = restrict(derive from Infinite-Set by in(sig Set)) on {set}, 
where 
in(sig Set) : sig Set--> sig Infinite-Set 
is the inclusion. 
Suppose that Loose-Set is enriched as follows: 
Loose-Bag =def enrich Loose-Set by 
opns {howmany: nat, set ~ nat} 
axioms {howmany(a, O) = O, 
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howmany(a, add(a, S)) = succ(howmany(a, S)), 
a # b~howmany(a ,  dd(b, S)) 
= howmany(a, S)}. 
Recall that the models of Loose-Set included the standard models of sets, where 
add(a, add(a, S)) = add(a, S), as well as models where add(a, add(a, S)) # 
add(a, S). The models of Loose-Set in which repeated elements are ignored cannot 
be extended to give models of Loose-Bag: if{a, a} -  {a}, then howmany(a, {a, a}) = 
howmany(a, {a}), so 2 = 1. The remaining models of Loose-Set (extended by how- 
many) remain. The original models of Loose-Set (along with models containing 
arbitrary junk of sort set) can be regained by forgetting howmany and applying 
behavioural abstraction: 
behaviour (derive from Loose-Bag by in(sig Loose-Set)) wrt {bool,  nat} 
= junk Loose-Set on {_set}. 
(3) Typed A-calculus: For the specification of the axioms of typed A-calculus, we 
choose an operational point of view by introducing aone-step reduction relation red: 
Red =def {red :s, s --> bool±l s e A-sorts}, 
where bool J- is the sort of the (following specification of the) flat domain of 
truth-values: 
spec Bool ± -= reachable 
signature 
({bool ±} 
{true: --> bool l, 
false : --> bool J-, 
bottom: -> booli}) 
axioms {true # false, 
D(true) A D(false) A -aD(bottom)}. 
The axioms for red consist of fl- and ,1-reduction: 
fl =def {Vvar~ x, sN, s'M: red(apply(abstract(x, M) N), 
M[N/x])  = true] s, s' e A-sorts}, 
'7 =aef {Vvars x: red(apply(abstract(x, M) mk(x)), M) = true[ s e A-sorts 
A M e[W((SA, F~,), X)[ A X ~ FV(M)}, 
where M[N/x]  denotes the substitution of x by N in M, Sx and Fx are defined as 
in Section 5.5, X is a set of variables of sorts var~ (s e A-sorts, of. Section 5.4) and 
FV(M) denotes the set of all variables in M which are not bound by an abstraction. 
Now consider the specification 
spec OP~ - reachable 
enrich BooF- by 
sorts S~ 
opns F~ w Red 
axioms fl w ~7 u{D(x) lx  of sort s e S,~}. 
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Similarly to the specification of A-sorts the axioms /3 and rl only give positive 
information: it is not specified in which cases the reduction relation yields "false". 
Therefore, not all models of OPx are also models of typed )t-calculus (for example, 
the OPx-model in which red(x, y)=true holds for all x and y of the same sort). 
The 'minimally defined' models MDEF(OPx) of OPa are the models of typed 
)t-calculus, that is, those models A which satisfy the property: for all terms x•  
Wsig OPA " 
A ~ D(x) iff for all models [B] • Mod(OPx): B ~ D(x) 
(for further information about minimally defined models see, e.g., [23, 25]). In these 
models we have 
= (true if red(x, y) is derivable using/3 or ~7, 
red(x, y) (bottom otherwise. 
The equality between )t-terms in the minimally defined models is almost the 
syntactic equality. The coarsest congruence which is induced by a model of 
MDEF(OPa) is defined by (let M, M' be terms of sort s • A-sorts) M = M' iff for 
all N of sort s and all contexts C[.] • [ W(sig OPa, {.})[a-so~ts: 
MDEF(OPx) ~ red(C[M], N)= true iff MDEF(OP~) ~ red(C[M'], N)= true. 
Hence, informally, M and M' are different if in some environment a one-step 
reduction of M and M' leads to different results. 
In order to get the usual equality between )t-terms where two terms are equal if 
they are in the congruence closure (that is, the reflexive, symmetric and transitive 
closure which is compatible with the operations apply and abstract), we introduce 
another boolean function eq which is defined as the closure of red: 
EQ =def {eq: s, s ~ bool± [s, s '•  A-sorts}. 
Equivalence axioms: 
EQU 
=def {(red(M, N) = true~eq(M, N) = true) 
A (eq(M, N) = true~eq(N,  M) = true) 
A (eq(M, N) = true A eq(M, O) = t rue~eq(N,  O) --- true) [ 
M, N, O of sort s • A-sorts}. 
Compatibility: 
COMP 
=d~f {eq(M, M') = true A eq(N, N') = true 
~eq(apply(M, N), apply(M', N')) = true 
A eq(abstract(x, M), abstract(x, M')) = true l
M, M', N, N' • I W(sig OPx, { })lA-som ^ X ~ FV(M) u FV(M')]. 
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The extension of OPx by eq can be defined as follows: 
spec OP~ -= enrich OP~ by 
opns EQ 
axioms EQU u COMP. 
Since OP~ is a simple enrichment of OP~ the models of OP~ are (restricted to 
sig OPt) the same as those of OPt. But if we forget the reduction relation red and 
apply observe to the set of terms 
OBSeq =def {eq(M, N) IM,  N e [ W(sig OPt, {})[A-so~ts}, 
we get the equality we want: 
BEH~ = d~r eachable 
observe 
derive from OP~ by in(Sx, Fx) 
wrt OBleq. 
As in OPx, the minimally defined models of BEHx are models of typed A-calculus. 
The difference is that the coarsest congruence of MDEF(BEH~) is extensional: it
satisfies the axioms 
apply(abstract(x, M), x) = M i fx~ FV(M), 
for all M ~ I W(sig OPx, {})lA-sorts. 
5. 7. Applicative constructs 
The semantics of a signature or of a nonparameterized specification is an element 
of a certain power domain. The semantics of a parameterized signature or of a 
parameterized specification will be a monotonic function from one domain into 
another. This definition is the usual one for programming languages (with noncon- 
tinuous operators) but it is in contrast o all other specification languages, where 
parameterized specifications are considered as functors; this leads, e.g. in CLEAR, 
to syntactic restrictions; however, to compositionality results (for, e.g., implementa- 
t ions-see Section 7) also the CLEAR should be monotonic. 
Due to our domain constructions for specifications, any applicative language can 
be taken as language to support parameterized specifications. In the following we 
present an ALGoL-like higher-order scheme language which is quite similar to the 
algorithmic applicative part of CIP-L. 
For example, suppose we want to write a parameterized specification called Copy 
which produces a specification containing two copies of its actual parameter (i.e., 
two copies of all its sorts and operators). In CLEAR, CIP-L, LooK, and the ADJ- 
approach to parameterization this is impossible; the parameterized specification can 
only transform the part of the actual parameter which corresponds to the formal 
parameter. So the best we could do is to make two copies of this part of the actual 
parameter, leaving the rest of the actual parameter alone. We can write Copy in 
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ASL as follows: 
specfunct Copy -- A spec X. X+ derive from X by copy, 
where copy: --> sigmorph is a signature morphism induced by 
copy(s') = s for s ~ A, 
copy(o') = o for o ~ F 
(this assumes that A and F are closed under 'priming': se A ~s '~ A and o ~ F~ 
o'eF). 
Now Copy(Nat) has the sorts nat and nat' and operators O: --> nat, O': --> nat', 
bottom : -> nat, bottom' : -> nat', succ:nat->nat, and succ':nat'->nat'. But this 
specification is not quite correct; suppose T contains f :  s--> s and f ' :s'~ s'. Then 
Copy(T) will include the operators f:s->s, f':s'-->s', and f":s"->s". This 
specification might even be inconsistent if the semantics of f and f '  in T are not 
the same. In order to get two copies of each sort and operator, Copy has to take 
account of the signature of the actual parameter. So, in fact, we need the operator 
copy in Copy to be parameterized by the signature of the actual parameter: 
specfunet Copy-- A spec X. X +derive from X by copy'(sig X), 
where copy': sig--> sigmorph is defined by 
copy'(Z) (s n+~) = s, copy'(2~) (o "+l) = o, 
where n is the maximum number of primes on a sort or operator in 2: (if such a 
number exists and 2: is total). 
Syntax 
(expr) ..-"- 
(applic expr) ::= 
(decl expr) ..-"- 
(funct abstract) ::-- 
(funct appl) "'- ° .~ 
(cond) "'- o° -  
(object) "'- ° .~ 
(applic expr)l(set expr)l(spec expr)l(sig expr)l(object), 
(decl expr)[(funct abstract)[(funct appl)[(cond), 
r{(mode) (identifier)- (expr)}+; (expr)j, 
h{(mode) (identifier)}+: {(expr)}.l. (expr), 
(expr)({(expr)}+), 
if (expr) then (expr) else (expr) fi, 
(identifier)l(basic function). 
Semantics 
M[x](p) =def p(x) 
fM[e] 
M[ifbtheneelsee'fi] =d~f lM[e '  ] 
if mode(b) = bool and mode(e) = mode(e'). 
M[e(e~,..., e,,)] =dof M[e](M[eJ,..., M[e~]) 
if x is an identifier, 
if M[b] = tt, 
i fM[b]=t t ,  
otherwise 
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if e is of mode funct(ml, . . . ,  mn)r and e l , . . . ,  e, are of mode ml, . . . ,  m~. 
M[A m z: b.e] =dcff, 
where f :  ENV-  (DOM[m] ~ DOM[mode(e)])m is defined by 
M[ e](p[z~---~ x]) 
if b is of mode hool and b' = tt, or if b is of mode spec 
f (p)(x) =der and (sig b') + _ (sig x) + and Mod(x)lsi , b' ~ Mod(b'), 
where b' =def M[b](p[z"->x]) is total, 
± otherwise. 
if mode(e)= m, M[Fmf=-- e; etJ](p) =aef M[ e,](p[f~--->/zf.e]) 
where/zf.e is the least fixed point of the equation f = e. 
The generalization of the definitions of A-abstraction and recursive declaration 
to several arguments and declarations i straightforward. 
This applicative language corresponds to a typed A-calculus with fixed point 
operator. The only difference is that in the A-abstractions of ASL parameter restric- 
tions are allowed. If a restriction b is a closed specification expression, then the 
condition 
(sig b') + ~ (sig x) + and Mod(x)[sig b'-q Mod(b') 
(where x is the actual parameter), simply says that the signature of b is contained 
in the signature of x and x satisfies all axioms and constraints of b. Hence, this 
condition is a particular version of parameter requirements as, e.g., in [27]. 
Functional expressions such as function composition, currying, or source tupling 
have not been explicitly introduced since they can be defined in the applicative 
language. For example, functional composition can be written as 
e o e' =defA mx.e(e'(x)) 
if e is of mode funct(n)r and e' is of mode funct(m)n. 
For example, the concept of persistency of a specification T+ T' relative to the 
specification T' can be expressed using the parameter restrictions. Here, persistency 
means that every model of T can be expanded to a model of T+ T' (assuming 
M[ T+ T'] # Z). Consider the sl~ecification 
spec T "-= (A spec X:  derive from T+ T' by in sig T' .X)(T ' ) .  
Then M[T"] # ± if[ T+ T' is persistent relative to T' iff M[T"] = M[T']. 
Now to write the correct ranslation of the simple CIP-L-specification type T-=...  
of Section 5.6, it is sufficient o replace "reachable T"' in the ASL-specification of 
T by T", where T" is defined as follows: 
spec T" =- ( A spec X :  
derive from 
(enrich reachable T' 
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by sorts {_sl,..., _Sk} 
opus {f l  " s~1,  . . . , S lk l  ~ _S~, . . . , f t "  st~, . . . , _Stk,--~_S~} 
axioms { e l , . . . ,  em })  
by in sig T'.X)(reachable T'). 
Other parameterization concepts for specifications can be expressed by this 
h-calculus parameterization. For example, a parameterized specification in CIP-L 
can be seen as a function which takes sorts and operators as arguments and yields 
a specification as a result. In a simplified schematic form this is written as 
type T - (sort s, funct(_s)_s'f: law e)sl ,fl" 





According to the CIP-L parameter passing concept below, the result of this 
expression is not necessarily reachable, only the instantiation by an actual parameter 
has to be reachable. Hence, similar to Section 5.5 we write in ASL: 
-- -- S ! specfunct T -  h sort s, opnf: s -> s': signature ({s, _ }, {f :  s --> _s'}) axioms {e} 
derive 
enrich reachable 7"1 by 
SOrtS {-S l ,  -S}  
- - - . . . . )  t 
opns {f l  : s-> s l , f2:  s-> s l , f  .s  _S } 
axioms { el} 
by in (sorts sig 7"1 u {_st, _s}, opus sig T~ u { f~ , f} ) .  
Such a parameterized specification can be instantiated in CIP-L by combining an 
actual parameter T' with T as follows. 
Suppose the signature of T' contains the operator g" _m -~ _m' and the sorts m and 
m": 
type T" -  s~, f~:  
based on T', 
include T(_m,  g )  as  ( _s~, f~)  
endoftype. 
As a translation in ASL we obtain: 
spec T" 
derive from 
reachable ((reachable T') +derive from Y(_m, g) by [s~ ~ _sl;f~ ~fl]) 
by in (sorts sig T' u {_s~}, opus sig T 'u {f~}). 
A parameterized specification in CLEAR can be seen as a function from spec x 
sigmorph to spec (cf. [27, 82]). The signature morphism is the so-called 'fitting 
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morphism' which associates to every formal sort or operator occurring in the formal 
parameter specification an actual value taken from the signature of the actual 
parameter specification. Usually, this fitting morphism does not occur in the syntax 
of a parameterized specification P, it has only to be given when applying P to an 
actual parameter. Schematically P can be written as follows: 
procedure P( X : R) = e, 
where P is a name for the parameterized specification, X is a name for the formal 
parameter, R is a 'metatheory' which specifies the 'requirement' for the actual 
parameter, and e is the body of the parameterized specification. 
In ASL the fitting morphism is replaced by a sequence of the sorts and operators 
occurring in the requirement R. Let _S~,...,_Sm, 01,. . . ,  O, be this sequence. Then 
P can be translated into ASL as follows: 
specfunct P-= A spec X, sort_s1,..., sort_sm, opn o l , . . . ,  opn o, : 
R and {s~,. . . ,  Sm} C sorts sig X and {o~,. . . ,  o,} ~ opns sig X. e. 
For the application of P to an actual specification A via fitting morphism or, we 
write in ASL 
P(A, o'(sl),. . . ,  or(o,)). 
The advantage ofavoiding the fitting morphism isthat in ASL the a-rule of A-calculus 
('renaming of formal parameters does not affect the semantics of a parameterized 
specification') is valid. 
5.7. Examples. (1) Parameterized lists: Lists of some arbitrary elements can be 
written as follows: 
specfunet LIST- A spec X, sort data.List[X/Nat, data/nat], 
where A[B/C]  denotes the substitution of C by B in A. Conversely, lists over 
natural numbers are an instantiation of LIST: List = LIST(Nat, nat). 
(2) Data base abstraction: aggregation: Data base abstractions have been intro- 
duced to abbreviate schemes frequently occurring in the construction of data bases 
(of. e.g., [92]). As an example for a parameterized specification with different kinds 
of parameters we define the scheme for 'aggregation' i  terms of ASL (see [29]). 
An aggregation can be seen as a restricted irect product of a number of object 
specifications which can be formed only if a certain precondition PRE holds. 
Moreover, the constructor and selector functions are renamed by a signature morph- 
ism tr and the whole construction is enriched by a number of special purpose 
functions O which are defined by the axioms E. 
specfunct Aggregation 
= A spec Objl, sort obj t , . . . ,  spec Obj,, sort obj, ,  sigmorph o', 
formulas PRE, opns 0, formulas E. 
enrich 
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reachable 
enrich 
derive from Prod(Objl, ob j l , . . . ,  Objn, obj,) by o" 




where the parameterized specification Prod forms the restricted cartesian product 
of its parameter specifications (cf. [8]). The constructor term mk(x l , . . . ,  xn) which 
builds an n-tuple from x l , . . . ,  xn is defined only if the precondition pre(x l , . . . ,  x~) 
holds: 
specfunct Prod - X spec Obj,, sort ob j , , . . . ,  spec Obj,, sort obj,. 
enrich 
reachable (Bool + Obj~ +. • • + Obj.) 
by 
sorts {prod} 
opns {mk: obj l , . . . ,  obj. -~ prod, 
pre: ob j l , . . . ,  objn ~ bool} 
w {seli: prod--> objil i = 1, . . . ,  n}, 
axioms {D(mk(x l , . . . ,  x,))¢:>pre(xl,. . . ,  xn) = true} 
u {pre(xl , . . . ,  x~) = t rue~sel , (mk(x l , . . . ,  x,)) = x, l i = 1 , . . . ,  n} 
As an example for an instantiation of an aggregation, a secretary may be character- 
ized by the components name, age (over 18) and typing speed. Furthermore, an 
operator to increase the age is provided: 
spec Secretary 
-= Aggregation(Name, name, Age, age, Typing-speed, speed, 
Oo, PREo, Oo, Eo), 
where the signature morphism is the following renaming: 
Isecr ~-> prod; mksecr~ mk, . . . ,  isadult ~ pre] 
and where 
PREo =clef {isadult(n, a, s) = (a >/18)} 
Oo = def {incrage: secr--> secr} 
Eo =def {incrage(mksecr(n, a, s)) = mksecr(n, a + 1, s)}. 
(3) A simple functional programming language: The following parameterized 
specification Map constructs for every specification Data a simple functional 
language (without recursion, for a general version of such a language see [24]). 
Map introduces a new sort map the ground terms of which can be considered as 
functions operating on lists of data-objects. To every operator of Data, f :  s~, . . . ,  s, -> 
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s say, a constant f ' :  --> map of sort map is associated. From these constants (which 
denote functions) terms of sort map can be constructed by composition and pairing 
using the operators 
comp: map, map--> map, 
pair: map, map--> map. 
The connection of map-terms with data-terms i established via the operator 
apply: map, list--> list 
which defines the application of maps to lists of data yielding lists of data as result. 
For the definition of the pairing operator the concatenation of lists will be needed. 
Hence, the parameterized specification LIST (see above) is enriched to a specification 
LIST1 containing an operator 
append:l ist, list--> list 
which sequentially concatenates two lists: 
specfunct LIST1 -= A spec Data, sort data: data ~ sorts(sig Data). 
enrich LIST(Data, data) by 
opns {append: list, !ist-~ list} 
axioms {append(/, ni l )= I, append(/, cons(d, 11))= append(cons(l, d), ll)}. 
Then the parameterized specification Map is defined as follows: 
specfnnct Map - A spec D~ta, sort data: data e sorts(sig Data). 
enrich Listl (Data, data) by 
sorts {map}. 
opns {f ' :  ~ map If: s l , . . . ,  s,, ~ s ~ opns(sig Data)} (3) 
u {comp: map, map--> map, 
pair: map, map--> map, 
apply: map, list--> list} 
axioms {apply(f',  cons(d1, . . . ,  cons(d,, n i l ) , . . . )  
=f(d l , .  • • ,  d.)If:  S1,  " " " , Sn -'> S E opns(sig Data)} (4) 
u {apply(comp(gl, g2), d) = apply(g1, apply(g2, d)), 
apply(pair(g1, g2), d ) = append(apply(g1, d), apply(g2, d))}. 
In this specification the nullary operators f ' :  --> map and the first set of axioms are 
described as schemata; using the facilities of ASL for defining terms and formulas 
these descriptions can be made totally formal. Instead of (3) one may write 
{(name o): -> map[ o ~ opns(sig Data)} 
and instead of (4) one may write 
{apply((name o) : -> map, S(d) )  = o (d) l  o ~ opns(sig Data)} 
where, for a sequence d=(d l , . . . ,d , )  of terms, S(d)  yields cons(d~,. . . ,  
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cons(d,, n i l ) . . . ) :  
termfunct S - A seq term d. 
if isempty(d) 
then nil 
else cons( hd ( d ), S( tl( d ) ) ) ft. 
Note that this parameterized specification is an example for a specification which 
cannot be written in the framework of ADJ or CLEAR since in these approaches the 
sorts and operators which are introduced by the body of a parameterized specification 
do not depend on the signature of the actual parameter. 
(4) Infinitely many copies: Infinitely many copies of a specification can be defined 
by the following recursive variant of the parameterized specification Copy: 
specfunct In f -Copy-  A spec X. X + derive from Inf-Copy(X) by copy. 
To see the correctness (for actual parameters not containing 'primed' sorts or 
operators) consider the specification Bool of truth-values. Then the first few iterations 
I i =def Inf-Copy(Bool) i for computing the fixed point (cf. Section 2.4) of Inf-Copy 
have the following form (disregarding the model classes and the negative information 
components): 
sig(I ° ) + = (0, 0), 
sig(I~) + = ({bool}, {true, false}), 
sig(I2) + = ({bool, bool'}, {true, false, true', false'}), 
sig(13) + = ({bool, bool', bool"},{true, false, true', false', true", false"}) 
(5) 'Abstract domain equations' for sets: 'Abstract domain equations' as in [32, 54] 
can be specified in ASL. For example, suppose the following specifications have 
been defined: 
specfunct EMPTY-- A spec X, sort elem. 
X + enrich Bool by 
sorts {elem, collection} 
opns {0: -> collection. 
iselem: elem, collection--> bool} 
axioms {iselem(a, fl) = false, 
D(fl)}, 
specfunct ADD -= A spec X, sort elem, spec Y, sort collection. 
X+ Y+enrich Bool by 
sorts {elem, collection} 
opns {add: elem, collection--> collection, 
iselem: elem, collection-> bool} 
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axioms {iselem(a, add(a, S)) = true, 
a # b~iselem(a, dd(b, S)) = iselem(a, S), 
D(a)v D(S)~D(add(a,S))}.  
Now, finite sets can be recursively specified as follows: 
specfunet SET-- A spec X, sort elem. 
derive from EMPTY(X, elem) by [set~--> collectionl 
+ ADD(X, elem, SET(X, elem), set). 
By monotonicity, every such equation has a solution which can be computed within 
a finite number of operations (if specifications are finite and every signature morph- 
ism has finite domain--cf. [98]). For example, SET(Nat, nat) gives the same class 
of models as the specification Loose-Set in the previous section. However, 
M[sigSET(Nat, nat)]#M[sigLoose-Set] since _1_ is in all components of 
M[sigSET(Nat, nat)] but not in the 'positive information components' of 
M[sig Loose-Set]. 
Please note that the 'recursion' appearing in the definition of SET is not real 
recursion. By simply dropping the parameter Y from ADD we would get a nonrecur- 
sive definition, say SET', of SET such that SET'(NAT, nat) is exactly Loose-Set. 
After applying a few identity transformations (inparticular the identities concerning 
+, i.e., Theorem 6.7(1)) and unfold of EMPTY and ADD, i.e., Theorem 6.9(2), 
SET' has the following form: 
specfunct SET' = A spec X, sort elem. 
X + enrich Bool by 
sorts {elem, set} 
opns {0: set, 
add: nat, set-~ set, 
axioms {iselem(a, O) = false, 
iselem(a, add(a, S)) = true, 
a # b~iselem(a, dd(b, S)) = iselem(a, S), 
D(O), 
D(a)v  D(S)~m(add(a,S))}. 
Similarly, all abstract domain equations could be written in a nonrecursive way. 
This technique has been applied in CIP-L (where recursion on specifications i
forbidden) in order to specify recursive modes [6, 7, 8]. 
(6) Sets of sets of sets of.. ." In the previous example sets over some arbitrary 
sort elem have been specified. By instantiating elem by a sort describing sets as 
well we would have obtained sets of sets of objects, that are sets of depth 2. Sets 
of arbitrary depth can be seen in (at least) two ways: 
(a) As hereditarily finite sets, that is, a structure with two carders, elem and set 
say, where every object of set may contain objects of elem and also objects of set; 
for example, {1, {2}, {{1}}} and {{{{{0}}}}} would be two objects of set. 
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(b) As well-typed sets where every depth has its own sort, that is, a structure with 
infinitely many carriers, setnelem for every depth n, n ~ I~, say, where in every cartier 
se__ tt"elem only objects of depth n occur. For example, {{{{{0}}}}} would be an object 
of setSnat, whereas {1, {2}, {{1}}} would not be a well-formed object. 
A specification of hereditarily finite sets can be obtained by abstract domain 
equations. We use the specification ADD" (that is ADD with the parameters X and 
Y dropped but enriched by two properties of the standard model of sets, cf. the 
specification Set in Example 5.6(2). 
specfunct ADD"-= A sort elem, sort collection. 
enrich Bool by 
sorts {elem, collection} 
opns {add: elem, collection--> collection, 
iselem :elem, collection--> bool} 
axioms {iselem(a, add(a, S)) = true, 
a ~ b~iselem(a,  add(b, S)) = iselem(a, S), 
add(a, add(a, S)) = add(a, S), 
add(a, add(b, S)) = add(b, add(a, S)), 
D(a )v  D(S)~D(add(a,S))}. 
Analogously to SET (applying the CIP-L technique) we can write a specification 
HSET' as follows: 
specfunct HSET' - )t spec X, sort elem. 
derive from EMPTY(X, elem) by [set~ collectionl 
+ ADD"(elem, set) 
+ ADD"(set, set). 
Now, as in the previous example for SET', we get the following equivalent 
specification by applying a number of identities from Section 6: 
specfunct HSET' -= A spec X, sort elem. 
X + enrichBool by 
sorts {elem, set} 
opns {0" ~ set, 
add: elem, set-~ set, 
add: set, set~ set, 
iselem: elem, set-~ bool, 
iselem: set, set ~ bool} 
axioms {Velem, a, b, set S, T, T': 
iselem(a, 0) = false 
A iselem(a, add(a, S)) = true 
A a ~ b~iselem(a,  add(b, S)) = iselem(a, S) 
A add(a, add(a, S)) = add(a, S) 
A add(a, add(b, S)) = add(b, add(a, S)) 
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^ D(0) 
A D(a)v  D(S)~D(add(a,  S)) 
('axioms for sets over elem') 
A iselem( T, add( T, S)) = true 
A T # T '~iselem( T, add( T', S)) = iselem( T, S) 
A add( T, add( T, S)) = add( T, S) 
A add( T, add( r ' ,  S)) = add( r ' ,  add( T, S)) 
A D( r )  v D(S)~D(add(T ,  S))} 
('axioms for sets over sets'). 
This specification is not complete since nothing is said about the value of terms like 
iselem(a, add(T, S)) where elem-terms and set-terms are mixed. Hence, we have to 
add further axioms specifying these cases. 
Then the following specification describes hereditarily finite sets up to isomorph- 
ism (if the actual parameter is a specification of an isomorphism class): 
specfunct HSET-  A spec X, sort elem. 
reachable 
enrich HSET'(X, elem) by 
axioms {Velem a, s.et S, T: 
iselem(a, add( T, S)) = iselem(a, S) 
A iselem( T, add(a, S)) = iselem( T, S)}. 
For example, the set {{5}, 3} is represented by 
SO =def add(add(5, 0), add(3, 0)). 
By the axioms we get iselem(3, SO) = true = iselem(add(5, 0), SO), bul 
iselem(5, SO) = false. 
For the description of sets with arbitrary depth and infinitely many sorts, generalize 
the specification of finite sets up to isomorphism (that is, SET of the previom 
example nriched by the two additional axioms of Set in Example 5.6(2)) introducin~ 
a sort setnelem for any n ~ N and operators empty, add, and isempty for any leve 
n+l :  
specfunct DSET = A spec X, sort elem. 
X + enrich BOOL by 
sorts {setnelem I n ~ N} 
opns {empty: ~ setn+lelem, 
add: set"elem, seC+lelem-~ seff+~ele.m, 
iselem: set"elem, set"+%lem ~ bool] n ~ N} 
axioms {Vset"elem, set"elem b, set"+~elem S: 
iselem(a, O) = false 
A iselem(a, add(a, S)) = true 
A (a ~ b:=>iselem(a, dd(b, S)) = iselem(a, S)) 
A D(0) 
A (D(a) v D(S)~D(add(a,  S))) 
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^ add(a, add(a, S)) = add(a, S) 
A add(a, add(b, S)) = add(b, add(a, S)) I n ~ l~l}. 
In this specification add(5, add(3, 0)) (corresponding to {5, 3}) and add(add(5, 0), 
add(add(3, 0), ~)) (corresponding to {(5}, (3}}) are well-formed terms but neither 
add(add(5, 0), add(3, 0)) nor iselem(3, add(add(3, ~), 0)) are well-formed. Hence, 
because of this clean separation of levels, mixed terms are not well-formed and thus 
it is not necessary to write axioms for them. In order to get an equivalent recursive 
definition we enrich the specification SET' of the previous example by the two 
additional axioms of Set (cf. Example 5.6(2)) and consider the sort set as additional 
parameter: 
specfunct SET"-= A spec X, sort elem, set. 
enrich SET'(X, elem) by 
axioms {add(a, add(a, S)) = add(a, S), 
add(a, add(b, S)) = add(b, add(a, S))}. 
Note that in contrast o the specification Set of Example 5.6(2), reachability is 
not required for SET". As in program construction (cf. [8]) we specify 'sets o f . . . '  
by an embedding into an auxiliary recursive definition: 
specfunct DSET'-= A spec X, sort elem. 
reachable 
EMB(X, elem, 0), 
where 
specfunct EMB - A spec X, sort e.lem, nat n. 
SET"(EMB(X, elem, n + 1), set"elem, setn+lelem). 
To give an idea of the correctness we compute the positive parts of the sorts of 
the first few approximations of EMB: 
sorts sig EMB°(X, elem, n) + = 0, 
sorts sig EMBI(X, elem, n) + = sorts sig X+u {_bool, setnelem, seC+lelem}, 
sorts sig EMB2(X, elem, n) + 
= sorts sig X + u (sorts sig X + w {bool, set'+~elem, .set"+2elem })
u {bool, .set"elem, _set"+%lem} 
= sorts sig X + u {bool, seCelem, setn+~elem, seC+2elem}. 
In general, 
sorts sig EMB" (X, elem, n) + 
= sorts sig X + u (sorts sig X + w {bool, set"+~elem,.. . ,  set"+melem}) 
u {bool, set"elem, set"+~elem} 
= sorts sig X + u {bool, set"e lem, . . . ,  setn+melem} 
Hence, for n = 0 we obtain the desired result. 
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6. Implementation and transformation of specifications 
The programming discipline of stepwise refinement advocated by Wirth and 
Dijkstra suggests that a program be evolved by working gradually via a series of 
successively lower-level refinements ofthe specification toward a specification which 
is so low-level that it can be regarded as a program. This approach guarantees the 
correctness of the resulting program, provided that each refinement step can be 
proved correct. A formalization of this approach requires a precise definition of the 
concept of refinement, i.e., of the implementation of one specification by another. 
But a notion of implementation is not enough. Methods and theorems of how to 
transform a specification i to an implementation are needed. The development of
specifications and programs hould be an interactive process where the programmer 
uses formal transformation methods possibly supported by a machine to derive a 
program from a specification. In this section a simple notion of implementation f 
one specification by another is presented and compared to other notions known 
from the literature. Then a few identities between ASL-expressions are given which 
may outline how ASL can be used to support the process of specification 
development. 
6.1. A notion of implementation 
In programming practice, proceeding from a specification to a program (by 
stepwise refinement or by any other method) means making a series of design 
decisions. These will include decisions concerning the concrete representation f 
abstractly defined data types, decisions about how to compute abstractly specified 
functions (choice of algorithm) and decisions which select between the various 
possibilities which the high-level specification leaves open. The following very simple 
formal notion of implementation captures this idea: A specification T is implemented 
by another specification T' if T' incorporates more design decisions than T [85]. 
6.1. Definition. If T and T' are specifications (that is, of mode spec), then T is 
implemented by T', written T ~ T', if 0 ~ T' ~ T, where T' ~ T holds if T and T' 
have the same signature but T' may have less models than T, that is, 
M[sig T] += M[sig T'] +, M[sig T] E M[sig T'] and 
Mod( M[ T']) _ Mod( M[ T]). (5) 
Similar to "T'___ T" we often write T for M[ T] in the following. Then condition 
(5) simply reads 
(sig T) + = (sig T') +, sig T E sig T' and Mod(T') ~_ Mod(T). 
The implementation relation is similar to the implementation relation for nondeter- 
ministic programs [8] where (roughly) a nondeterministic program P is imple- 
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mented by a nondeterministic program P' if the set B[P'] of possible values of P' 
is contained in the set B[P] of possible values of P. Here the class of possible 
models corresponds to the set of possible values. 
For example, suppose SetChoose specifies the standard model of sets of natural 
numbers (like Set in Section 5.6) together with an operator choose:set->nat only 
constrained by the following axiom: 
iselem(choose(add(x, S)) add(x, S)) = true. 
That is, choose will select some arbitrary element of any nonempty set. And suppose 
SetChoose' is SetChoose augmented by axioms which further constrain choose to 
always select he minimal element. Then Mod(SetChoose') _c Mod(SetChoose) and 
so SetChoose~-~SetChoose' (since SetChoose' is satisfiable). 
As another example, Behavioural-Set from Section 5.6 (recall 
Behavioural-Set = behaviour Set wrt {bool, nat}, 
where Set specifies the standard model of sets) is implemented by List (lists of 
natural numbers together with the operator iselem) once the 'auxiliary' operators 
head and tail have been forgotten and the sort list and operators nil and cons have 
been renamed as set, 0, and add: 
Behaviourable-Set~--derive f omList by tr, 
where sigmorph or -= [set,--*li_st; 0,--~nil, add~--~cons]. Note, however, 
Set ~ derive from List by tr 
since Set itself (before behavioural bstraction) is satisfied only by algebras isomor- 
phic to the standard model. Under most previous notions of implementation (see 
below) 
Set ,~ derive from List by tr 
is a proper implementation. This was necessary because previous specification 
languages did not permit behavioural bstraction, so the notion of implementation 
had to capture it. 
6.2. Implementation of parameterized specifications 
This notion of implementation can be extended to give a notion of the implementa- 
tion of parameterized specifications (el. [84]). 
6.2. Definition. IfPandP'ofmodefnnct(spec)specareparametedzedspecifications, 
then P is implemented by P', written P ~-~ P', if, for all actual parameters ARG, 
P(ARG) ,,,* P'(ARG). 
This definition can easily be generalized to parameterized specifications with 
multiple parameters. 
Fundamental for the transformation f programs i whether the notion of transfor- 
mation is monotonic and transitive [104]. Similarly, an important issue for any 
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notion of implementation is whether implementations can be composed vertically and 
horizontally [45]. Implementations can be vertically composed if the implementation 
relation is transitive ( T ~-* T' and T' ~ T" implies T,,,* T") and they can be horizon- 
tally composed if the specification-building operations preserve implementations 
(i.e., P,,,-, P' and A~'*A' implies P(A),,,-, P'(A'); A~,A '  and B,,~ B' implies 
A+B,,,-, A '+B' ;  and a similar rule holds for each of the remaining operations). 
The notion of implementation has both these properties. 
6.3. Theorem (vertical composition). I f  T ~ T' and T'~,* T", then T,,~, T". 
Proof. The proof is immediate by the transitivity of E and ___. [] 
6.4. Theorem (horizontal composition). I f  AN'* A', B~,* B', 
R.B ,,,-, P '= A spec X : R.B', then 
(1) A + B ,,,* A' + B' if A' + B' is satisfiable; 
(2) for any S c_ sorts(sig A) and F c_ opns(sig A), 
reachable A on S with F ~ reachable A' on S with F; 
(3) for any signature morphism tr, 
derive from A by tr ,~- derive from A' by tr; 
(4) for any W_c I W(sig A, VAR)I , 
observe A wrt W,~ observe A' wrt W; 
(5) /f Mod(A)lsigR ~ Mod(R), then P(A),,~P'(A'). 
Proof. The proof easily follows by monotonicity of the operations. 
and P = A Sl~C X : 
[] 
These two results allow large structured specifications to be refined in a gradual 
and modular fashion. All of the individual small specifications which make up a 
large specification can be separately refined in several stages to give a collection of 
lower-level specifications (this is easy because of their small size). When the low-level 
specifications are put back together, the result is guaranteed tobe an implementation 
of the original specification. 
6.3. Other notions of implementation 
ASL can be used to express a number of other concepts of implementation as
well, including notions which coincide with or approximate most previously pro- 
posed definitions. 
6.5. Definition. If A and A' are Z-algebras, then A I> A' if there exists a surjective 
homomorphism f :A~ A'. If T and T' are specifications with sig T=s ig  T', then 
T' contains a homomorphic image of T ( T t> T') if for every A ~ Mod(T) there exists 
an A' ~ Mod(T') such that A i> A'. 
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6.6. Definition. If T and T' are specifications, or: sig T-> sig T' is a signature morph- 
ism, OBS ~ sorts(sig T) and reachable T = T, then we have: 
(1) T ,,,,~ T' if 0 # (derive from T' by or) c_ T. 
Or T' if ~ # (derive from T' by or) ~> T [31]. (2) T"'~w 
(3) T"~m T' if t~ # (derive from T' by or)~>junk T ([30, 31], approximates [34]). 
(4) T-,'*~RI T' if ~ ~ restrict (derive from T'by or)I> T ([31, 35, 84], approximates 
[44]). 
(5) Let Bool be isomorphically embedded in T and T', that is, 
derive from T by in(sig Bool) = Bool = derive from T' by in(sig Bool) 
and let or be invariant w.r.t. Bool, that is, 
or(x) = x for all x e sig Bool. 
Or T' if Then T ,'W~be h 
0 ~ behaviour(derive from T' by or) wrt {bool} _~ behaviour T wit {bool} 
(approximates [20]). 
(6) T ~'-'~Bs T' if [48, 87] 
~ behaviour(derive from T' by or) wrt OBS _c behaviour T wrt OBS. 
Equivalent definitions result in (5) and (6) if behaviour(derive from T' by o-) wrt. . .  
is replaced by derive from T' by or and in (5) if c is replaced by i>. 
The letters F, R, and I above stand for forget (auxiliary sorts and operators), 
restrict (the carriers, removing useless elements) and identify (multiple representa- 
tions in T' of a single element of T) respectively. The idea in each of the above 
notions is that T' is a correct implementation of T if[ every model of T' can be 
viewed as a model of T modulo data representation. Different ways of capturing 
the essence of 'modulo data representation' result in the six different definitions. 
Actually, more elaborate notions can be defined in ASL as well, e.g., 
Or 
T ~ T' if 0 ~ restrict(derive from T' by or) on S i> T, 
FRI 
where S is the set of constrained sorts of T (i.e., the largest set S such that 
reachable T on S = T). Note that any of the above notions may be extended to give 
a notion of the implementation of parameterized specifications. 
Recall that Set ~/~ derive from List by or, but 
behaviour Set ~'t {bool} ,,~ derive from List by or, 
where o-:sig Set ~ sig List is an appropriate signature morphism. We now have 
o" or  
Set ,L i s t  but Set - -L i s t  
F FI 
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and 
o" Or 
Set ,~ List, Set ~ List 
F I  R FR I  
as well as 
Or 
Set ~ List, 
OBS 
where OBS = sorts(Set) - {set}. 
Or 
and Set ~ List 
beh 
When using a powerful specification language one can adopt a simple notion of 
implementation. Previous languages and specification methods were less powerful 
(lacking operations like behaviour), so a more complex notion of implementation 
was necessary to handle cases like the implementation of sets by lists above. With 
ASL such complexity is not required because all such cases can be handled by 
explicit use of the behaviour operation. 
One benefit of such a simple notion of implementation is that one can reason 
about implementations in a formal way using the specification language itself rather 
than at a metalevel using a metalanguage. For example, see the proof of the 
transitivity of ~"~FIR in the next section. A second benefit is that with this simple 
notion the specifier has more freedom to say exactly what is required. For example, 
in some situations we might really want sets to be implemented only using a 
representation isomorphic to the standard model (e.g., in cases where the choice of 
data representation influences the complexity of an algorithm). In ASL one has the 
freedom not to apply behavioural abstraction in cases such as these. Finally, the 
simple notion of implementation permits vertical and horizontal composition of 
implementations, but this is generally not the case for the more complicated notions 
unless rather strong conditions are imposed (see, e.g., [35, 48, 71, 84]). 
6.4. Identities and transformation of specifications 
Because the semantics of ASL is simple, it is easy to prove that certain identities 
and relations between specifications hold. For example, we have the following 
theorem. 
6.7. Theorem. Let S, S' c_ sorts(sig T), F, F'_c opns(sig T), OBS, 
I W(sig T, VAR)[ be total sets. 
(1) + is commutative, associative, idempotent and satisfies 
T + signature ,~ axioms { } = T 
i f  Z c_ sig T and ,~ total, 
(signature Z axioms E) + (signature Z' axioms E') 
= signature Z w Z' axioms E u E' 
i f  ,~, ,~ ', E, E' are total and opns(E) _ sorts Z and opns(E') ~ sorts Z'. 
(2) 
OBS' _c 
reachable(reachable T on S' with F') on S with F = reachable T on S with F 
i f  S c_ S' and F c F'. 
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(3) reachable T on S u S' with F n F' 
__ reachable(reachable T on S' with F') on S with F 
= reachable(reachable T on S with F) on S' with F'. 
SO 
(4) W' ~ W implies 
observe(observe T wrt W)wrt  W'= observe(observe T wrt W')wrt  W 
= observe T wrt W', 
(a) behaviour(junk T on S) wrt OBS = behaviour T wrt OBS /f S + • OBS + = 0, 
(b) junk(junk Ton  S') on S =junk Ton S =junk(junk Ton  S) on S' i fS ' c  S, 
(c) OBS _ OBS' implies hehaviour(hebaviour T wrt OBS') wrt OBS 
= behaviour T wrt OBS = behaviour(behaviour T wrt OBS) wrt OBS', 
(d) junk(behaviour T wrt OBS) on S = behaviour T wrt OBS if S + ~ OBS + = 0. 
(5) 
(6) Mod(reachable T on S) = 0 
if [ Wz(VARs°)] is empty in some sort of S, 
junk T on { } = T, 
behaviour T wrt sorts sig T = T, 
hehaviour T wrt { } = signature sig T axioms { }. 
derive from(derive from T by cr) by or' = derive from T by cr o o". 
where Z = sig T, S" = (sorts Z)  - S; 
(7) junk(restrict T on S) on S = junk T on S 
if lW~(VARs.)l is nonempty in all sorts of S, where Z =sig T, S"= (sorts 2 ) -S .  
(8) behaviour(restrict T on S) wrt OBS = behaviour T wrt OBS 
/f S + c~ OBS + = 0 and [ Wz(VARs,,)I is nonempty 
S" = (sorts ~)  - S. 
(9) 
and 
in all sorts of S, where ,~--sig T, 
derive from (observe T wit W) by tr 
_c observe(derive from T by o-) by {term t [tr(t) ~ W} 
derive from (junk T on S) by tr 
junk(derive from T by or) on {sort s ltr(s) ~ S}. 
observe T wrt W c__ observe T wrt W' if W' c W. 
observe(observe T wrt W)wrt  W'c_ observe T wrt W c~ W', 
Cen~jm voor W ~  en 
(10) 
(11) 
so (a) junk(junk T on S) on S' ~ junk T on S • S', 
(b) behaviour(behaviour T wrt OBS) wrt OBS' ~ behaviour T wrt OBS c~ OBS'. 
(12) behaviour(reachable T on S) wrt OBS ~ behaviour T wrt OBS. 





reachable T on S ~ reachable(junk T on S') on S. 
reachable( T' + reachable T on S) on S' = T' + reachable T on S' 
reachable(enrich T by axioms E) on S 
= enrich reachable T on S by axioms E. 
T + reachable T' on S" = reachable T + T' on S" 
i fS '~  S. 
if T+ T' is sufficiently complete (see [52, 100]) with respect o T' for sorts S" and 
S" ~ sorts sig T' is total 
(17) T>~ T' implies junk T on S~>junk T' on S. 
(18) T >i T' implies derive from T by tr/> derive from T' by tr. 
Proof. The proofs of (1)-(3), (5), (6), (9)-(16) and (18) are straightforward. Let 
2; = sig T. 
(4) [A] c Mod(observe(observe T wrt W) wrt W') 
¢:> 3[Ao] e Alg(X): ((3[A~] c Mod(T): Ao -wA~)  and Ao -w,  A 
(since Ao =-w, A~; for ~ ,  let A~ = Ao) 
¢:~ 3[ A~] e Mod( T): ([ A]~ = w, A) 
¢:> [A] e Mod(observe T wrt W'). 
Then ¢:> [A] ~ Mod(observe(observe T wrt W')wrt W) in a similar fashion. 
(7) Let S '= (sorts 2;) - S, and let W= [ W~(VARs,)I. Then 
[A] ~ Mod(junk(restrict T on S) on S) 
¢~ 3[A]o ~ Mod( T): (Ao is the subalgebra of Ao reachable on S with 
[aols, = Iaols, and A - w Ao) 
(since Ao = Ao on W) 
¢O3[Ao] ~ Mod(T): A =--wAo 
¢:> [A] ~ Mod(junk T on S). 
(8) junk(restrict Ton  S) on S =junk Ton  S by (7), so 
behaviour(junk(restrict T on S) on S) wrt OBS 
= behaviour(junk T on S) wrt OBS. 
But lhs = behaviour(restrict T on S) wrt OBS by (4)(a), and rhs = behaviour T wrt 
OBS, also by (4)(a). 
(17) T~ > T'~restr iet  T on S ~> restrict T' on S. Suppose [A] ~ Mod(jnnk T on S). 
Because of (7) there is a surjective homomorphism p:A---> A' where A- is the 
subalgebra of A in Mod(restrict T on S) and A' is a model of restrict T' on S. Let 
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A'* --def A' expanded by an isomorphic opy of the junk in A, i.e., 
A's* -- A's + (As - A:-) (+ is disjoint union) 
I OA'(X) if X ~ A's, 
oA'*(X) =~p(oA(x)) if x~A's and oA(x)~A[, 
[ oA(x) otherwise, 
where o's--> s' (similarly for operators with more than one argument). A'* is a 
model of junk T' on S. There is a surjective homomorphism p*" A-> A'* (p*=p 
extended by id ' (A -A - ) ->  (A '* -A ' ) ) .  Thus, junk T on S~>junk T' on S. [] 
It is, however, possible to find counterexamples showing that the following 
inequalities are satisfiable (S, S'c_sorts(sig T), F, F'_copns(sig T), W, W'_  
I W(sig T, VAR)I total sets): 
(1') observe(derive from T wrt ~r) by W # derive from(observe T wrt or(W)) by o'. 
(2') reachable(reachable T on S with F) on S' with F' 
reachable T on S u S' with F c~ F'. 
(3') observe(observe Twrt W)wrt W'# observe Twrt Wr~ W'. 
(4') junk(junk T on S) on S' ~ junk(junk T on S') on S # junk T on S w S'. 
(5') behaviour(behaviour T wrt OBS) wrt OBS' 
behaviour(behaviour T wrt OBS') wrt OBS. 
(6') behaviour(reachable T on S) wrt OBS ~ behaviour T wrt OBS 
if S + n OBS + = 0- 
(7') reachable(junk T on S) on S' ~ reachable T on S' if S_c S'. 
These properties can be useful for understanding the effects of ASL's operations. 
For example, solutions of clomain equations can be computed. The following theorem 
is proved in this way. 
6.8. Theorem (vertical composition for "~FIR)- T~*FIR ~ T' and Tt 'V~FIRU' T" implies 
~'°~ T". T '~~ FIR 
Proof. According to Theorem 6.7(5), we have 
derive from T" by or' o tv -- derive from(derive from T" by ~r') by cr. 
Since T' ~' " '~'*FIR T ,  
derive from T" by o-' I> junk T', 
SO 
derive from(junk T') by tv 
c_ junk(derive from T' by tr) on S" 
where S' = sorts(sig T') and S" = {sort s I cr(s) ~ S'}. 
Since T ~'*~IR T', 
(18) 
(9) 
derive from T' by tr ~ junk T, 
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SO 
>~junk(junk T) on S" (17). 
=junk T (4)(b) 
or'oct Tt l .  since S" c sorts(sig T). derive from T" by or' ocr # O, so T A~'~FI R [] 
These identities treat particular properties of the specification operations. 
Moreover, they treat properties such as a-renaming of bound variables or 
Fold/Unfold which are known from programming languages hold in ASL, as is 
shown in the following theorem. 
6.9. Theorem. Let e and e' be ASL-expressions and let x and y be identifiers. 
(1) Renaming of bound variables" 
A mx.e=A my.ely~x] 
if y does not occur in e. 
(2) (Simplified) Fold/Unfold: 
Fmf - -  e ; e ' J=Fmf - -  e ; e'[e/f]J. 
Proof. The proof is obvious from the scheme language semantics. [] 
These rules provide transformations for changing one specification into another 
specification which is equivalent (or an implementation, using the rules containing 
c). Therefore, they could be used as the basis of a method for developing data 
structures and programs from specifications (see, e.g., [6]). 
PART III. ANALYSIS OF ASL 
7. Other semantic models: Presentations and pseudo-axiomatic semantics 
The semantics of specifications i  based on classes of algebras. As another 'natural' 
possibility for a semantic domain one could associate a theory to every specification 
(cf. the semanticsof CLEAR in [27]). A theory of a specification, T say, consists of 
the set of all formulas and constraints which are valid in T. But for the description 
of a theory it suffices to give a set of axioms and constraints which represents this 
theory. We will call such a description a presentation. More exactly, a presentation 
of an ASL-specification isgiven by a signature containing hidden sorts and operators, 
a set of axioms, and a set of reachability constraints (see Section 7.2, cf. also the 
presentation semantics of CLEAR [82], LOOK [36] and ACT1 [37]). 
A presentation semantics is more concrete than a semantics based on algebras; 
it is even quite similar to a specification and in fact it can be seen as a normal form 
for specifications. But it has the advantage to allow the association of a semiformal 
proof system to every presentation and hence, to every ASL-specification (see Section 
8). 
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Moreover, the definition of a presentation semantics for ASL allows to show that 
not all classes of algebras are needed for the semantic description of ASL- 
specifications, but only those which have a presentation: the pseudo-axiomatic 
classes of algebras. This allows to get a more concise algebra semantics, the pseudo- 
axiomatic semantics (see Section 7.5). 
On the other hand, using the pseudo-axiomatic semantics we will show that for 
the functions over presentations only those functions have to be considered which 
preserve the meaning of the algebra-semantics, that is, the extensional functions 
(see Section 7.6). 
Hence, by these other semantic models we get an understanding of the semantic 
nature of ASL-expressions: pecifications are pseudo-axiomatic classes of algebras 
and parameterized specifications are extensional transformations of specifications. 
7.1. Hidden functions 
In order to define the presentation semantics, a sufficient amount of names for 
hidden sorts and hidden operators has to be available. 
7.1. Definition. Let HA be the least set which contains 
- e_rhr, where erh e~ A is a new sort symbol, 
- any _x s A, 
- any x,,, _xb for x e HA, where the indices a, b are fixed new symbols not occurring 
in AuF.  
Similarly, let HF be the least set which contains 
- er h, where er~ F, 
- any x ~ F, 
- any x a, x b for x ~ HF. 
If ,Y is a signature, then we write 2z for the signature which arises from the 
substitution i  ,Y of every x by x z or xz respectively (z ~ {a, b}). Then HFA =act HF x 
HA*x HA is the set of 'hidden' operation symbols with sorts in HA. 
7.2. Fact. If A and F are countable, then HA u HF is countable and hence, (HA) ± 
and HFA ± are countable. 
The domain SIGH which is defined as SIG with A and FA replaced by HA and 
HFA will be called the domain of hidden signatures. For H~ e SIGH let.,~ =def HZ]Ar. 
Then Z is called the visible signature of the signature HZ. An element of HE - Z is 
called hidden. Note that HZ contains all visible and all hidden elements of the 
signature under consideration. 
7.3. Fact. SIG8 is a consistently complete and countably algebraic cpo. 
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For every signature morphism or over A ± and FA, particular signature morphisms 
o'a, orb over (HA) ± and HFA x are defined which coincide with or on the visible 
signature and, moreover, make an "a"-  or "b"-indexed 'backward'-copy of all 
hidden and nonhidden sorts and operators. 
7.4. Definition. For any signature morphism o'=(a, f l )e SIGMORPHAr, let, for 
ze{a ,b} ,  
or~ = (az, fl~)e [(HA) ± x (HA)±]m x [HFA ~ HFA~]m 
be defined by for _x s HA j- 
= _s 
er  h 
if_x~ A j- , 
if _x = _s ~ ~ HA - A, 
otherwise, 
and for x ~ HFA ± with functionality ws by 
r f l (x )  if x~FA,  
Bz(X)=]fw, if x=fZs HFA-Fz, 
erhs otherwise. 
In the following we will simply write ors(x) instead of a~(x) or flz(x). 
For every term t we write tz for id*(t) where idz* denotes the homomorphic 
extension of idz to terms. For every set of sorts S, S~ denotes the set {SzlS ~ S} of 
'z-copies' of sorts S; for sets of operations O, signatures Z, sets of formulas E, and 
constraints/, O~, ~,  E~, and Iz are analogously defined. 
7.5. Proposition. Let or and or' be signature morphisms over A ± and Fa and let 
ze{a,b}. 
(1) orz is a signature morphism; 
l .  (2) orE or'=Oor  E orz, 
(3) or is partial¢=~ or: is partial; 
(4) for every signature Z (over HA+ HFA), orz is surjective; 
(5) for all signatures H~, and H~,' with H~.IAr =,~ and H~,'JAr =~,': 
derive(HZ, tra) c~ derive(HE', orb) = derive(Z, or) c~ derive(Z', or). 
Proof. (1)2(3) are obvious. (4) holds since, for any x ~ ,Y,, orz(X~) = x or orz(X z) = x. 
(5) Every x ~ derive(HY., ora) is either in derive(Z, or) or it has the form ya or yo. 
Similarly, for x ~ dedve(HZ', orb), either x is in derive(2', or) or x has the form yb 
or Yb. Since a # b, the proposition immediately follows. [] 
7.2. Presentations and their domain 
A constraint consists of a set of sorts, the set of constrained sorts, and a set of 
operators, the constructors. The domain of  constraints is the cpo 
IND ~--dcf ({(S, F) I S, F total ^  S _~ HA ^  F__q HFA}', E), 
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where _ denotes the flat ordering. We say that an algebra A satisfies the constraint 
(S, F) (written A ~ (S, F)) if A is reachable on S with F (see Section 3.2). Every 
presentation P is a quadruple (2, HE, E, I) consisting of a visible signature 2, a 
signature HE, a set of axioms E and a set of constraints I. The signature ~ is just 
the visible part of HE, and E and the elements of I are in the subset-powerdomain, 
not in Pp(.). The reason is that there exists a proof system for deducing that a 
formula is valid in a specification but there is no one for deducing whether a formula 
is not valid. Hence, we do not want to ask whether a formula is not an axiom and 
therefore, the simple subset-powerdomain is sufficient. 
7.6. Definition. The domain of presentations consists of the set 
SEMpr =def ({(2, HE, E , / ) [nEe  SIG ^  2 = H~,[A r
^ E ~ P~(WFFH~) ^ I ~ P~(IND)}, ~<), 
where 
(2, HE, E, I) ~< (2',  HE', E', I') iff HE E_ HE' ^  E _c E'  A I __q I'. 
7.7. Fact. SEMpr is a cpo. 
Proof. Let ((2i, HE,, Ei, I ,}~ be a directed set. Then 
lub((2,, HE,), E,, I,})= (lub(2~), lub(HE,), [...J Ei, I._.J I,}. 
Since, for every i~/ ,  EiEPs(WFFHxi) and I, ePs(INDHx,), we have I,_JE~e 
Ps(WFFIub<H:~,)) and I,_.J/~ ~ P~(INDIub<HX,)). Therefore, lub((2,, H2i, E~, I,)) 
SEMpr. [] 
7.3. Presentations of the specification operators 
As before, five specification operators are considered: 
bspecpr :SIG x SETWFF-> SEMpr, 
reachpr: SEMp~ x SETSORT x SETOPN-> SEMpr, 
SUmpr :SEMpr x SEMpr ~ SEMpr, 
deriVepr: SEMpr x SIGMORPH -~ SEMp~, 
observepr: SEMpr x SETTERM ~ SEMp~. 
Note that, apart from SEMpr, none of the other domains contains hidden elements. 
The presentation of bspeCpr(2, E) does not contain any hidden sorts or operators 
(HE = ~)  nor any constraints; the axioms consist of the 'positive information set' 
E + of E: 
f (2, 2, E +, emptyt,) if E ---l, WFF(2, emptyp), 
bspeCpr(,S, E) = def ][_1_ otherwise. 
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reachw(P, S, O) adds just the constraint (S, O) to the constraints of the presentation 
P and leaves the signature and the first-order axioms of P invariant: 
((Z, HE, E, I u {(S +, F+)}) 
J if S c_ p sorts(Z), 
reachpr((Z, HE, E, I), S, F) =def ] O C_e opns(Z), and S, O total, 
k_l_ otherwise. 
For the semantics of SUmpr(e, P') one builds the union of the visible signatures 
of P and P', whereas all hidden sorts and operators are renamed (by ida and idb) 
in order to avoid name clashes. For the axioms and constraints the union of the 
(partially renamed) axioms and constraints of P and P' are taken: 
SUmpr((Z, HE, E, I), (~v,, HE', E', I')) 
=def ('~ w 2' ,  derive(HE, ida)u derive(HE', idb), 
id*-I (E) u id*-I (E'), id*- l ( I )  u id*-I (I')). 
Here, id* (or, more generally, o-* for every signature morphism) denotes the 
extension of id,, (or tr, respectively) to formulas and constraints. 
For derivepr(P, o-) the visible signature is renamed using o-, whereas the hidden 
sorts and operators, the axioms and constraints are renamed according to t~a" 
deriVepr((,~, HE, E, I), tr) 
=d,f (derive(Z, tr), derive(HE, tra), tr*-~(E), O'*-1(I)). 
The intuitive idea for the definition of observepr(P, W) is to construct a hidden 
copy of P (with signature HE~) and then to determine the models of observe (with 
signature HE) via a set of axioms and constraints relating the hidden copy of P 
with all nonhidden algebras which are W-equivalent to some model of the hidden 
copy. To do this some abbreviations are needed. 
Let, for a set of sorts S, Nb(S) be the following set of copies of the constructor 
functions for natural numbers: 
Nb(S) =clef {zero b" --> S[_S E S}u  {SUCCb :_S --> _SiS E S}, 
N =def Nb(sorts(Z)), N,~ =def Nb(sorts(HXa)). 
If nrs : VAR{_~--> N is a numbering of VAR{~}, then the function c: VAR--> TERM 
associates a copy of the constant erm succ"(zero) to the variable with number n 
(w abbreviates s->_s): 
c(xs ) = da Succb( • • • succ~(zero b) . . . )  
nrs(X)-times 
We write W[c(x)/x] for the substitution of all variables x by c(x) in W. Now 
consider the signature 
HE' =dCf derive(HE, id,,) up N Up N,,. 
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Then the constraints 
I t ---def {(sorts(,~), N) ,  (sorts(HEn), Na)} 
ensure that every HE'-algebra has to be reachable. Moreover, since by definition 
every algebra has to be countable, HE' together with the constraints I ' is a persistent 
enrichment for any class of (derive(HE, ida)-) algebras. If we replace very variable 
x by c(x) in every term t of W, then this new W contains only ground terms and 
the observation condition can be expressed by the following set of axioms: 
E' =d~f {t,, = t',,[C(Xa)/X,,]Cr~t= t ' [c (x) /x ] l t ,  t' ~ W}. 
Then observepr can be defined as follows: 
observep~((2, HE), E, I), W) 
f(Y, HE' ,E", I")  if W~pTERM~ and Wtotal, 
--def "1[ (-[-, --]-, O) otherwise, 
where E" =clef Ea w E' and I" =clef Ia U I'. 
The operations bspeCp~, reachpr, and observep~ are monotonic. They are continuous 
in the 'spee' argument only for fixed finite sets in the other arguments. SUmpr is 
monotonic and continuous, derivepr is monotonic. It is continuous in its first 
argument since it is defined using the surjective signature morphism o-a. 
7.4. From presentations toclasses of algebras 
To every presentation P one may associate the class of all algebras which satisfy 
the axioms and constraints of P as follows: 
7.8. Definition. Let P = (E, HE, E, I) be a presentation. Then let 
Mod(P) =def {[A] E Alg(HE)[A ~ E and A ~ I}. 
The projection m : SEMpr-~ DOM(spee) is defined as follows: 
m(P) =def (.Y, Mod(P)[z), 
where for every class C of HE-algebras 
Clz =clef {[A] e Alg(,~) 13[A'] ~ C: A'[~ = A}. 
Then m is obviously monotonic but not continuous. It is a homomorphism with 
respect o the following specification operations. 
7.9. Theorem (Projection theorem). The projection m: SEMpr ~ SEM is a 
homomorphism; for all S ~ SETSORT, F e SETOPN, E ~ SETWFF, W ~ SETFERM, 
tr ~ SIGMORPH, P,/>1,/>2 ~SEMpr: 
(1) m(bspecp~(~, E)) =bspec(,~, E), 
(2) m(reachpr(P, S, F))=reach(m(P), S, F), 
(3) m(Sump~(/>1, P2)) = sum( m(/>1), m(/>2)), 
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(4) m(derivepr(P, o-)) = derive(re(P), or), 
(5) m(observep~(P, W))= observe(m(P), W). 
Proof. Let P = (2, HE, E, I) and P~ = (Z,, HE,, E,, I~) for i = 1, 2. 
(1) bspecpr: Let, w.l.o.g., bspecpr(Z, E) = (2, Z, E, 0). Then 
m(bspecpr(Z, E ) )= (,~, {[A] ~ Alg(2)]A m E}) 
= bspec(~, E). 
(2) reachpr: Let, w.l.o.g., reachpr(P, S, F) = (Z, HE, E, I u {(S, F)}). Then 
m (reachp~(P, S, F)) 
= ( 2, {[ A ] e Alg(Z )13[ A'] ~ AIg(HE): A = A']~ 
^ A' ~ E A A' is reachable for I and on S ÷ with F+}) 
(since S+___ sorts(Z) + and F+___ opns(Z) +) 
= (2, {[ A ] ~ Alg( Z )13[ A'] e AIg(HE): A = A'lz A A' ~ E 
^ A' is reachable for I 
A A is reachable on S ÷ with F÷}) 
= (Z, {[A] ~ Mod(m(P))lA is reachable on S with F}) 
= reach(m(P), S, F). 
(3) SUmpri 
m(sUmpr(P1, P2)) 
= m((21 u ZE, derive(HE1, id,,)u derive(HE2, idb), 
id*-I (El) w id*-l(E2), id*-1(11) u)id*-I (I2))) 
= ( 21 w 22, {[ A ] e Alg(21 w Z2)] ::1[ A'] ~ Alg( derive( HE1, ida ) 
u derive(HE2, idb)): A'l~,q,_,~)= A and 
A'ld~n~¢r~,ido~ ~ A id~*-l(E1) A A id*-1(11) and 
A'Id~,~HX~,~,~) ~ A id*-l(E2) A Aid*-l(I2)}) 
('lhsc_ rhs' since ida and idb are the identity on 21 and 22 and 'rhs_ lhs' 
derive(HE1, ida) + r~ derive(H~2, idb) + _ Z~ c~ Z~-) 
since 
= ( Z 1 u Z2, {[ A ] ~ Alg(21 u 22)[ AI~, ~ Mod( m ( ( 21, HE1, El,  11)) ) 
and AI~ e Mod(m((22, H~-2, EE, I2)))}) 
= sum( m( PO, re(P2)). 
(4) deril)epr : 
m (deriVepr(P, tr)) 
= m((derive(Z, o-), dedve(n~, o-o), o.*-l(E), o'*-1(1))) 
= (derive(Z, tr), {[A] ~ Alg(dedve(Z, o')) ] 3[A'] e Alg(dedve(nE, tr,,)): 
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A'ld: ,~v:(~,<,> = A A A' ~ /~ o'* - l (E)  ^  Ao*-'(I)) 
(6) 
=(derive(Z, tr), {[A] e Alg(derive(Z, or)) I 3[A"] e Alg(HE): 
(A"lo,)[derive(Z,<r) ---- A^ A"l~o ~ A ~r*-'(g) ^  A o.*-'(I)}) 
¢7___) (derive(Z, tr), {[A] E Alg(derive(Z, tr)) I ~t[A"] e re(P): A'"I,,= A}) 
= derive(re(P), o-). 
Proof of (6). 'rhs c_ lhs': obvious. 
'lhs_c rhs': Let 8 be a restriction of o-a such that 8 -~ is total and well-defined on 
HE. 8 exists since era is a surjective morphism. Let 
B' -m-def  A' [der ive(HZ,a)  • 
B' satisfies an isomorphic copy of E and I. Hence, ~5(B')~ AIg(HE) and 8(B')~ 
• 1 E ^ I. Therefore, ~(B')Lro~A o-*-l(E) ^ /~ o-~- (I). Moreover, 
(a(B')l~o)ldo.vo(~,~) = B'l~onv¢(~,~)= A'ld~rive(Z,a). 
Hence, we can define A" =d~f 8(B'). [] 
Proof of (7). 'lhs _ rhs': A"[~,o ~ derive(E, o'a) ^  derive(/, O'a) implies A" ~ E ^/.  By 
definition, (A%)I~ = (A"l~o)l~vo(Z.~) which is equal to A. Define A" =d~fA"lz. 
' rhs_lhs' :  A'" ~ re(P) implies 3A" ~ P: A"[z = A". Hence, because of 
(A"I~o)I~.~o~,~) = (A%)I~ by definition, we get 
(a" l~o) ldon~o<~,~) - - (A" I~) I~ = m"l~ = A. 
Moreover, A"~ P implies A" ~ A o'*-~(E) ^ /~ o'*-~(I) • [] or a 
Proof of Theorem 7.9 (continued). (5) observepr: W.l.o.g., we may assume that the 
signature of P is Z and W is a set of Z-terms. Then it is only to show that 
Mod(m(obserVepr(P, W)))= Mod(observe(m(P), W)). 
'lhs _ rhs': Let [A] e Mod(m(obserVepr(P, W))). Then, by definition of the projec- 
tion m, there exists [A']~ Mod(observepr(P, W)) with A'lz =A.  A' satisfies the 
axioms 
Eau{ta=t'[c(xa)/Xa] <=~ t=t'[c(x)/x]]t ,t '~ iV} 
and the constraints Ia, (sorts(Z), N), and (sorts(HE~), Na). 
Consider B' =de¢ ida(A'[t~o). Since A'IH~o satisfies E~ and Ia, which are isomorphic 
copies of E and I, [B'] satisfies E and I (i.e., B'~ Mod(P)) and therefore, [B']iz 
Mod(m(P)).  The valuation V: VAR--> A', V(x) =def c(x) A', is a surjective valuation 
for A'iH~o and A'iz since the reachability constraints N~ and N hold in A'. Moreover, 
for all t, t'~ W, 
A'iHxa~N ~t,, = tta[C(Xa)/Xa] ¢:~ A'IZ~N~t= t'[C(X)/X], 
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As a consequence, B'[~ and A are W-equivalent. Thus, [A] 
Mod(observe(m(P), W)). 
'rhs ~ lhs': Let [A]e Mod(observe(m(P), W)). Then there exists [A1] ~ Mod(P) 
such that AI]~ =--wA. Define B =der(Allido)lH~o and consider BwA.  BwA is well- 
defined since HE: and Z ÷ are disjoint. B is an isomorphic opy of A1 and therefore 
it satisfies E~ and I~. 
Let V1 :VAR~ A~I~ and V2:VAR--> A be the surjective valuations which make 
Allx and A W-equivalent. Define c(x~) B= V~(x) if x~eVARzo, define c(x) B in 
some surjective way for the other sorts of HE~ and define c(x) A = V2(x) if x ~ VARy. 
Then B is reachable by N~ and A is reachable by N. Moreover, for all t, t 'e W, 
B~ ta =t'[c(x,,)/xa] ¢:~ A~ t=t'[c(x)/x]. 
Therefore, [B u A] ~ Mod(observepr(P, W)) 
Mod(m(obserVepr(P, W))). [] 
and hence, [A ]=[ (BwA) ] [zs  
7.5. Pseudo-axiomatic semantics 
The domain SEM for the algebra semantics of specifications contains arbitrary 
classes of Z-algebras. Many of them are certainly very complicated and not even 
axiomatizable. The connection of the domain SEMpr for presentations with SEM 
gives a hint which classes of algebras can be specified in ASL: those which have a 
presentation. 
Classes of algebras are ordered by the inclusion relation; hence, for a signature 
Z (with Z+~ (0, 0)), the least element of all classes of Z-algebras is the full class, 
that is, the class AIg(Z) of all Z-algebras. This class contains uncountably many 
isomorphism classes of algebras. A finite description of this class is given by its 
presentation (~, Z, ~J, 0). More generally, we will represent model classes by presenta- 
tions demonstrating that all interesting model classes (for ASL) are pseudo-axiomatic 
classes of algebras. 
7.10. Definition. Let (Z, C) ~ SEM be a signature together with a set of isomorphism 
classes of algebras. A presentation (Z, H~, E, I) is called presentation of (Z, C) if 
Mod(,~, HX, E,/)Ix -- 6". 
A presentation is a description of an axiomatization of a class of algebras. The 
internal structure of a presentation (that is, whether it contains hidden sorts or 
operators, whether it contains constraints or whether the number of axioms is finite) 
allows to classify the complexity of classes of algebras (cf. [51]): 
7.11. Definition. Let C be a class of ~-algebras. 
(1) C is called pseudo-axiomatic omega class if it has a presentation, 
(2) C is called axiomatic omega class if it has a presentation without hidden sorts 
and hidden functions, 
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(3) C is called first-order if it has a presentation without constraints, 
(4) C is called elementary if it is axiomatic and it has a presentation with a finite 
number of axioms and a finite number of finite constraints. 
There are various combinations of these four properties. For example we call a 
class of algebras 'first-order axiomatic' if it has a presentation ofthe form (,~, ~, E, 13). 
One of the first things we would like to know is whether we do really need the 
full power of pseudo-axiomatic omega classes. For example, every initial algebra 
of an equational specification (without constraints) is recursively enumerable (of. 
[10]) and hence, is an axiomatic class. On the other hand, the hidden function 
problematics advocated by Majster shows that certain initial algebras are not finitely 
axiomatizable, that means they are not elementary but they are pseudo-elementary 
as Bergstra and Tucker [13] have proved. 
7.12. Examples. In the following we give two examples, which show that pseudo- 
axiomatic omega theories are really needed in order to describe all ASL- 
specifications. 
(1) The example NAT (cf. Section 5.6) describes the isomorphism class of natural 





succ: nat -> nat, 
• +.:  nat x nat-> nat, 
...}) 
axioms {Vnat n, m: 
(succ(m) = succ(n)~m = n) 
A m + 0 = m A m + succ(n) = succ(m + n) 
^ 0 ~ succ(m) ^ ...} 
on {nat,} with {0: -~ nat, suet: nat-~ nat}. 
(2) The following specification T is an example of a pseudo-axiomatic theory 
which is not axiomatizable even with constraints: 




enrich NAT by 
sorts {_4 
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opns {f: nat-> _s} 
axioms {3n.a.t mVnat n: f (n )=f (n  + m)} 
on {_s} with {f: nat-> s}, 
where enrich T by sorts Sopns F axioms E is an abbreviation for T+ 
signature ((sorts sig T) u S, (opns sig Tu F)) axioms E and in ({s}, { }) is the 
injection of signature ({_s}, { }) in the signature of T'; that is, in T the sort nat and 
all function symbols of T' are forgotten. 
For every model M'  of T' the carder set I M'I_  is reachable by the terms {f(i) [ i E ~}. 
Because of the axiom, IM'I_~ has to be finite. Hence, also for any model M of T the 
carder set IMI~ has to be finite. T cannot be a first-order theory since then, by virtue 
of the compactness theorem of first-order logic, it would have at least one model 
M with an infinite carder set IMI_~. On the other hand, the signature of T does not 
contain any operator. Hence, the only constraint which can be formulated using 
only the signature of T has the form ({_s}, 0). This would imply that the carder sets 
for _s have to be empty. Since this is not the case, T cannot be axiomatized (within 
first-order axioms and constraints) without hidden functions. 
The set of all pseudo-axiomatic classes is a cpo. 
7.13. Definition. DOMpa(Spec) =def (PA u {l}, <~), where PA =def {('~ C) E 
SEM](2, C) has a presentation} and <~ is the ordering relation on SEM. 
7.14. Proposition. DOMp~(Spec) is a cpo. 
Proof. Let {(-~i, Ci)} be a directed set of elements of PA with presentations 
(Zi, H~,  E~, Ii). Then (lub(2~), lub(HYi), U Ei, I._.J I~) is a presentation of 
lub({(2,, C,)})=(lub(Z,) ,r)  C,). [] 
7.15. Theorem. The specification operations bspec, reach, sum, derive, and observe 
are closed under pseudo-axiomatic classes. 
Proof. The theorem is proved by applying the projection theorem. [] 
Therefore, we can define a pseudo-axiomatic semantics as follows: DOMpa is the 
restriction of DOM to pseudo-axiomatic specifications and similarly Mpa is the 
restriction of M to DOMpa. 
7.16. Definition. DOMpa(m) ----'def DOM(m) if m is a basic, object or set mode or 
m is sig or sigmorph, DOMpa(Spec) is defined above. For all other modes DOMpa 
is defined just as DOM by simply replacing DOM by DOMp~ everywhere in the 
definition. For example, 
DOMpa(m x n) =def DOMpa(m) x DOMpa(n). 
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Then we collect all domains into the 'universe' U pa-" 
U p~ =def SUM{DOMp~(m) I m is ASL-mode}. 
Similarly to DOMpa, Mpa is defined as M on basic, object, set, or sigmorph 
expressions. Let pp~ denote the restriction of any DOM-environment p to DOMpa. 
Then 
Mpa[e](Ppa) --'def M[e] (p ) .  
For specification operators Mp~ is the restriction of M to pseudo-axiomatic classes 
and on all other modes Mpa is defined analogously to M by simply replacing M 
by Mpa everywhere in the definition. For example, 
Mpa[ e( el) ] =def Mpa[ e]( Mpa[ el]). 
7.6. Extens iona l i ty  and  presentat ion  semant ics  
For the function space in the presentation semantics not all monotonic functions 
will be considered. Let f :  SEMpr-> SEM w be a function over SEMp~. Then, for any 
x ~ SEM w, the value f (x )  of f should not depend on the choice of the hidden 
functions. In fact, for presentations of the same model class f (x )  should be indepen- 
dent of the choice of the presentation. 
To make this more precise, take the projection m:SEMpr-'> SEM (see Section 
7.4). The function f :  SEMw--> SEM w is extensional, if, for all arguments x and y 
which have the same semantics in SEM (under m), the values f (x )  and f (y )  have 
the same semantics in SEM (under m). More generally, we give for arbitrary 
projection functions p~ the following definition. 
7.17. Definition. Let f :  D~ x- • • x/9,--> Dn+~, p;: Di-> D[ for i = 1, . . . ,  n + 1 and 
P =def{Pi}l<<-i<-n+l. Then f is called p-extens iona l  in its i-th a rgument  if, for all 
x~, . . . , xn e D~ x . . . x Dn and y~ ~ Di,  
pi(x,)=P,(Yi) 
~Pn+, ( f (x l ,  . . . , x , , ) )=  P ,+ l ( f (x l ,  . . . , x , -1,  y,, x,+l, . . . ,  x~)). 
f is called p-extens iona l  i f f  is p-extensional in all its arguments. 
7.18. Theorem. The specif ication operat ions bspeCpr, reachpr, SUmpr, derivepr, and 
obserVepr are ( m-  ) ex tens iona l  
Proof. Extensionality of bspeCpr is obvious. 
Extensionality ofreachpr: Let P1 and P2 be presentations with m(P~) = m(P2) .  Then 
m (reachpr( P1, $, F)) = reachpa( m(P1), S, F)) 
= reachpa(m(P2), S, F)) 
= m (reachpr(P2, S F)) 
(by the projection theorem) 
(by assumption) 
(by the projection theorem). 
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The extensionality of the other operations follows analogously. [] 
For the universe of presentation semantics we have to extend the projection 
function m to all domains. In the following we define simultaneously the domains 
DOMpr(n) for presentation semantics and the projection function fit :DOMp~(n)--> 
DOM(n) for every mode n. For basic modes, DOMp~(n) will be the same as DOM(n) 
and fit will be the identity function. DOMpr(Spee) is just SEMpr and fit is the 
projection function m for mode spee. Products are defined as homomorphisms, 
whereas, for the space of functions from a cpo D into the cpo D', we choose the 
cpo of all monotonic and fit-extensional functions from D into D', denoted by 
[D--> D']pr (and assuming that fit is defined for D and D'). 
7.19. Definition 
DOMpr(n)=a~fDOM(n)  and fit=acrid 
if n is a basic mode or a set mode or sig or sigmorph, 
DOMpr(Spec) =def SEMp~ and fit =ee l  m,  
DOMpr(n x n') --def DOMpr(n) × DOMpr(n') 
and 
and 
fit((xl, x2)) =def(fit(Xl), fit(X2)) for (xl, x2)~ DOMpr(n x n'), 
DOMpr( fnnet (n l , . . . ,  nk)r) 
= d~f [DOMpr(nl) X ' ' "  X DOMp~(nk)-~ DOMp~(r)]p~ 
fit(x) =f  for x ~ [DOMpr(nl) x-  • • x DOMpr(nk) --> DOMpr(r)]pr, 
where, for (Zl, • • •, Zk) ~ DOM(nl) x. • • x DOM(nk), 
f (  z l ,  . . . , Zk)  = f i t(  X (  Z~ , . . . , Z'k) ) 
for some z[ ~ DOMp~(ni) with fit(z[) = zi (i = 1, . . . ,  k). 
Because of the fit-extensionality of x, the function f is well-defined. 
As before, the universe of presentations U pr is defined as the sum of all domains 
DOMpr(n): 
U pr =def SUM{DOMpr(n) I n is an ASL-mode} 
Similarly to Mpa, the semantic function Mpr is defined as the semantic function 
Mpa for algebra semantics on basic, object, set, sig, and sigmorph expressions: 
Mpr[e](p) =def Mpa[e](fit o p) if e is a basic, object, set, sig, or sigmorph expression 
and p a DOMpr-environment. For specification expressions we take the operators 
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on presentations: 
Mpr[e] = bspeCpr(Mor[el], Mp~[e2]) if e = signature l axioms e2 
and analogously for the other specification operators. 
For cartesian product and applicative xpressions, Mp~[e] is inductively defined 
by simply substituting Mpr for M in the definition of M[e]. For example, 
Mpr[ el ( e2) ] =def Mpr[ el]( Mpr[ e2]) • 
The following theorem shows the strong connection between presentation seman- 
tics and pseudo-axiomatic semantics. 
7.20. Theorem. For all ASL-expressions e and all U pL environments p: 
r~(Mp~[e](p))= Mpa[e](m o p). 
Proof (by induction on the structure of e). 
(I) If e is a basic, set, sig, or sigmorph expression: 
t~(Mpr[e](p))= Mpr[e](p)= Mpa[e](t~ op). 
(II) If e is a specification expression: Then 
r~(Mpr[e](p))= m(Mr, r[e](p))= Mp~[e](r~ op) 
by the projection theorem. 
(III) If e is a cartesian product expression: Then the assertion easily follows by 
the induction hypothesis. 
(IV) A-abstraction: Let e = AnX: b.B. Then, for all x~DOMp~(n), we have by 
definition of n~ for any x' with rh(x')= x: 
ffl( Mpr[ e]( p ) )(x) = ffl( Mpr[ e]( p)(x') ) 
(by definition of Mpr) 
={ .Lffl(Mpr[e](p[X~'-~x'])) if Mpr[b](p[X~---~ x']) holds 
otherwise 
(by the induction assumption) 
={ Mp~[e](mo(p[X~x'])) 
(because of t~(x')= x) _1_ 
={ ± Mp.[e](rn o p)[X x] 
if Mpa[b](m o(p[X~x'])), 
otherwise 
if Ml, a[b]( mo p)[X ~ x]), 
otherwise 
(by definition) 
= M,,dx , i x .  o p)(x). 
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(v) Function application: Let e = el(e2). Then 
fit( Mpr[ e]( p ) ) = fit( Mpr[ ed( p )( Mpr[ e2]( p ) ) ) 
= fit(Mpr[el](p))(f it(Mpr[e2](P))) 
= Mpa[e,](fit o p)(Mpa[e2](fit ° p)) 
= Mpa[e,(e2)](fito p) 
= Mpa[e](fito p). 
Let e=Vnf=-e l ,  e2_l. We have to (VI) Recursion" 
equality holds: 
fit(/~f Mpr[ ed(p)) =/~f Mpa[ e,](fit o p). 
Then 
fit( Mpr[ e](p)) = fit( Mpr[ e2]( p )[ f~/.~f Mpr[ e~](p) ] 
(by definition of Mpr) 
(by definition of fit) 
(by induction assumption) 
(by definition of Mpa) 
Proof of (8). 
prove that the following 
(by definition) 
(8) 
= Mp~[ eE](fit° p) [f~--~/,ef. Mp~[ el](fit o p) ] 
(by (8) and induction assumption) 
= btf.Mpa[e2](fit op) (by definition). [] 
First we show that r~ o ~f.Mpr[ea] is fixed point of Mpa[el](fit ° p) and 
then that it is the least fixed point. 
(1) f it(lzf.Mpr[el](P)) 
= fit(Mpr[ eli( p[f~-> pf.Mpr[ el ](p) ])) 
(by the fixed point property of ~f.Mpr[e~]) 
= Mpa[ eli(fit ° ( p[f~-"> I.Lf.Mpr[ el](p) ])) (inductive assumption for el) 
= Mpa[el](fit ° p)[f~->fit( IzfMpr[el](p))].  
(2) Let Y be the least ordinal such that every chain in SEM is stationary (cf. [1]). 
Then fit is T-continuous. Since Mpr[e~](p) is omegarcontinuous, we have 
H,f. Mpri el](p) = lub({ Mpr [ el]( p)'l i < omegas}) 
= lub({Mpr[el](p)klk < 3,}) (by the fixed point property). 
Therefore we can prove: 
fit ( I.tf Mpr[ el]( p ) ) = fit(lub( { Mpr[ ed( p )k l k < 3,})) 
=lub({fit(Mpde ](p)klk< 3,})) (fit is 3,-continuous) 
= lub( { Mpa[ ed(  fit o p )k) l k < T} 
= btfMpa[el](fit o p) 
(by the induction assumption) 
(by the fixed point property). [] 
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7.21. Corollary. Every class C of Z-algebras which is definable in ASL is a pseudo- 
axiomatic omega class. 
Proof. Let e be a definition of (Z, C), that is, M[e] =(Z, C). Then Mpr[e] = 
(Z, HE, E, I )  for some HE, E, I. By the previous theorem we have C= 
Mod((Z, HE, E, I))]z. [] 
7.22. Corollary. I f  e is an ASL-expression of function mode and p an m-extensional 
environment, hen Mpr[e](p) is m-extensional. 
8. Continuity issues; full abstractness and proof system 
In this section, first a syntactic ondition is given under which all recursive 
definitions (not involving specifications) are 'continuous', that means their corre- 
sponding functionals are continuous and hence, the fixed point can be computed 
within omega iterations. Then the different semantic models for specifications are 
compared with respect o full abstractness and finally, a complete (semiformal) 
proof system for specifications i developed. 
8.1. Continuity and noncontinuity of set and signature operations 
A major problem with the ASL-semantics as presented in Section 5 is the non- 
continuity of the set operations ubset and set comprehension, of the constructor 
operation for signatures as well as of all specification operations (except +). This 
leads to more complicated proof rules: instead of the usual structural induction 
(e.g., natural numbers) transfinite induction has to be considered. Moreover, the 
theory of domain equations has not been extended up to now to noncontinuous 
functions in a satisfactory way ([77] studies everal possible xtensions, all of which 
are not completely satisfactory). 
For the case of set and signature operations we will see that the noncontinuity 
of S~ S', (S, O),  and {mxlB}  can be avoided by restricting the syntactic forms 
of $, S', O, and B. Similar conditions could be given for the specification operations. 
Set comprehension is defined by the inverse image operator which is noncon- 
tinuous in its second argument (cf. Section 2.5): Consider a chain of operations 
tri : A l--> A ± 
such that all o'i are partial (that is, 3x: tri(x)= _1_), but lub(tri) is total. Moreover, 
suppose that all o-~ are injective. Then, for any so eA  with So~O,i(A), 
lub(derivep({So}, o'~)) is not total, but derivep({So},lub(tri)) is total. Therefore, 
M[{sort s ltr(s) ~ {so}}] = dedvep({tt}, tr(.) e {So}) implies the noncontinuity of the 
set comprehension. 
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This noncontinuity is inherent since the property of 'being a partial function' is 
not preserved by limits of chains of functions. One possibility of avoiding the 
noncontinuity would be to renounce the observation of partiality when considering 
sets of basic objects and to define 
derive[~(S, o-) =aef{xl o'(x) EEM S} k..) {.J_}, 
derive~,((S, '), o-) =aef (derive[~(S, o-), derive[M(S', o')), 
which means that whenever the inverse image operation has been applied in some 
expression e the question isempty(e) can never be answered by tt. 
On the other hand, if we stick to our (old) definition of set comprehension, a 
possible way of avoiding the noncontinuity is to forbid recursive calls in the body 
of set comprehension and analogously in $1_ S~ and in (S, O).  We add the 
following context condition (NR) to applicative ASL-expressions: any expression 
Fmlf~ =- e~, . . . ,  m,f ,  = e, ; eJ is only well-defined if any expression {mxlB}, $1 
$2, and (S, O) which occurs in e l , . . . ,  e, does not contain any of the f~,. . .  ,f, as 
free variables. 
8.1. Theorem. Let 
ml f l  ~ e l ,  • • • , m. f .  =-- e .  (9) 
be a system of recursive quations (without any specification expression) such that the 
context-condition (NR) is satisfied. Then the least fixed point of (9) can be computed 
within omega iterations. 
Proof. W.l.o.g., assume n = 1. Then (9) has the form mf ==- e. For any environment 
p, each subexpression e' of the form {mxlB}, $1c_$2, and (S ,O)  of e has a 
well-defined meaning M[e'](p) since, because of the context condition (NR), f 
does not occur in e'. Replace in e every e' by an appropriate new identifier x'. Then 
M[m f = e](p)= M[m f =- e[x'/ e']](p[x'~--~ M[e'](p)]), 
where e[x'/e'] denotes the substitution of e' by x' in e. Now, e[x'/e'] contains only 
continuous operations. Therefore, the least fixed point of m f= e[x'/e'] (in the 
environment p') can be computed within omega steps. This implies the assertion of 
the theorem. [] 
By this restriction the essential computational power of ASL is preserved: in 
Section 9.2 we will show that any recursively enumerable set of elements of a basic 
mode can be defined without recursive use of the noncontinuous operations. 
8.2. Full abstractness 
One criterion for the adequacy of a semantic definition of a language is that the 
semantic definition is not over-generous in a certain sense. Let L be a language with 
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semantic domain DOM and semantic interpretation S:L--> DOM. There exist at 
least two kinds of 'over-generosity' for S: 
• S is not surjective or 
• S is not 'fully abstract'. 
For ASL none of the given semantics are surjective. As every language, ASL has 
only countably many expressions, whereas already the domain SIG of signatures 
is uncountable. The nonsurjectivity is a defect of almost all denotational definitions: 
almost every cpo DOM which is a completion of the set of its finitary elements 
contains infinitary elements which are not computable (for the exact definition of 
computable lement of a cpo see Section 9.1); on the other hand, every element 
S[e]~DOM, the meaning of some expression e of L, is usually a computable 
element of DOM. 
A possible solution to this problem is given in [ 105] where 'effective completions' 
of partial orders are defined; for domains including noncontinuous operations, 
however, this construction does not work since in such domains noncomputable 
elements are definable and we would need at least 'H~-completions'. In any case, 
these constructions are quite complicated such that, for surjective semantic functions, 
algebraic semantics eem more adequate than denotational ones (cf. [21, 24]). 
The second criterion for the adequacy of semantic definitions, full abstractness, 
has been introduced in [68, 69]. In its general form [69], full abstractness means 
that for any expression e of L the identity of e is determined by all its contexts. A 
context is an expression C[ ]--that is, an expression with a hole in it, to be filled 
by an expression of some kind. Then S is fully abstract if, for all expressions e and 
e', we have 
S[e] = S[e'] iff for all contexts C[ ]: S[C[e]] = S[C[e']] holds. 
The direction "3"  holds for most semantics (except for some semantic definitions 
of parallel processes). The other direction "~"  does not hold if there exist semanti- 
cally different expressions e and e' which cannot be distinguished by any context; 
it means that S distinguishes too finely between certain expressions. A reason for 
this might be nonsurjectivity. For example, S[e] and S[e'] might be functions which 
only differ at an unrealizable argument, which can never be supplied to the functions 
in a context. This arises for example in typed A-calculus [75] if the domain of 
functions consists of all continuous functions since A-calculus does not allow to 
specify nonsequential functions. The applicative part of ASL is almost typed A- 
calculus but ASL allows to specify some nonsequential functions (for example, 
'parallel-or'). It is an open problem whether the given semantics of ASL are fully 
abstract with respect o Plotkin's definition. 
Another eason for this might be the 'nonextensionality' of a part of the language 
with respect o a certain observability criterion. This problem will be studied in the 
following. 
8.2. Definition. Let L be a typed language, m and m' be modes of L and S: L-> DOM 
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a semantic function. Then m is called fully abstract in the S-semantics w.r.t. 
observation by m' if, for all closed L-expressions e and e' of mode m, 
S[e] = S[e'] iff for all contexts C[ ] of sort m': S[C[e]] = S[C[e']]. 
The set modes sig and spec are the modes which distinguish ASL from other 
languages. Hence, we will study the full abstractness of ASL just for these modes. 
All three semantics of ASL coincide on set modes and on sig and these modes are 
fully abstract with respect o observation by booleans, in particular, and the boolean 
functions e and isempty may serve as observation functions. 
8.3. Theorem. The set modes are fully abstract in all semantics of ASL with respect 
to boolean observation. 
Proof. Let m be a basic mode of ASL. Then, for the set mode ms, DOM[ms]  = 
SET(DOM[ m]) = Pp(DOM[ m ]). 
Let e~, e2 be two closed ASL-expressions of mode ms. Then M[e~] = (S~, S[) and 
M[e2] = ($2, S~) for some (Si, S~) ~ Pp(DOM[m]) .  Now, (S~, S~) ~ ($2, S~) iff there 
is an a ~ DOM[m]  with a e ($1 - $2) u ($2-  $1) u (S'1 - S~) u (S~ - S'1). Let e be an 
expression with M[e] = a. We distinguish four cases: 
Case 1: a ~ _L and a ~ ($1 - $2) u ($2-  $1): Then Mice  e~] ~ Mice  e2] since one 
of these expressions yields tt and the other yields iT or _1_. 
Case 2: a ~ ± and a ~ (S[ - S~) u (S~-  S~): Then M[ee el] ~ Mice  e2] since one 
of these expressions yields tt or _L, the other yields ft. 
Case 3: a = .J_ and ± ~ (S~ - $2) u ($2 - S~): Let, w.l.o.g., _L ~ S1 - $2. Then $2 is 
finite and can be written as {a~, . . . ,  an} for some ai~ DOM[m]  - {±}, n 1> 0. Hence, 
! 
there exist expressions e l , . . . ,  en with Mien] = ai for i = 1 , . . . ,  n. Now consider the 
context C[ . ]  =aef i sempty( . -{e[ , . . . ,  e'})). Then M[C[e2] ]=t t ,  whereas 
M[  C[ e,]] e {.L, if}. 
Case 4: a = ± and .1_ e (S[ - S~) u S~ - Si). Similarly to case 3 consider the context 
isempty(C (.) -{  e l , . . . ,  e'}). Therefore, in all cases there exist contexts which distin- 
guish e I and e2. [] 
8.4. Corollary. The mode sig of signatures is fully abstract in all semantics of ASL 
with respect o booleans. 
Proof. DOM[sig] ___ DOM[sorts] x DOM[opns]. Hence, the full abstractness of sig 
follows from the full abstractness of sorts and opos. [] 
8.5. Proposition. (1) spec is fully abstract in the algebra- and the pseudo-axiomatic 
semantics (w.r.t. booleans). 
(2) spec is not fully abstract in the presentation semantics. 
Proof. (1) Let T~ and T2 be two spee expressions without free variables. Consider 
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the contexts (i = 1, 2) 
Ci[. ] =d~f (A spee X : T, true)(. ). 
If M[ 7"1] # M[ T2], then either sig TI # sig T2 or sig 7"1 = sig T2 and Mod(M[ T~]) # 
Mod(M[T2]). In both cases we have M[Ci[T~]]=tt, but M[CI[T2]]=I or 
M[ C2[ T~]] = ±. 
(2) Let Nat' be a specification expression for natural numbers which is as Nat 
(see Section 5.6) but with one more (trivial) axiom: 0=0. Then Mpr[Nat]~ 
Mpr[Nat'], but because of the extensionality of the semantics, Nat and Nat' cannot 
be distinguished by any context. [] 
8.3. A proof system 
There are several quite distinct proof systems for first-order logic, corresponding 
to different ways of thinking about proofs. The most important hing, however, is 
that while there are many notions of 'proof', there is only one real notion of 
'provable' for first-order logic since the completeness theorem holds (cf, e.g., [5]). 
Because of the reachability operation, ASL-specifications are not first-order 
theories anymore, though all axioms are first-order formulas (cf., e.g., [10, 65]). 
There does not exist any complete 'formal proof system' [88] for hierarchical 
algebraic specifications. But there exists a complete 'semiformal proof system' 
(meaning that it contains an inference rule with infinitely many premises) and 
because of the completeness theorem with respect o semiformal proofs there exists 
only one notion of proof for hierarchical specifications. 
ASL-specifications allow to formulate quite complex specification expressions, 
much more complex than hierarchical specifications. However, in the following we 
will show that for every ASL-specification there exists a complete semiformal proof 
system. As an application we prove a few derived inference rules which allow 
theorems in a specification (T say) to be converted to theorems in a larger 
specification (T+ T' say) as in [83]. 
Below we will give a Hilbert-style proof system for every presentation of a 
specification. It is usually a favorite system for mathematicians because it is elegant 
and easy to remember. Gentzen-type, Fitch-type, or even Beth-type systems might 
be better suited for proving particular theorems of a specification (cf. [5, 93]), but 
we leave this to another study. 
Let P = (Z, HE, E, I) be a presentation. 
Axiom schemata of P. (1) All (propositional) tautologies in WFFIJx (that are, e.g., 
formulas of the form qb v-nqb or ( (~ W) ^  ~)-->--nqb), cf., e.g., [5]. 
(2) All equality axioms: Let x, y, z~ VAR.x be of the same sorts and let xi, 
yi ¢ VAR.x be of sort si (i = 1, . . . ,  n): 
• reflexivity: x = x, 
• symmetry: x = y~y = x, 
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• transitivity: x = y ^ y = z~x = z, 
• substitution axiom: 
Xl = y~ ^ ' ' "  ^  x,, = y , ,~  f (x~, . . . , x,,) = f(y~, . . . , y,)  iff~,...s.s ~ opns(HE) + 
s substitution axiom: x =y~(D(x)~D(y) ) .  
(3) All first-order substitution axioms of either of the forms: 
(Vsx: 4)~4[ t /x ]  or 4~3sx:  4 [x / t ]  
if s ~ sorts(HE) + and if x s VARH~ and t ~ TERMnx are both of sorts s. 
(4) All axioms e ~ E. 
Rules of inference of P 
(1) Modus ponens : 
from ( 4 ~ g') and 4 infer gt. 
(2) Generalization rules: 
from 43  gt(x) infer 4==>Vsy: gt[y/x],  
from ~F(x)~4 infer (3sy: ~[y /x ] )~ 4 
if x, y s VARH~ are of sort s and if x does not occur freely in 4. 
(3) (Semiformal) induction rule: 
from 4[ t /x ]  for all t ~ [W<som(H~);F>(Xs,)]~ infer Vsx: 4 
if x e VARH~ of sort s, s e S, S '=  sorts(HE) - S and (S, F)  ~ I. 
We inductively define a notion of proof  of 4 from a set of sentences T in H(P)  
8.6. Definition. (1) The relation ~-, (read T ~,  4 as 4 is provable from Tin n steps) 
is inductively defined as follows: 
(i) T ~-14 if 4 ~ T or if 4 is an axiom of H(P ) ;  
(ii) T ~- ,+14 if 4 follows from gti with T ~--m gti (m ~< n) by modus ponens or 
one of the generalization rules; 
(iii) T ~-sup m(,)VSX: 4 if VSX: 4 follows from 4[ t /x ]  with T ~--m(O 4[ t /x ] .  
(2) 4 is provable from T in H(P)  i f  there exists an ordinal a with T ~-~ 4. 
8.7. Theorem. For every presentation P = (Z, HE, E, I) the proof system H(  P) is sound 
and complete; that means, for all H~-formulas 4, 
T~ 4<=~Mod(P) ~ 4. 
Sketch of proof. (~)  Soundness: The soundness of the axioms and of modus ponens 
and the generalization rules can be proven just as in one-sorted first-order logic (cf. 
e.g. [91, p. 21-22]). The usual defect of heterogeneous algebras, empty carrier sets 
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(cf. [47, 67]) does not occur since algebras with empty cartier sets are not allowed 
in our approach. 
(~)  Completeness: The completeness proof is just as the completeness proof for 
omega-logic [88] or similar to the completeness proof for Lomega,omega (cf. [5, 59, 
60]). Using a countably infinite set of new constants for every sort s e sorts(HE) 
one has to define a forcing property to prove the 'model existence theorem'. This 
then implies the completeness theorem. [] 
Using the translation m from the Mpr-Semantics tothe pseudo-axiomatic semantics 
one can associate a proof system to every ASL-specification. 
8.8. Definition. For every ASL-expression e of mode spec without free variables let 
H(e) be the proof system H(Mpr[e]). 
8.9. Corollary. For all ASL-specifications e without free variables there exists a sound 
and complete proof system, that is, for every ASL-expression e without free variables 
H ( e ) is a sound and complete proof system. 
Proof. Let • be a Z-formula where .Y = sig(M[e]). Then 
H(e) ~- O<:~ H(Mp~[e]) F- • 
<:~ Mod(Mp~[e]) ~ • 
<:> Mod(Mp~[ e])ls ~ • 
<:>Mod(M[e]) ~ O. 
(by completeness) 
(because of • e WFFz) 
(by r~ o Mpr[e]= M[e]) [] 
There exist also more direct correspondences between ASL-specifications and 
formulas, as is shown in the following corollary. 
8.10. Corollary. Let • be a formula of appropriate signature and let Z, E, T, T', W 
be total expressions without free variables. 
(1) signature .Y axioms E ~- • <=~ H((.Y, .Y, E, 0)) ~- 0; 
(2) T~-¢P or T'~- O ~ T+ T '~ O; 
(3) T ~- • :=~ reach T on S with F ~-O 
/f S _c sorts(sig T) and F c_ opas(sig T); 
(4) T~-~r*(O) =~ deriveTbyo~-O; 
(5) T ~ • and terms(O) c_ W =~ observe T by W ~- O, 
where terms(O) denotes the set of all terms t in some subformula D( t), t = t', or t'= t 
of O. 
Proof. The proof is straightforward by applying the semantic definitions of the 
specification operators. [] 
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9. Computabi l i ty and definabil ity 
In this section computability and definability questions are studied. Roughly 
speaking all recursively enumerable objects are definable in ASL. This is not 
completely true since it is known that in A-calculus-like languages only sequential 
functions are definable. In ASL some nonsequential functions such as 'parallel-or' 
are definable, but it is an open problem whether all such functions are definable. 
In the following we will show that all partial recursive functions over basic modes, 
all recursively enumerable sets and signatures, and all classes of algebras which 
have recursively enumerable presentations are definable in ASL. As the main result 
we will prove that ASL is a universal specification language: all computable trans- 
formations of specifications (which are extensional with respect o model classes 
and signatures) can be defined in ASL. 
First, basic definitions for computability in algebraic domains are given. 
9.1. Effectively presented cpo's 
9.1. Definition. Let DOM be a cpo with partial ordering E. 
(1) DOM is called effectively presented by en, if en:N--> DOM is a recursive 
enumeration of the finite elements of DOM (i.e., en(N) = {x ~ DOM]x finite} and 
the relation --en defined by "i ~enjC:>en(i)=en(j)" is recursive) such that the 
following two conditions are satisfied: 
(a) The predicate "en(n) and en(m) have a common upper bound" is recur- 
sive, and 
(b) the predicate "en(n)= lub({en(k), en(l)})" is recursive. 
(2) An element x of the effectively presented cpo DOM is called recursively 
enumerable or computable if there exists a recursively enumerable set S_  N such 
that {en(i) I i~ S} is directed and x =lub({en(i)] i~ S}); x is called recursive if S is 
recursive. 
Effectively presented flat cpo's have a simple characterization. 
9.2. Lemma. A fiat cpo DOM is effectively presented iff there exists a recursive 
enumeration en: M --> DOM of DOM. 
Proof. (3) :  This part of the proof is trivial. 
(~):  Assume, w.l.o.g., en(O) = .1_. The relations en(n) = lub({en(k), en(l)}) defined 
by 
(n --en k --en l) or (n --~n k and l -~n O) or (n ---~ I and k ~n O) 
and "en(n) and en(k) have an upper bound" defined by 
n ~en k or n --~n 0 or k --~n 0 
are obviously recursive. [] 
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The space of monotonic functions over an infinite cpo contains noncontinuous 
functions. Intuitively, such functions do not carry a finite amount of information 
but an infinite one (take, for example, the subset relation ~ for infinite signatures). 
However, there exist noncontinuous functions which, according to the definition of 
finiteness, have to be considered as finite elements of the space of monotonic 
functions: consider for example the following very simple version of derive: 
a : [M±'> M±]~ B ±, 
{~ i f f= id ,  
t~(f) =def otherwise, 
where id denotes the identity function over M ±. Then a is noncontinuous but finite 
in [[M±-> MJ-]c-> BJ-]m. 
Hence, for monotonic functions we define computability with respect o the 
continuous function space. 
9.3. Definition. Let DOM and DOM' be cpo's. 
(1) [DOM -> DOM']m is called effectively presented if the space [DOM --> DOM']c 
is effectively presented. 
(2) An elementfe [DOM --> DOM]m is called recursively enumerable or computable 
if it is continuous and recursively enumerable in [DOM->DOM]c. It is called 
recursive if it is recursive in [DOM--> DOM]~. 
An infinite element of a cpo DOM is recursively enumerable if it can be approxi- 
mated in a recursively enumerable way by finite elements; or, equivalently, there 
exists a program (a partial-recursive function) P:N-->N such that x -  
lub({en(P(i))l i e ~}); hence, this program computes the finite information on x. 
There is another characterization f recursively enumerable lements which will 
be useful for function spaces: let DOM be consistently complete and countably 
algebraic. Then an infinite x is recursively enumerable iff { i len ( i )_  x} is recursively 
enumerable (cf. e.g. [105]). 
Strict computable functions on fiat cpo's have a simpler characterization. 
9.4. Definition. Let DOM1, . . . ,  DOM, and DOM be effectively presented flat cpo's 
(by en l , . . . ,  enn, en, with enl(0)= l , . . . ,  enn(0)= ±, en(0)= ±). 
(1) A strict function f :  DOM1 x. • • x DOM, --> DOM is called partial recursive, if 
there exists a partial-recursive function f :  N - {0} x. • • x N-  {0} --> N - {0} such that 
the following diagram commutes: 
f 
DOM~ x . - .x  DOM,, ~ DOM 
N-{o} x . . .x  N-{o} , N-{o} ? 
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That is, for all x l , . . . ,  x,, ~ N\{0} 
(i) f (en l (x0 , . . . ,  en, (x , ) )= ± <=> f (x l , . . . ,  x,) undefined, 
(ii) f (x l , . . .  ,x,) defined ~ f (en l (x l ) , . . . ,  en,(x,))=en(f(x~,. .  . ,x,)). 
(2) f is called (total) recursive, if f is total recursive. 
9.5. Proposition. Let DOM and DOM' be consistently complete and countably alge- 
braic cpo" s which are effectively presented by en and en'. Then f e [DOM-> DOM'] 
is computable iff f is continuous and graph(f) is recursively enumerable, where 
graph(f) = def { ( i, j) I en'(j) -- f(en(i)) }. 
For the proof we refer to, e.g. [105, p. IV-6]. 
9.6. Proposition. Under the assumptions ofthe previous definition, a strict f :  DOM~ x 
• • • x DOM, --> DOM is computable iff it is partial recursive. 
Proof. (~) :  g raph( f )={( ( i l , . . . ,  i n ) , j ) l j=Ov j 'e , f ( i l , . . . ,  i,)} 
enumerable. 
(3 ) :  Define f by 
f( i~,..  ., i , )=j  if[ (( i~,.. . ,  ik),j)~graph(f) and j#0 .  
is recursively 
Then f is partial-recursive. [] 
9.2. Computability in basic modes 
In the following we assume that the domains for sorts, operator names, and names 
for variables are effectively presented by some bijective recursive enumeration 
functions ens, enon, en,,~ with ens(0)= _1_, enon(0)= _t_, enw(0)= ±. Moreover, we 
assume that all elements of these domains, the enumeration functions (restricted to 
N-{0}) and their inverses (restricted to the total elements) are definable in ASL. 
eno:N-~ FA, 
ent:  N -~ TERM, 
defined by 
9.7. Lemma (Presentation lemma). The following functions are bijective recursive 
enumerations of the domains for operators, variables, terms and formulas: 
env: N --> VAR', 
enf: N ~ WFF 
eni(O) = _l_ for all i ~ {o, v, t, f}, 
eno(i+ I) ~-f(sl...s.)s.+l iff i=(eno~(f), en~-1(&),..., en~-1(S,+l)), 
env(i+l)=x~ iff i=(en~(x),en-~'(s))', 
ent(i + 1 ) = o(h,  • • •, t,,) iff i = (eno2(o), entl(h), •. •, entl( t,, )), 
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enf(i+ 1) = D(t)  iff i+8 = entl(t) and i mod 8 =0, 
enf(i+ 1) = t~ = t2 iff i+ 8 = (entl(t~), entl(t2)) ' and i mod 8 = 1. 
For 7, ^, . . . ,  V enf is defined analogously. 
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Here ( . . . )  and ( . , . ) '  are b ijective recursive numerations of ( [~ - {0})* and (1~ - {0}) 2, 
is division in natural numbers and i mod 8 computes the remainder o f  i + 8. 
The proof is standard. 
9.8. Corollary. The domains for operators, terms, and formulas are effectively present- 
able in ASL.  
9.9. Proposition. Let m be a basic mode of  ASL. Then all its elements, its enumeration 
function (restricted to [~- {0}) and its inverse (restricted to M[m]  -{3_}) are definable 
in ASL. 
Proof. For the modes sort, opname, and varname this holds by assumption. The 
elements of the modes opn, var, term, and formula can be defined using the construc- 
tor functions for these modes. Using recursion and composition it is an easy exercise 
to write the enumeration functions of the presentation lemma and their inverses as 
ASL-expressions. [] 
9.10. Proposition. Let ml , . . . ,  mn, m be basic modes of ASL. Then every partial- 
recursive function f : M[ml]  ×" • • × M[m~] --> M[m]  can be defined in ASL  using basic 
modes only. 
Proof. Because of the previous proposition, the functions Oi:->M[mi],  
succi : M[mi]  --> M[mi] and predi : M[mi] --> M[mi],  
Oi =aef eni(1), 
succ,(x) =def en,(en~-l(x) + 1), predi(x) =d,f en,(en~-l(x) - 1) 
are definable in ASL for i = 1 , . . . ,  n + 1. Since ASL incorporates A-calculus over 
natural numbers, it allows to write all partial-recursive functions over 
M[ml],  . . . , M[mn+l]: for any partial recursivef: M[ml]  x . • • x M[m,,]--> M[m~+l] 
if suffices to take the ASL-definition of f :Nx- . -xN- ->N and then to replace 
everywhere nat and O, succ, pred appropriately by O~, suet,  predi for i e 
{1, . . . ,  n+l} .  [] 
9.3. Computability of  sets and signatures 
9.11. Lemma (Presentation lemma). Let DOM be an infinite f lat cpo effectively 
presented by the bijective recursive numeration function en:N--> DOM with en(0) = 3-. 
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(1) P~(DOM) is effectively presented by ens :[~--> P~(DOM)' 
en~(i)={a~,. . . ,  a,} iff i=2en-~(~')-~+ • • "+2~"-~(a-)-~; 
(2) Pr,(DOM) is effectively presented by (let a~, . . . , a,, bl, . . . , bm ~ _1_ ^  n, m >10) 
enp(i) =d~f<{al,..., a }, DOM-{a l , . . . ,  a,}) 






+ 3 = 2 en- l (a , ) - I  J r - .  • • a t- 2e"-'(% )-~ and i mod 3 = 1, 
=aef (DOM-{ba, . . . ,b , ,} ,{b l , . . ,b in})  
+ 3 = 2 ~n-l(bl)-I +- .  • + 2 ~n-l(bm)-I and i mod 3 = 2, 
=def <{.]-, a , ,  . . . ,  a,}, {_L, b , , . . . ,  b,,}) 
+ 3 = 2 z~r~-*('~l)-~ +. • • + 2 2en-'(%)-1 + 2 2en-'(b')  +"  • • + 2 2en-l(b") 
i mod 3 = O. 
9.12. Proposition. Let DOM be an effectively presented flat cpo. 
(1) An element SePs(DOM) is recursively enumerable iff there exists a partial- 
recursive function f :  DOM--> DOM such that 
f (DOM-{±})  = S-{ I}  
iff there exists a partial-recursive function f :  DOM--> DOM such that 
f - I (DOM-  {_1_}) = S -  {_1_}. 
(2) S e Ps(DOM) is recursive iff S and its complement DOM-S  are recursively 
enumerable iff for some Xo e DOM - {_1_} and some total recursive f :  DOM --> DOM, 
S -  {_L} =f-l(Xo). 
The proof is standard. 
9.13. Lemma. Let DOM be an effectively presented flat cpo and let (S, S') e Pp(DOM). 
(1) ( S, S') is recursively enumerable iff S and S' are recursively enumerable elements 
of Ps(DOM). 
(2) (S, S') is recursive iff S and S' are recursive lements of Ps(DOM). 
Proof. (1) (~) :  Take the projections of a recursively enumerable approximation 
of <S, S') by finite elements. 
(~): Trivial for finite (S, S'). For infinite (S, S'), take the pairing of the approxima- 
tion for S and S'. 
Part (2) is trivial. [] 
In particular, if (S, S') is recursively enumerable and total, then (S, S') is recursive. 
9.14. Corollary. Let  ms be a set mode. Then every recursively enumerable set S e 
Pp( M[ m ]) can be defined in (restricted) ASL. 
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Proof. If S is finite, then S can obviously be defined using the operations { . , . . . , .} ,  
- .  and C.. Otherwise, let S = ($1, $2) be infinite. Then $1 and $2 contain ±. Since 
S is recursively enumerable, S1 and $2 are recursively enumerable and hence, there 
exist partial recursive functions fl, f2: M[m]--> Mira] and Xo, xl ~ M[m] such that 
$1-{-1-}= {x[f l (x)= Xo} and $2-{±} = {xlf2(x)= xl}. 
W.l.o.g., Xo # x~ and the domains off~ and f2 are disjoint. Let f :  M[m] --> M[m] be 
defined by 
f i  ~ iffl(x) # ±, f (x )  = iff2(x) # ±, 
otherwise. 
f is partial recursive. Let A m x.e be an ASL-definition for f and let eo be an 
ASL-definition for Xo. Then S= M[{mxle(x)~{eo}}]. [  
9.15. Corollary. Every recursively enumerable signature is definable in (restricted) 
ASL. 
All those basic functions on sets and signatures which are continuous are also 
computable, as is shown in the following proposition. 
9.16. Proposition. Let DOM be an effectively presented jlat cpo. 
(1) The following functions over Pp(DOM) are computable: mptyp, app, deletep, 
ee, isemptyp, rip, Up, -p, complemente. 
(2) The functions deriver, and ~r, over Pe(DOM) are not computable. 
Proof. (1) Show that the graph of these functions is recursively enumerable. 
(2) deriver, and _c p are not continuous. [] 
It is an open problem whether all computable functions over the power domain 
are definable in ASL. Certainly all A-definable functions are definable in ASL, but 
it is well-known that over nonflat cpo's only sequential computable functions are 
definable in typed A-calculus [75]. In ASL some nonsequential computable functions 
(such as parallel-or), but possibly not all, are ASL-definable. At least we have the 
following result. 
9.17. Proposition. Every partial-recursive function over finite sets is definable in ASL, 
that is, for any effectively presented flat cpo DOM consider the flat cpo 
P~n(DOM) =def ({S-  DOM-{I}[  Sfinite}u {.1}, _). 
Then any partial recursive function over P~n(DOM) is definable in ASL. 
Proof. Pan(DOM) is isomorphic to the subdomain 
({S ~ Pp(DOM) [ S + finite and S total} w {±}, _e) 
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(where __p denotes the ordering of Pp(DOM)). Since this domain is effectively 
presented and its elements are definable in ASL, one can construct an ASL-definition 
for every partial-recursive function over this domain analogously to the construction 
of partial recursive functions over basic modes. [] 
9.18. Corollary. Every partial recursive function over basic modes, set modes, and 
signatures dealing only with finite sets and signatures can be defined in (restricted) ASL. 
9.4. Computable classes of algebras 
In order to define the notion of computable class of algebras there are different 
possibilities. For example one could consider the initial and terminal algebras and 
say that a class C of algebras is computable if it has computable initial and terminal 
algebras. This would lead to studies in the lines of Bergstra (cf. [10, 11, 13]). But if 
initial and terminal algebras are not isomorphic, then the class C may contain 
uncountably many algebras (take, e.g., AIg(X)). 
Therefore, we choose a different notion which is related to the presentation 
semantics: A class of algebras is computable if it has a computable presentation. 
Note that this is a very liberal notion of computability since with respect o this 
definition every pseudo-elementary class of algebras is computable. 
We will show that every pseudo-axiomatic class which has a recursively enumer- 
able presentation (with recursive constraints) can be specified in ASL. First we need 
the following lemma. 
9.19. Lemma. Let P = (2, HE, E, I) be a presentation. Then there exist HE', E', I '  
such that P'= (2, HE', E', I') has the same model class, that is, 
Mod(V)l~ = Mod(P')Ix 
and moreover, if P is recursively enumerable and every element (S, F) ~ I is total and 
finite, then the following properties are satisfied: 
(1) sorts(Z) + f inite~sorts(HY') + finite; 
(2) opns(,~) +f inite~opns(HE') + finite; 
(3) I' is finite (and has only finite total elements); 
(4) P' is recursively enumerable. 
Proof. We first enrich HE by operators for every sort such that every sort is 
constrained by these operators: Let for any sort _s, 
N(_s) =dot {0_, : --,_S, SUCC_~ :S--,_S}, 
Assume, w.l.o.g., that HZ and the set 
N = d~f { Q~: "> S[S e sorts(HZ)} w {succ_~ :_s ~_s[s e sorts(HZ)} 
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are disjoint, i.e., opns(HX)+ c~ N += 0. Then define 
HEN =def HE w N, 
IN =clef ! u {({s}, N(_s)) Is e sorts(HE)}. 
(Here and in the following we often confound e and M[e] . )  Now, if I only has 
total and finite elements, then IN has only total and finite elements and if P is 
recursively enumerable, then PN=(~,  HEN, E, IN) is recursively enumerable. 
Moreover, every algebra in Mod(PN) is reachable. 
Then all sorts, operators, and axioms of PN are coded into a term structure as 
follows: Enrich ~Y by the usual signatures ig Nat ± and sig Bool ± of the natural 
numbers and the booleans. Then introduce two new sorts term and seqterm which 
will get exactly the same structure as the corresponding sorts in the ASL-language 
itself. On term the terms of HEN will be coded via two total functions 
ens: nat-* sorts(HEN) + eno :nat--> opns(HXN) + 
being total functions enumerating sorts(HEN) +, opns(HXN) +. On term and seqterm 
the following constructor and selector operators are defined: 
Ot =der {bottomterm: ~ term, 
maketerml  : nat, seqterm--> term, 
root l  : term--> nat, 
sonsl : term -~ seqterm, 
sort: term ~ nat, 
eml ,  bottomseq: ~ seqterm, 
add l  : term, seqterm ~ seqterm, 
hd l :  seqterm--> term, 
tll : seqterm --> seqterm}, 
with the usual axioms for strict functions: 
Et =def{Vnat i, term t, seqterm s: (D(i) A D(t) A D(s) 
(D  (maketerm 1 (i, s)) ~root  1 (maketerm(i, s)) = i 
A sonsl  (maketerm(i, s)) = s) 
^ hd l (add l ( t ,  s)) = t A t l l (addl(t ,  s)) = s) 
A (D(maketerml( t ,  s) )~D( i )  A D(s)) 
^ ( (D( root l ( t ) )  v D(sonsl(t)))~D(t)) 
A D(eml )  A (D(add l ( t ,  s ) )~ D(t) A D(s)) 
A ( (D(hd(s ) )  v D(tl(s))~D(s)) A 7D(bottomterm) A --aD(bottomseq)) 
^ hd(eml)  = bottomterm A tl(eml ) = bottomseq} 
u {Vterm t l , .  • •, term tn: (D(i) ^  sort(h) = il ^ ' -  • ^  sort(t,)  = in 
^ D(add l ( t , , . . . ,  add l ( t l ,  eml ) . . . ) )  
¢=> D(maketerml( i ,  add l ( tn , . . . ,  addl(t~, eml) . . . .  ))))[ 
n ~ N and dom(eno(i)) = ens(il) • •. ens(in) aad 
i, i l , . . . ,  in ~ [ W(sig Nat)[nat} 
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u {Vseqterm s: D(maketerml(i ,  s))~sort(maketerml( i ,  s)) = i1[ 
i, i~ e ] W(sig Nat)l,~t and en~(i~) = range(eno(i)) 
and i~ is the least k with this property}. 
The latter two sets of formulas ensure that D(t )  holds only if t is a well-formed 
term. If HE is recursively enumerable, Et is recursively enumerable as well. 
In order to associate formulas over the presentation PN to formulas over term 
we introduce a boolean operator eq which will play the role of the equality predicate 
"="  and another boolean operator def which will play the role of the definedness 
predicate: 
Of --clef {eq: nat, term, term--> bool ' ,  
def: nat, term ~ bqol±}. 
The operator eq is a congruence relation: 
CON =def{Vterm t, t', t", t l , . . . ,  t,,: eq(i, t, t ' )=true 
^ (eq(i, t, t ' )=  t rue~eq( i ,  t', t )=true)  
A (eq(i, t, t ' )=true A eq(i, t', t")= t rue~eq( i ,  t, t")=true) 
^ (eq(il, tl, t~)=true A ' ' '^  eq(i,, t,, t'~)= true 
~eq( i ,  maketerml(j,  q , . . . ,  t,), maketerml(j, t~, . . . ,  t ' ) )=t rue)  
A (eq(i, t, t') = true~(def( i ,  t) = true~def( i ,  t') = true))l 
i ,  i~ ,  . . . , i , , j  ~ ] W(sig Nat)lnat and 
sort(t) = sort(t') = sort(t") = i and sort(h) = il 
and. . ,  and sort(t . )  = i. and 
range(eno(j)) = end(i) and dom(eno( j ) )  = end(il) • • • end( i,)}. 
values of eq and def are bottom iff their arguments are not well- Moreover, the 
defined: 
WF=def{D(eq(i, t  t')) ^  D(def(i, t))lielW(sig Nat)]nat 
and sort(t) = sort(t') = i} 
u {~D(eq(i ,  t, t'))li~]W(sig Nat)inat and sort(t) ~ i or sort(t') # i} 
u{-aD(def(i, t))]i~[W(sig Nat)l,at and sort(t) ~ i}. 
W.l.o.g., we assume that, for every variable xs with x e H~:, there exists a variable 
xsnat of  sort nat. Define eno(XSn~t) =d~f Xs. 
Then we can associate to terms and formulas over nat terms and formulas over 
HE by a function 'en' over the ASL-modes term and formula as follows: 
en(eml) =def( ) where ( ) denotes the empty term, 
en(maketerm 1 ( i, add 1 ( h , . . . ,  add 1 ( tn, e m 1 ) . . .  ))) = def eno (i) (en ( t~), . . . ,  en ( tn )) 
if eno( i ) (en(h) , . . . ,  en(t,)) is a well-formed term, 
en(eq(/, t, t ' )=true) =a, fen( t )=en(t ' ) ,  )
en(eq(/, t, t') = false) = d,f -Ten(t) = en(t'),[ if en(t) and en(t') are defined 
en(def(i, t) =true) =d~f D(en(t)),  [ and ofthe same sort i, 
en(def(/, t) = false) =def- lD(en(t)),  ) 
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en( - l~)  =def-aen(~) i fen(@) is defined, 
en(~  ^  @'), en(@ v ~')  and en(@~' )  are analogously defined, 
en(Vxsn~t: SOrt(XSnat) : i~qb)  =dCfVx~: en(@),~ 
en(3XS~at: SOrt(XSn~-t) i^ @) =dCf3X~: en(@) J 
i f  ens(i) = s and i is the least k with this property and 
en(~)  is well-defined. 
In all other cases we assume en(x )= ±. 
Now we define a coding of the axioms E in the natural numbers as follows: 
code(E)  =def {formula e len(e) e E}. 
The connection of these new axioms with the operations of 2 is made by using 
surjective projections functions from term on the sorts of opns(2):  Define 
Op = Oef {proj~ :term-> s is  e sorts(opns(Z))} 
and consider the following formulas and sets of formulas: 
Ep =d~r {Vsx3term t: sort(t) = i ^ projs(t) = x I ens(i) = _s} 
(proj~ is surjective), 
u{Vterm tl . . . te rm tn" sort(t,) = il ^" • • asort(tn) = i~  
O (proj~, ( t l ) , . . . ,  proj~. (t,)) 
= proj~(maketerml (i0, add l ( t , , . . . ,  addl( t , ,  eml ) . . .  )))[ 
n e [~ and i , , . . . ,  i,, e [ W(sig Nat)lna t and 
o ~ opns(Z) and dora(o) =_s,. . .  s. and range(o) = _s and 
eno(io) = _s and ens(i,) = _s, and . . ,  and ens(i.) = _s.}. 
Let 
where 
P" = (X, (S,, 0,), El, I'~, 
S 1 = sorts .~ L.) SOrtS sig Nat w sorts sig Bool ± u {term, seqterm}, 
O, = opns .Y u opns sig Nat  u opns sig Bool ± w (9, u Ofw Op, 
E1 = axioms(Nat) u axioms(Bool ±) u Etw CONw WFu code(E) u Ep, 
I" = {({nat}, {bottom, 0, succ}), ({bool±}, {bottom, true, false}), 
({term, seqterm}, {bottomterm, bottomseq, 
eml,  addl ,  maketerml})}. 
Then every algebra A e Mod(P)l  ~ can be extended to an algebra in Mod(P").  For 
the other direction we have also to code the constraints of P. Let 
en1N : nat-> IN 
be a total function enumerating IN. We define a constraining predicate on term: 
Oo =def{ Q : nat x term -> bool ±} 
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with the following set E o of axioms 
{Vnat k, term t: D(t)::>O(Q(k, t))}, 
"Q~s,F~ is defined for all (S, F) ~ IN", 
Q(k, t) = true if en(t) ~ I W~k(0)l, 
(*k)Q(k, t)=false i fen(t)~lW~(0)[  
for all (S, F) e IN and all least k such that eni,~(k) = (S, F) and for all t [ WHx,,(0)l 
where, for en1N(k) = (S, F) ~/, 
-~k ~-  clef(Sorts(F), F w [_J{ N(_s) [_s ~ (sorts(HE) n sorts(F)) - S}) 
and, for en1N(k)= ({s}, N(s)) with s e sorts(HX) 
Zk = entN (k). 
Then we can formulate the constraint (S, F) ~ IN as follows: 
Vterm t: sort(t) = i~3term t': Q(k, t') A t '= t, 
where eniN(k) = (S, F) and ens(i) ~ S. 
If every element (S, F) of IN is recursively enumerable and total, then (S, F) is 
in fact recursive. Thus, (*k) is recursive for (S, F)=eni , , (k) .  If, moreover, I is 
recursively enumerable, then the recursive numerability of every (S, F) ~ IN induces 
the recursive numerability of E o. The surjectivity of the projections projs induces 
the validity of the constraints Lv in PN. 
Now let 
HX' =clef(S1, O,w 00>, E' =defF_.lu E O. 
Hence, sorts(HZ') is finite if sorts(Z) is finite, and opns(HX') is finite if opns(Z) 
is finite. E'  is recursively enumerable and I '  is finite. We have 
Mod((.,~, HX, E, x>)l  = Mod((Z, HE', E', l'))Iz 
which implies the desired result. [] 
9.20. Proposition. Let (,Y, C) ~ SEM have a recursively enumerable presentation such 
that every constraint is total. Then (~,, C) has an ASL-specification. 
Proof. Let P = (~, HE, E, I) be a recursively enumerable presentation of (~, C) 
which satisfies the properties of the previous lemma, that is, in HE there are only 
finitely many elements which are not in ~ and I is finite with finite elements. Thus, 
sorts(HE) = sorts( Z ) u {hs , , . . . ,  hSk}, 
opns(HX) = opns(Z) u {ho l , . . . ,  hol}, 
I={I1 , . . . ,  rm} 
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for some hidden sorts hs l , . . . ,  hSk, some hidden operation ho l , . . . ,  hoj and some 
finite constraints I~, . . . ,  In,. 
Let, w.l.o.g., S~,...,_Sk, 01,. . . ,  O~ be nonhidden copies of the hidden sorts and 
operations which do not occur in Z and let 
[[--defli[_s,/hsl,...,o,/ho,] (i= l,. . . ,  m), 
E' = d~r { e[s l /hs l , . . . ,  ol/hoi] [ e ~ E }. 
The recursive enumerability of sorts(Z), opns(Z), and E implies that there exist 
ASL-expressions es, eo, and e' defining sorts(Z), opns(Z), and E'. Moreover, since 
all I~ = (SI, F~) are finite, there exist ASL-expressions Si, Fi of the form {a l , . . . ,  an} 
defining S~ and F[ (i = 1, . . . ,  m). 




signature (e~ u {s l , . . .  , _Sk}, 
eoU{Ol,. . . ,  o,}) 
axioms e' 
on $1 with F1 
on S,. with Fm 
by in (e~, eo). 
T obviously specifies (,S, C). [] 
9.5. Computable transformations of classes of algebras 
Computability of a parameterized specification is defined by the computability 
of the associated function over presentations: 
9.21. Definition. A function f~ [SEM-> SEM] is called computable if there exists 
an extensional computable function f:SEMpr->SEMpr such that the following 
diagram commutes: 
f 
SEM ~ SEM 
I m 
? 
SEMp) .... > SEMpr 
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This definition can easily be generalized to functions with several arguments. 
9.22. Proposition. The specification functions bspec(., E), sum(., .), reach(., S, F) 
(for finite S, F), derive(., or) (for every signature morphism tr) and observe(., W) 
(for finite opns(W)) are computable. 
Proof.  We have to show that bspecpr(., E), SUmpr, reachpr(., S, F), deriVepr(., tr), 
and obserVepr(., W) (under the above assumptions) are computable, which is easy 
to see since all set operations which are used in the definitions of these functions 
are computable. [] 
9.23. Proposition. The specification functions bspec, reach, derive, and observe are 
not computable. 
Proof.  Every computable function is continuous. But none of the corresponding 
functions bspecpr, reachpr, derivepr, and observepr is continuous. [] 
9.24. Definition. A function f~ [SEM-> SEM] is called a parameterized model class 
if for all (Z, C) and (,~, C') in SEM: sig(f((Z, C)))=sig(f((~,, C'))). Then sig(f) e 
[SIG-> SIG] is defined by =de  C))) for some (Z, C)~ SEM. 
9.25. Lemma. The function 
' :  I~ ± × Pp(M ±) --> B ±, 
{t! i fene(i)ES, 
i ~' S :de f  if, for all $1 with S E $1, enp(i)~ $1, 
otherwise 
is definable in ASL for every effectively presented flat domain M ±. 
Proof.  Let en: N --> M ± be an effective and bijective numeration of M ± with en(0) -- 
_1_. Then its natural extension en±:N±-> M ± is definable in ASL, by EN say. The 
enumeration enl,'(cf. Section 9.3) of the finite elements of Pr,(M) can be defined as 
follows: 
msfunct enp = A nat i. 
i f  i mod 3 = 0 
then construct0(i +3, {m x I ~ (x)}, 1) 
else i f  i mod 3 = 1 
then constructl (i + 3, 0, 1) 
else construct2(i +3, 0, 1) 
fi 
fi, 
msfunct  constructO -= A nat i, ms S, nat j. 
i f  i = 0 then S 
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else if odd (i + 2) 
then construct0(i +4, S u {en( j )} , j+ 1) 
else if odd(i + 4) 
then construct0(i +4, S - en(j),  j + 1 ) 




msfunct constructl -= A nat i, ms S, natj. 
if i = 0 then S 
else if odd(i)  
then constructl (i + 2, S u {EN(j)}, j + 1) 
else constructl(i  + 2, S,j+ 1) 
fi 
fi, 
where odd:nat-> bool is an ASL-function which asks whether i¢ M is odd, + :natx  
nat-> nat is natural number division, rood:nat x nat-> nat gives the rest of natural 
number division, ~2 : nat -> bool is the always undefined function and where construct2 
is defined similarly to constructl. 
Then we can define i _ '  S as follows: i ~ '  S iff 
if i rood 3 = 0 
then subset(i, S) 
else i f imod3=l  
then enp(i) _ S and S~ enp(i) 
else if i rood 3 = 2 





where msfunct subset = A nat, i ms S: 
F msfunct subs -- h nat i, j, ms S. 
if i = 0 then true 
else if odd(i  + 2) 
then EN( j )~  S and subs(i + 4, j + 1, S) 
else if odd(i + 4) 
fi 
then not EN( j )  ~ S and subs( i+4, j+  1, S) 
else subs(i + 4 , j+  1, S) 
fi 
fi 
subs( i -  3, 1, S). J 
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The correctness of the definition of _' is easy to see since for finite (Sl, S~) the 
following holds: 
(s,, 
if[ ( ± e S, ^  ± e S2 ^  S~ c_ S2 ^  S'~ c_ S'2) 
v (± $1 ^  Sl = S2) v (± S', ^  = []  
9.26. Proposition. Let f e [SEM-> SEM] be a computable parameterized model class 
such that sig(f) is A-definable. Then f has a specification in ASL. 
Proof. The computability of f implies that there exists an extensional nd compu- 
table fa  [SEMpr~ SEMpr] such that for all P ~ SEMprf(m(P))  = re( f  (P)). Because 
of sig(m(P))= sig(P), s ig(f)= sig(f). Hence, the A-definability of sig(f) implies 
the A-definability of sig(f) and therefore sig(f) can be specified by an ASL- 
expression, say sg. 
Every presentation (~, HE, E, I) of a SEM-object (,~, C) has a normal form 
(~, HE', E', I') which can even be represented by (~, E') since I' is the same for 
every presentation and HE'= (sorts(Z) w S, opns(Z) u O), where S and O are also 
the same for every presentation (see Lemma 9.19). 
Then the function 
th: SIG--> (Ps(WFFH) ~ Ps(WFFH)) 
defined by 
th (X) (E )=E"  iff f ( (~,HX,  E, I ' ) ) - ( ,~",HX",E" , I ' ) ,  
where ,~"= (S", 0") = sig(f)(z) and HE" = (S"u S, O"u O) and WFFH denotes the 
set of all well-formed formulas of (possibly) hidden signatures i well-defined and 
computable. Therefore, th is continuous and 
graph ( th ) = a,f { ( i, (j, k)) ] enw~(k) c_ th (ensiG (i) ) (enwn(j) ) } 
is recursively enumerable, where SIG is effectively presented by ensm and P,(WFFH) 
is effectively presented by enwer. 
For pseudo-axiomatic parameters the signatures of enwff(j) and enwer(k) are in 
(HA, HFA) and not in (A, FA). In order to define enwa(j) and enwfr(k) let p be a 
total-recursive signature isomorphism in [HA~A]x[HFAoFA] ,  where the 
operations of A and FA are extended by copies of the operations on HA and HFA. 
p exists since A and HA (and Fa and HFA, respectively) are countably infinite 
and have the same operations. Moreover, p o enwer is an effective presentation of p 
which is a subdomain of P,(WFF). Define 
graph(th, p) ----def {(i, (j, k))[p*(enw~(k))~_ th(ensm(i), p*(enwf~(j)))}. 
Because of the recursive enumerability of graph(th), graph(th, p) is recursively 
enumerable as well. Moreover, p*(enwn(j)) and p*(enw~(k)) are finite elements of 
Ps(WFF). Because of the recursive numerability of graph(th, p) there exist ASL- 
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functions al ,  0~2, a3 in [nat--> nat] (where nat denotes the ASL-mode of natural 
numbers) such that 
(i, (j, k)) ~ graph(th, p) iff 3n ~ t~: i = al(n),j = a2(n), and k = a3(n ). 
For every finite set of formulas • of the form ({~rl,.. •, ~k} U {±l± ~ ~}, g'), i ~ •, 
where ~rl , . . . ,  Zrk # i ,  let 
A ¢~ =def"/7"lA " " " A 'W k .  
Note that A 0 =clef true. Obviously, A ~ is definable in ASL. Then we can specify 
a function 
fm: nat x spee--> formula 
which associates to every specification X and to every coding n of (i, (j, k))~ 
graph(th, p) the formula A p*(enw~(k)) if ensm(i)E sig(X) and X W A p*(enwer(j)): 
formulafunet fm - x nat n, spec X: R (n). 
i f  O~l(n ) E' sig(X) then A p*(enw~(a3(n))) else true fi, 
where 
specfunct R -= A nat n. 
derive 
derive signature (p(HA),  p(HFA)) axioms A p*(enwff(a2(n))) 
hy in((p(A ), p(FA))) 
byp. 
To see that fm and R can be considered as ASL-expressions we observe that 
_ (p*o enwa)o a3 can be considered as an ASL-expression since a3 is one and 
p*o enwfr is a computable function from DOM(nat) into SETWFF; 
- p(HA) and p(HFA), respectively are computable subsets of A and FA, respec- 
tively; 
- PlAr and in ((p(A), p(FA))) are continuous ignature morphisms in the domain 
SIGMORPH of signature morphisms between 'visible' signatures. 
The union of all fm(n, X) can be specified as follows: 
formulasfunct al l fm - A spec X. 
F formulasfunct emballfm -= A nat n, spec X. 
emballfm(n +1, X) u {fm(n, X)}; 
emballfm(0, X). _j 
Now, the following function is an ASL-definition of f and hence o f f :  
specfunct F-= A spec X. 
derive 
reachable 
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reachable 
signature (p(HA), p(HFA)) axioms allfm(X) 
on ,~x with F1 
on S. with F. 
by (in (sg (X))o p, 
where Si, F~ (i = 1 , . . . ,  n) are ASL-expressions for the p-images p(Si) and p(F~) of 
the constraints (S~, F~) of I'. [] 
Therefore, ASL is a universal specification language in the sense that any compu- 
table transformation of model classes can be defined in ASL. Other specification 
languages such as CLEAR, LOO~, ACT1 are not universal since in these languages 
transformations of signatures such as in "Copy" or "Map" (see Section 5.7) cannot 
be defined. 
10. Concluding remarks 
In many respects the operations in ASL are simpler than in other specification 
languages: The 'algebra'-semantics allows straightforward efinitions of the 
specification operations, the parameterization concept is well-known from program- 
ming languages. Only the semantics of sets needs a quite complicated omain and 
the operations "set difference" or "subset" have quite sophisticated semantics. These 
complications come from the inclusion of finite and infinite sets into the language 
together with the aim at the 'best' continuous approximations of the observation 
functions "~"  and "isempty". 
If one is interested in finite sets and signatures only, one could get a simpler 
semantics for sets and signatures by projecting the Pinegger domain homomorphi- 
cally on the Egli-Milner powerdomain or if one is not even interested in recursive 
definitions of sets and specifications, one could then take even a flat domain for 
sets and signatures. 
Another interesting domain for (infinite) sets is the Egli-Milner domain for 
countable nondeterminism PcN(M j-) which contains all subsets of M ± and is ordered 
by the Egli-Milner ordering (cf. [1]). This domain has similar properties as the 
Pinegger domain but its subset relation is continuous implying the continuity of the 
specification operators "bspec" and "reach". The drawback of this domain is that 
infinite sets without ./_ are 'finite' elements according to the definition of finiteness. 
As a consequence, Pcrq(M x) is not countably algebraic, the equality between finite 
elements i not decidable and intuitively noncomputable operations are continuous. 
Hence, in order to analyse computability questions for this domain, appropriate 
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notions of effective presentation, finiteness, and recursive numerability have to be 
developed (e.g., along the lines of the extended version of [1]). 
ASL being a kernel language does not provide high-level operations for writing 
specifications. The operations for building basic specifications, for the restriction 
to reachable algebras and for deriving a new signature correspond closely to the 
different semantic omponents of presentations. The operation "+" is the funda- 
mental operation for combining two specifications. Since it does not take care of 
shared subtheories and name clashes, its semantics is much simpler than the 
corresponding operation in CLEAR. 
The only more high-level operation of ASL is observe. As one can see from its 
definition in the presentation semantics, it is not totally independent of the other 
specification operations: for recursively enumerable s ts of terms W, observe T wrt W 
can be expressed using the other specification operations (cf. Section 7.3). However, 
it is important to include observe into the specification language since this operation 
is directly oriented towards the implementation f specifications. It permits to choose 
a simple notion of implementation (Section 6.1) without losing any power for the 
development of data structures. One even gets finer methods for determining the 
degree of freedom in the choice of the implementation. Using observe one can 
exactly specify whether it is allowed to implement some visible behaviour of a data 
structure or whether (for reasons of the choice of algorithms for example) any major 
change of the specification is forbidden. 
One of the main advantages of ASL is the flexibility of its parameterization 
concept. For specifications it is simpler than those of the other specification languages 
since it uses only well-known programming language notions. Other parameteriz- 
ation concepts can be expressed in ASL without much effort and moreover, pro- 
cedures in ASL may not only have specifications as parameters but all different 
kinds of parameters ( uch as specifications together with sorts, formulas or natural 
numbers). Such possibilities are important with respect to applications of algebraic 
specifications in, for example, the fields of data bases (cf. [29]) and programming 
language semantics (cf. [2]). 
Similar to CIP-L which has been designed to support the transformation of
programs, ASL has been developed as a tool for the specification and implementation 
of data structures. Identities uch as in Section 6 can serve as a basis for transforming 
a specification expression into an equivalent one which has for example another 
hierarchical structure better suited for implementation. Often such identities do not 
change much the logical content of a specification. This can be done with the help 
of the proof system of Section 8. However (although being complete), this proof 
system seems appropriate only for 'flat' specifications built without derive and observe 
and even without +. It will be important for the usefulness of ASL to develop also 
more direct proof rules for the specification operators (such as indicated in the 
corollary of Section 8.3). 
For the applicability of ASL, the formal semantics, the notion of implementation, 
identities, and the proof system as presented in this thesis are only a first step. In 
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order to understand an algebraic specification and to be sure that it fits one's own 
intuition, it is necessary to analyse the semantics of the specification: for example, 
it is important to know whether initial or terminal models exist, which identities 
between constructor terms are induced by the axioms, or'whether the specification 
is sufficiently complete. Such an analysis and even more the stepwise development 
of data structures require an expert knowledge which can and should be supported 
by a system. First attempts in these directions have been done for ASL in Edinburgh, 
Munich, and Passau where for the analysis of specifications several systems have 
been built: one [83] in the framework of CLEAR and LCF allows to perform proofs 
in structured specifications, another one [62, 78] supports the analysis of partial 
abstract types with respect o questions of existence of initial and terminal algebras 
and a third one [56] allows for rapid prototyping of hierarchical algebraic 
specifications. On the other hand, the CIP-system in Munich (cf. [17, 72]) originally 
designed as support for program development can equally well be used for the 
transformation of data structures. 
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